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THE TWO FACES OF HOPE: HOPE POSITIVE &
HOPE NEGATIVE, A POLAR PERSPECTIVE

For my lighthouse
“Fear is an ocean wide and vast. Its roaring waves dwell in all temporal planes reaching the shores of
the future, present and past. Fear can divert us from the course of our dreams of the future. Its
currents can paralyze us in the present and halt our forward momentum. Its draw can pull us back
into the past. Hope is a lighthouse in this ocean, and its light penetrates the fogs of fear. Hope shows
us the way and gives us the will to move forwards. Its whisper can be heard above the roar for those
who listen!” (Coker, 2016).
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ABSTRACT
The concept of hope and its study lies within the discipline of positive psychology. Thus far, C.R.
Snyder (2002) has theorized a model of hope, which proposed that hope was felt in the pursuit of
goals where an individual would exhibit ‘agency ‘self-belief and motivation, and ‘pathway’ thoughts,
visualising a way to achieve these goals.
Snyder’s proposals and research appears limited to its consideration of hope as a motivator and how
hope levels may be measured. It offers a model of the potential dynamics, but in offering a general
picture, the model does not explore the breadth and depth of hope. For example, that in addition to
a high or low hope level, there may be different aspects to hope that need to be understood,
together with its origins, meaning and purpose. His research has its limitations, and the full depth of
hope is not considered, and may even be confused with optimism and self-esteem, nor does it
consider the extent to which goals that are pursued are the best fit for the individual, in terms of
their strengths (Lopez, 2013), which may also include the intrinsic meaning of the goal itself.
This research posits that hope and fear are actually two perspectives of the same emotion sharing
the same origins and purpose, and that these perspectives are designed to work together depending
on whether we want something to happen or want to avoid something. Through interviews and
thematic analysis, the Polar Model of hope and fear has emerged to illustrate this polarity and
duality. Additionally, a model has emerged to illustrate why and when hope or fear are evoked,
together with the conditions and elements that seem to exist during this process. This model is
called the Hope Triangle.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the questions of; when, why, how and where hope is experienced and explores
the positive and negative aspects. It challenges some of the theories around hope and suggests new
interpretations, arguments, questions, and theories. Snyder (2002), suggests that hope within
individuals stems from two components, namely way power – which references the pathways that
are identified, or that can be created by the individual in the attainment of a goal, and will power –
which is the agency and motivation contained within an individual. This hope theory captures two
important components of hope, but the remaining question of whether hope is still experienced
when there is no discernible pathway towards a goal brings a challenge to this theory. What about
when the goal is one that an individual wants to avoid, and therefore not asked for – or wanted?
Perhaps the levels of motivation have waned and the individuals is struggling to find the agency to
continue... In this context, does hope still spring as a result of a desperate situation? The exploration
of how hope operates within us in terms of the emotional components such as courage, resilience,
and persistence which may expand Snyder’s reference to agency. The consideration of factors that
may impact an individual’s ability to manufacture or perceive pathways may also expand this side of
Snyder’s hope theory.
HOPEFUL FEAR AND FEARFUL HOPE – IS THERE A LINK?
When considering the concept of hoping that something ‘will’ happen, there is an inference that it
goes hand in hand with fearing that it won’t. Similarly, when we fear that something ‘will’ happen,
we, I would infer that we tend to hope that it won’t. This presents the possibility of a link, and
potentially more than this, that the two are fundamentally joined in a way that may be impossible to
separate. Some of the suggested evidence for this is summarised below:
•

They are both motivators, one towards something and one away from something (Snyder C. R.,
The Psychology of Hope, 2003).

•

They are both felt when an event has either positive or negative outcomes that are impactful
and, or meaningful to the individual (Averill, Catlin, & Chon, 1990).

•

Physiology doesn’t lie! They both cause anticipatory physiological responses, which are
uncannily similar, i.e. sweaty palms, excitement, and trepidation. The only difference is the fact
that one outcome is desired and the other is not! (LeDoux, 2003).
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•

They are both felt where meaningful consequences require action from the individual, yet where
total control of the outcome is not possible and therefore there is an element of speculation.
(Averill, Catlin, & Chon, 1990)

Perhaps the question that will lead to the ultimate answer is why… Why hope and what is it for? For
me, hope is something that I turn to when the consequence and gravity of something that I want to
happen, or want to avoid is of a certain size and level of intrinsic meaning. Essentially, I often
experience ‘fear’ towards the outcome - particularly where I have no perceived ability to exert
control or influence. In order to deal with this fear, I simply switch perspective and start to ‘hope’.
The ingredients of this hope are explained in the following personal account.

PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE EXPERIENCE OF HOPE
My mother announced that she had cancer and that the prognosis was highly negative. Initially there
was shock, followed by fear and a sense of helplessness and loss of control or influence. Then, I
looked for second opinions, searched for information, educated myself on the condition in order to
gain some kind of control – in some way. When the second opinions echoed the first opinions, and
even more helplessness set in, I even turned to searching for anecdotal evidence of miracles and
where medical opinions had been wrong, and, I prayed. It was almost as if hope was a life raft to me
in a sea of fear. Some may say that I was in denial… Now that may be true, perhaps hope is a form of
denial, but I would argue that it is a denial of giving in to fear and a suspension of fear. Hope for me
attenuated the fear, it didn’t stop it, there was always a background noise of fear, but through hope,
I could function, I could keep going, I could gather my strength, rally round… If not for the hope, I
would have to face and deal with the grief of losing my mother whilst she was still alive, and
notwithstanding the fact that I believed that I had to be strong and supportive – for her. In this
instance delaying dealing with the outcome was useful.
There are also times that I can remember, whilst serving in the military, where the ultimate fear that
we all share, in the form of death came up more than once. I remember turning to hope in these
instances. Frankly, hope was the only thing that kept me going, and it is a good job that I did, as help
arrived and I am alive to tell the tale. At one point, I recall that the temptation to gain some control
by ‘choosing’ to give up started as a small voice whispering in my head, and rose to the volume of an
orchestra until hope arrived and dampened the sound. There are many survival stories where people
have given up and died, and yet unbeknownst to them, they were a few miles from salvation. There
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are also stories, where others have kept on and survived. Is it hope that has kept them going? If it is,
then clearly hope is a powerful tool for survival and one that isn’t just an opposite to fear, nor is it
something working against fear, it is a motivator that pulls us towards a goal, whereas fear is a
motivator pushing us away. If one is pushing and the other pulling, then double the force is created
to overcome inertia, get us going, and keep us going through adversity! So perhaps, if hope is a
survival tool, its evolutionary origins may be shared with fear. Imagine a situation where there was
no such thing as hope, and we were faced with an overwhelming perception that we are about to
die, or that someone we loved was about to die. How would we continue to function without hope?
Ultimately, all hope in the world wasn’t able to change the outcome for my mother, and yet we kept
on, we coped with the eventual outcome, and hope gave us time to adjust, time to rally around, and
the strength to deal with things - eventually. Fear is a very expensive emotion to feel. Fear takes a lot
of resources and causes massive hormonal and chemical changes in the body. Fear is meant to
motivate quickly and in the short-term, fear is a sprint! Fear drains resources rapidly. Hope, on the
other hand is a marathon! Hope is designed to be energizing, exciting, and for the long haul.

When we are terrified that something may happen, we are experiencing the fear mentioned above.
This fear may be all consuming. When we turn to ‘hope’, instead, we shift perspective and rather
than fearing that it will happen, we start to ‘hope that it won’t’. In the case of an event or goal that
we want to avoid, it may be a goal that we have not chosen, it may be one that has been imposed on
us and that we have to deal with. For me, the characteristics of this hope are:

•

Telling myself that it won’t happen (denial which can be productive and can lessen the fear)

•

Asking myself if there is anything that I can do to stop it from happening (productive and leading
to ingenuity)

•

Deluding myself, which may be enough to keep me going rather than acting like a rabbit in the
headlights and freezing!

When we switch it around and consider a goal that we choose and that we really want, we ‘hope
that it happens’. In this instance, it is potentially the ‘fear that it won’t’ that galvanizes us and keeps
us focused on the goal. The interesting thing for me, is that I find that it takes more courage for me
to choose to hope for something than for me to deal with fear that is imposed on me without a
choice. I believe that the reason for this is that when one is born, the other is evoked at the same
instant. If I hope for something, I will instantly fear that I may not get it, and if I fear, I will hope my
way out of it. Now this sounds absolute, but if I am really experiencing hope, and not wishful
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thinking or nice-to-haves, then this hope evokes fear and in turn, if I fear for something, it evokes
hope. For me, this represents further evidence that hope gives rise to fear, and that in choosing
hope, I infer you are opening the door to fear, and who let fear in? Perhaps, only the brave! To
explain this further; I believe that for hope to exist, the goal has to have real meaning to the
individual. The goal could be an avoidance goal, or a move towards goal. This goal would not simply
be a ‘nice to have’ like ‘I hope it doesn’t rain today – because I want to wear that dress’. It may on
the other hand be ‘I hope it rains because if not, I cannot grow my crops and feed my family’. The
stakes are much higher with the latter, and with the latter, there is no control, no ability to choose
an alternative pathway. In this context, if I am hoping, and maybe even praying for rain, I must also
consider that there is the possibility that rain will not come, and the result of that could be lifechanging, or even life ending! If we are talking about towards goals, another example may be an
athlete dreaming of winning the Olympics, training, eating, sleeping, breathing the very thought of
what it would mean to win that medal. Putting everything on the line, family suffering, relationships
suffering because of the focus needed… What would it mean to lose, to not win after all of that?
Surely, it would take courage to dare to hope at this level, and if so, would the prospect of failing
would potentially evoke fear?

At this point, the research turns to the literature review and an exploration of the scope of and
meaning of the current research around hope that is meaningful to this project.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review will discuss the current academic understanding of the concept of hope, which
has varied in its interpretation across time and between cultures (Snyder C. , Handbook of hope:
theory, measures and applications, 2000). The review is limited inasmuch as the specific research
around hope falls within the contemporary field of positive psychology, which is a young and
developing discipline and research area, which links to the fields of Humanistic psychology (Froh,
2004), (Maslow, 1943). The literature review starts by exploring the current research that links to
hope, and then widens and expands as this research project uncovers themes, which take the review
into new directions.

Hope has been extensively studied by Snyder (2003) and hope theory suggests that hope is based on
the ability to plan and create pathways despite obstacles and the trait, referred to as ‘agency’ or
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motivation to get there. Snyder’s exploration of hope, which lead to ‘Hope Theory’ (Snyder C. R.,
1991). Snyder suggested that hope was a subjective cognitive construct with which an individual
employs their inner motivation, or ‘agency’ with perceived ‘pathways’ to attain a desired goal.
Within Snyder’s Will and Way concept lies the foundations that were laid by Alfred Adler (1927) and
Abraham Maslow (1943) (Snyder C. R., 1991). Adler and Maslow understood the intrinsic need for
human beings to have goals and employ goal – directed thought.
In terms of exploring the purpose of hope, consideration is given to the concept of positive selfdeception which is a concept posited by Chang (2010). Chang suggests that this beneficial state and
positive self-view is often held on to by a process of self-deception (Chang, 2010). Chang suggests
that the reality is that our skills and attributes that we hold as highly positive are often more
normative and not exceptional. Within the research Chang suggests that our futures are actually
fairly negative when you consider the deaths, loss of health, declining earning ability, loss of
friendships and ultimately death – self-deception is an essential coping strategy as a defence
mechanism and positive illusion. An example would be denial of our own mortality and even faith in
something thereafter without proof, this may be a key reason for the existence of hope - as a coping
strategy, which we are actually wired to use in times of fear, stress and impending negative
consequence.

OPTIMISM AND HOPE
Research on optimism, conducted by Carver & Scheier (2007), can be linked with hope and
hopefulness when optimism is the positive stance on expecting a goal to be achieved (Carver &
Scheier, 2007) (Segerstrom, 2005). Seligman (1990), claims that some 60 percent of the population
are optimistic in nature and Segerstrom (2006), claims that the percentage is closer to 80 percent.
The research on optimism dates back to the 1970’s where Margaret Matlin and David Stang (1978),
suggested the Pollyanna principle, which suggests that people are inherently optimistic and hopeful
in nature. This inherent hopefulness suggests that dispositional optimists have a tendency towards
framing things optimistically (Scheier & Carver, 1992). The revolutionary approach to the focus on
well-being as opposed to the emphasis on mental illness in the field of clinical and health-related
psychology was founded by (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). This research led to further
research within clinical psychology which explored the notion that positive and negative thoughts
would indeed have an impact on actual physical health, coping and recovery (Lazarus, 1999).
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Segerstrom, (2005) emphasises the positive affect of hope and optimism on health in the form of
immunity, blood pressure and mortality.

There are currently two schools of thought regarding optimism: Optimism has been described by
Carver & Scheier, (2007) as a broad personality trait where a generally optimistic side is dominant,
whereas Peterson and Barrett (1987), suggest that it is an explanatory style. The former is where this
trait results in a mind-set where it is expected that more good than bad will occur, whereas the
latter suggests that even where negative events occur, the optimistic person will hold on to their
optimism and find optimistic coping strategies, such as emphasising the positive aspects around the
problem or stressful situation, seeking social support It is also suggested that a positive person under
the optimistic explanatory style will tend to attribute failure to being the fault of circumstance,
whereas the pessimist will attribute failure to their own flaws and take a negative self-view, and
employ strategies such as distancing themselves from the problem, denial. Interestingly, the study
also showed that optimistic people has a tendency towards acceptance of defeat and resignation
where the goal was deemed as uncontrollable Seligman (1995), conducted research on ‘learned
helplessness’ and described the response of giving up when faced with the belief that whatever you
did had no impact. Segerstrom (2006); Marshall and Brown (2008), suggest that positive illusions
translate into greater persistence with work related tasks, where the tasks are not overly difficult.

Moving on from this, Professors Shelly Taylor and David Brown (1988), considered ‘positive illusions’
where it is suggested that most healthy people are biased towards a positive view of themselves and
the world around them. This links in to the research done by Scheier & Carver (1992) on
dispositional optimism, and also the Pollyanna principal suggested by Margaret Matlin and David
Stang (1978).

GOALS AND HOPE

Snyder (1994), suggests that hope exists where there is agency, or an internal will to achieve a goal,
and the efficacy, or pathways and ability to get there. Lazarus & Folkman (1984), suggest that stress
can occur as a result of perceived mismatch between the goal and the resources of the individual to
get there. I posit that this stress is either linked to, or actually fear in some form. I would also
consider that there are more than the two components to hope than suggested by Snyder.
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SELF EFFICACY

When considering a goal, the goal-linked concept of self-efficacy must be considered. The concept
was explored by Snyder (1994), with hope theory and summarised not as an intrinsic personality
trait, but beliefs based on one’s competency, resources and the pathways when compared to
difficulty in attaining the goal. Bandura (1997). Self-Efficacy can be defined as the beliefs held by an
individual – in their ability and capability to execute them to achieve a desired outcome. Self-efficacy
is also considered to cover the coping strategies, and situational behaviours that individuals employ
when faced with difficult or adverse circumstances. This could also include an individual’s
perseverance, courage and determination – which may be considered as virtues (Bandura, 1997).

Snyder, Irving and Anderson (1991, p.287) define hope as ‘a positive motivational state that is based
on an interactively derived sense of successful (a) agency, or energy directed towards the goal, and
(b) pathways, or planning to meet the goals’. Snyder (2000), conducted research where he
interviewed participants and identified two commonly mentioned factors; ways to meet their goals
and the motivation, or will to meet their goals. These were considered to be working simultaneously.
The two also revolved around a central belief that the goal could be accomplished. This belief must
be moderate, so as not to fall into the realms of optimism according to Averill, Catlin & Chon (1990).

Snyder distinguished between towards and away from goals, and also suggested that where
individuals had built up history of failure in the pursuit of particular goals, they may experience a loss
of hope. From this research project, there is a counter – argument against having to have Agency
and Efficacy, and any belief that the goal may be obtainable. I would posit that where an individual
chooses to pursue a goal, there may be a need for a belief in being able to manifest a pathway, or in
having the motivation in the first place, but in the instance of having a goal imposed, without a
choice, and this may include avoidance goals, there is an argument to suggest that lack of agency
and self - efficacy may present an ideal environment for hope to spark into life. An example may be
where an individual if faced with the prospect of a medical test where the likely prognosis is bad.

The individual will have no control, and yet turn to hope. This is evidenced within this research
project. I believe that other virtues such as courage also play a big part in perseverance and whether
an individual has the ability to produce alternative pathways to overcome barriers. Irving, Snyder &
Crowson (1998), suggest that agency thoughts become more important, and I posit that courage as
an intrinsic virtue is something that hasn’t been considered, and may actually play a bigger part!
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Tong, Frederickson, Chang and Lim (2010) argue that the way in which hope is experienced in reality
contradicts Snyder’s model. Whereas Snyder suggests that the hopeful perceive their ability to use
actions to achieve their goals, they argue that people are hopeful where they can perceive no action
or pathway. I would take this further, as stated above and suggest that they feel hope because there
is no definable action or pathway at the time.

While Snyder acknowledges in his descriptions individuals may have ‘towards’ or ‘away from’ goals,
he does not articulate or suggest how individuals may experience the two in parallel, the
circumstances under which individuals may have both, or indeed how these two types of goals may
interact, shift or at times shift polarity from a positive to negative.

It could be considered that hope is far more complex than being orientated towards a goal, and
having the self- belief and motivation to get there. For a start, hope can exist where an outlook
appears bleak, and where there is a lack of apparent ‘way’ forwards. It could also be suggested that
the levels of hope may be impacted by the actual meaningfulness of the goal and whether or not the
goal is to move towards a desired outcome, or move away from an undesirable one. Exploring the
extent to which hope is felt from both the positive and negative aspects and whether there are
differences will widen and deepen the understanding of the dynamics of this highly complicated
feeling, emotion process and state, which I believe it maybe all of these. Lopez (2013), suggests that
hope is contagious and seems to define hope in a way that suggests that the definition may actually
be positivity and positive attitude – rather than hope, whereas I believe that we can hope for events
not to happen that are purely meaningful to us, and wholly private, and therefore not positivity,
which can be shared.

Hope and fear are both motivators and I posit that they both have emotional and cognitive
components to them. Tong et al. (2010), suggests that emotion is an element of hope as opposed to
a product of it. After considering my own experience with hope, I consider that they are always felt
together, and one can transform into the other as the perspective changes which is seen when we
hope that something is going to happen – we will fear that it won’t and when we fear that
something is going to happen – we hope that it won’t. This link is explained with the creation of a
polar model of hope and fear and an emerging theory that hope and fear are aspects of the same
emotion separated only by perspective.
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This paper explores the concept that hope serves as a moderator to fear, which is designed to move
us away from danger (LeDoux, 2003). Were the weight of fear becomes too much and where an
inertia results. In this context, hope seems to emerge instinctively as a ‘lightening agent’ and
antidote to the fear. Folkman and Moskowitz (2000), considered hope as an emotional force about
finding meaning and thus having faith like qualities, and because of this suggested that it may be
difficult to grasp and define it empirically.

CRITICAL SUMMARY
The theories discussed within the literature review provide some level of insight into how hope
operates and how situational and dispositional factors play their part in whether an individual is
‘hopeful’. Consideration is given to where there is a desired outcome and critical amount of
adversity in the way of this outcome. An aspect of hope that requires further research, is how hope
operates when the outcome is likely but undesirable - resulting in the hope that ‘it will not happen’
rather than hoping that ‘it will happen’. Clearly hope has two aspects, a positive and negative!

Currently the theories do not posit the question of the origin and meaning of hopefulness and its link
to fearfulness. Hope theory does not explain situations where agency and pathways are not present,
and yet hope is turned to by individuals, where the outcome looks bleak. Consideration also need to
be give about vague hopefulness where it is not directed at a discernible goal, but that there is
possibility for it to exist as a trait within individuals, and whether individuals with this trait have
certain attributes or characteristics. The impact of hope directed at the future has been considered
and researched, and now the present and the past also needs to be explored. Can a hopeful look at
the past help us to heal, to forgive, and to accept? Can hope directed at the present make us more
grateful, and live in the moment? Is fear born at the moment that hope sparks into life? If we want
something enough, or it has enough meaning, including the goals that we want to avoid, should we
look over our shoulder, would we see fear at the opposite axis? These are all questions that suggest
that there are uncharted waters in the ocean of hope.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
There is a need for a much deeper understanding of how, when and why hope is experienced
through its positive and negative aspects. Hope as a concept has been researched, theorised,
modelled, and linked to other concepts such as optimism,
which is outlined in the literature review.
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Further exploration of the breadth and depth of What hope is, when, how and why it is felt will be
carried out by exploring individual participants understanding and experience of hope in recounting
meaningful events where hope was activated in the form of ‘hoping for something to happen’ and
‘hoping that something wouldn’t happen’. In this context, semi structured interviews will be
conducted and transcribed with thematic analysis looking for emergent themes across the
participants.

RESEARCH DESIGN
The research aims to capture a detailed account of the experience of hope from five participants. In
view of the highly subjective nature of experiences, a qualitative approach was taken in the form of
semi-structured interviews that would have the flexibility required to respond to the emerging data
and insights of the individuals. Capturing the individual’s perceptions and interpretation of hope,
and allowing them freedom of expression through the interview was crucial. Eventual thematic
analysis would draw meaning from the data and look for emerging common themes across each
participant’s own experience (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The participants were selected from the cohort
of MAAP students at random. In choosing these participants, it is acknowledged that there is some
prior knowledge of the existing body of knowledge around hope, and also the ability to challenge
this body of knowledge and articulate both this challenge and their own unique interpretation of the
experience of and subject of hope.

DATA COLLECTION
INTERVIEWS

The interviews were conducted over skype, which gave both audio and visual input at the time of
the interview, which was then recorded as a sound file only. The semi structured design (APPENDIX
2) contained a basic structure for the interview, together with prompts to ensure that certain
information was captured. Beyond this, the interview was allowed to run organically and questions,
and answers emerged throughout the course of the interviews.
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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT APPENDICES

Participant source 1: Appendix 6
Participant source 2: Appendix 7
Participant source 3: Appendix 8
Participant source 4: Appendix 9
Participant source 5: Appendix 10
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The research was conducted in accord with the British Psychological Society Code of Ethics for
Research on Human Participants. Permission to research was applied for and gained from the Bucks
New University Psychology Department Ethics Panel (APPENDIX 1). Permission was obtained from all
participants by way of a consent form (APPENDIX 4) All participants were reminded of their right to
withdraw, and were issued with information before (APPENDIX 3) and debrief information following
the interview (APPENDIX 5 ). A key part of the information given was to be sensitive to the fact that
participants would be re-living meaningful events that were potentially charged with emotion.

ANALYTIC STRATEGY
Following the interviews, all data was transcribed. The transcripts were read several times in order
to gain familiarity with the overall data and its meaning. Initial coding was carried out by drawing out
key meanings using the Quirkos software tool for thematic analysis. These codes were then dragged
into themes which were created to house the codes. Themes were created on the fly, and in
response to new codes where existing themes could not house them.

REFLEXIVITY

Prior to conducting interviews, I had already conducted considerable research on the subject of
hope. Part of this research included considering my own experiences of hopefulness and fearfulness.
My own understanding of hope and fear, and how it operated within me – allowed me to
understand the depth of and framing of the questions that I would have to ask to ensure that
enough detail was forthcoming from the participants. Allowing the participant to answer the
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questions fully and authentically was important, and with this in mind, care was taken not to
encourage the participants to attempt to mirror my own thoughts, but to express their own freely.

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
OVERVIEW

As the interviews were transcribed and coded, the codes started to naturally cluster into themes,
which had a relationship or shared meaning. There were seven main themes which were: Fear,
Polarity, Emotional, Control, Agency, Meaning, and Progress/Movement/Change. There were also 25
sub-themes which were directly related to the main theme, but also had distinct and specific
components and meaning. They are described fully below. A full diagram and map of the themes can
be seen in appendix 6.

MAIN THEME: POLARITY

The theme of polarity was so called because it contained codes that amounted to the sub-themes of
Positive hope, negative hope, wishful thinking and loss and gain. These themes together, whilst
distinct, actually alluded to wanting something to happen or not wanting something to happen, or
losing and gaining something. This was viewed as being polar because the themes had opposite
positive and negative aspects.

Participant source 1 was asked what hope meant to them and responded with the following:
“It means something about the future” and followed with “it’s a good thing that I want to happen”.
(Page 1, Line 3 – 5)

In this statement, a clear emphasis was put on something happening in the future, but with a slant
on the positive polarity.

Participant 2 also commented on hope being positive, and yet went on to accept the opposite of this
by stating that they hoped that things wouldn’t happen and that this was not a comfortable process.
They commented and made the link that when hoping for something not to happen that they were
fearful:
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“For me hope is positive, you know I hope that things won’t happen, and so that’s an avoidance
mechanism, because I’m hoping that the event won’t happen, because I don’t want it to, so, but for
me, it feels like a positive process, because it’s that, you know, the hoping that something won’t
happen is not a comfortable process, and that bits not positive, because you are fearful that it will”.
(Page 2, Line 72 – 76)

Participant 1 stated that hope is positive for them in the context of a goal:

“It’s a good, a good thing that I want to happen”.
(Page 1, Line 4 – 5)
And:
“I tend to hope for things to happen rather than hope for things not to happen for me”.
(Page 1, Line 9 – 10)
And:
“It’s usually that I’m hoping for something to happen. I tend not to use the frame of hoping it doesn’t
happen”.
(Page 1, Line 13 – 14)

Again, participant 1 seems to allude to choosing to frame things positively. This adds evidence to this
choice and ‘framing’ as being that of taking a certain perspective.

Participant 1 talks about positive verses negative hope:

“If I’m hopeful for something and I’m moving towards it, it feels good. When I was doing a I’m hoping
it doesn’t happen, I get a different feeling then. And that usually I’m hoping that something doesn’t
happen and it’ll be something I don’t want and that doesn’t feel so good. And with that one I don’t
feel as if I’ve got as much control as when I hope for something”
(page 3, Line 74 – 78).

Participant 1:

“He was going to get some diagnosis of something so there was something different between hoping
it wouldn’t be too bad, hoping that it wouldn’t be something, and a lot of us were thinking we hope it
wouldn’t be cancer. So that was the bit that was out of our control you know, and we were focusing
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on the negative things, that felt you know, we didn’t have a lot of control, it was quite debilitating
but that was the focus of what was going on in the family at the time about not wanting something
to happen.”
(Page 2, Line 85 – 92).
And:
“So that felt quite different to hoping for something that I more positive so I guess when I’m hoping
that something doesn’t happen it’s got more of a negative connotation for me and when I’m hoping
that something does happen its more positive”.
(Page 4, Line 94 – 96).

Participant 1 talks about the flipside and loss and gain in the context of hope goals:

“I hadn’t thought about it before, not really linked those two things together, but I think that yeah
there is some element of fear, because of the potential sense of loss isn’t it, that you’re going to lose
something that is meaningful, going to be meaningful, it’s got some meaning in your life really, and if
you get what you want it’ll take you down a path that you want, that you’ve chosen for yourself so I
guess there is some fear of a loss. “
(Page 7, Line 211 – 215)

Participant 1 links meaning and sense of loss together to fear and hope in the statement above, and
links fear to hope again in the statement below when hoping that something wouldn’t happen – i.e.
an avoidance goal:

“Well, going back to the one I talked about before with father in law, and obviously we didn’t want
him to be ill and it, there was a lot of fear there and actually he was ill and he would be diagnosed
and it turned out that he was ill. So we got the diagnosis that we didn’t want so there was more fear
there I would say, probably for a longer time, more of a build up to it, because it was something we
were hoping wouldn’t happen but we had some fear. That was probably motivating that need for
hope that he was going to be alright”.
Page 8, Line 221 – 226)
And:
“There is, yeah, something about not wanting it to happen and fearful that it will”.
(Page 8, Line 231 – 232).
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Participant 1:

“So I tend to need to think, look for something hopeful in that situation and that will be the thing
that I look at and move towards”
(Page 10, Line 312 – 313).”
Participant 1 one an optimistic attitude:
“And I was the one that was saying if we do that then well be able to do this, you know I was thinking
about how were going to cross them and what we needed to do in order to jump over them really
and it was because I was hopeful that jumping over them would give us the outcome that we wanted
rather than, it wasn’t fear that was the motivator”.
(Page 11, Line 322 – 325).

Participant 1:

“Umm, well if it’s turning out the way that I’m hoping for then yes it gets more exciting because I’m
getting the outcome that I want”.
(Page 4, line 101 – 102)
Participant 1 links anxiety and anticipation:
“It’s going to go one way or another isn’t it, it’s either it’s going to be fine or it’s not. So it’s a bit,
there’s a bit of anticipation and a bit of anxiety I guess, because you might not get the outcome that
you want".
(Page 7, Line 193 – 195).
And:
“It’s something else, I guess a bit of fear that you’re going to lose what you want. So it’s such a
heightened anticipation, so yeah thinking about waiting before I actually went in and wasn’t feeling
that, the hope bit had gone then it was more, I’m here now and wanting it to be what I want be I
don’t know if I was feeling hope at that point”.
(Page 7, Line 199 – 202)

Participant 1:
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“I hadn’t thought about it before, not really linked those two things together, but I think that yeah
there is some element of fear, because of the potential sense of loss isn’t it, that you’re going to lose
something that is meaningful, going to be meaningful, it’s got some meaning in your life really, and
if you get what you want it’ll take you down a path that you want, that you’ve chosen for yourself
so I guess there is some fear of a loss .”
(Page 7, Line 211 – 215)
Participant 2 talks clearly about polarity:

“Because I think for me the flip side of hoping that something will happen is the fear that it won’t”.
(Page 9, Line 379 – 380) And: “It’s almost if you don’t fear that the opposite will happen, are you
really hoping?”
(Page 9, Line 405)

Participant 2 mentions wishful thinking and how emotional investment and meaning is what turns
this from wishful thinking to real hope:

“Because, are you really emotionally invested? Do you really want it enough that actually you don’t
really care whether it does or it doesn’t, that’s not hope, because hope, and gain, I do separate out
the cognitive process from that sort of emotion from the heart, sort of heartfelt, um, thing where you
don’t have control, but that you are just willing anything”?
(Page 9, Line 407 – 410)

Participant 4 was asked the question of what hope means to them:

“Well hope for me is that it’s like a wish that something would happen or something wouldn’t
happen, umm that kind of, it will always have to be a doubt about whether it will or not um”.
(Page 1, Line 5 – 7)

Participant 4 acknowledges that hope and fear are always present together:

“I thought back over the years and I couldn’t find a scenario where I really hoped or really wanted,
that there wasn’t an element of fear in it. Fear that it wouldn’t happen, you know, fear of the
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consequences, fear of staying as I was, you know fear of things changing so, I couldn’t find a scenario
really that was important to me that there was hope without fear, I couldn’t find it.”
(Page 4, Line 111 – 115)

Participant 4 talks about the dual purpose of hope and fear:

“So I think they, the hope keeps the fear under control and the fear keeps the hope under control”.
(Page 7, Line 191 – 192)
And:
“Because in a scenario like that, if you’re very hopeful, if it doesn’t work out for you or the person
then you’re in shock. If the fear becomes too much you’re not any good to anybody either because
you’re a shivering wreck”.
(Page 7, Line 194 – 196)
And:
“You know so, they keep each other, and they keep you in balance by sort of being both there at the
same time”.
(Page 7, Line 198 – 199)
And:
“One will keep the other in check, and keeping that balance between the two actually, keep them in
equilibrium in some way”.
(Page 7, Line 207 – 208)

MAIN THEME: FEAR

Out of all of the themes, this one contained the most codes and recurrences. The sub-themes of
denial & Delusion, acceptance, despair and anticipation were assigned under this theme. It was felt
that there may be a link to be explored between these sub categories and the main category of fear
because these themes often appeared when fear was indicated and discussed within the interviews.
Participant 1 describes the feeling of anticipation when they start hoping for something:

“I get a feeling like across my chest. And it feels quite tingly and exciting and sort of a bit butterfly’.
And: “There’s a sense of something, but there’s some excitement to it, there’s some anticipation”
(Page 3, Line 67 – 68)
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Participant 1:

“Well, going back to the one I talked about before with father in law, and obviously we didn’t want
him to be ill and it, there was a lot of fear there and actually he was ill and he would be diagnosed
and it turned out that he was ill. So we got the diagnosis that we didn’t want so there was more fear
there I would say, probably for a longer time, more of a build up to it, because it was something we
were hoping wouldn’t happen but we had some fear. That was probably motivating that need for
hope that he was going to be alright.
(Page 8, Line 221 – 226)

Participant 1:

“Something about not wanting it to happen and fearful that it will”.
(Page 8, Line 232)
Participant 1 one the purpose of hope as a response to fear:

“The words that’s come to mind it’s like a balm, you know to like calm things down a little bit”.
(Page 8, Line 235 – 236)
And:
“Because the fear is not nice to have running through your body, it doesn’t feel very nice does it
really. So if you’ve got something to grasp on to, then it takes some of the intensity from it”.
(Page 8, Line 238 – 240)

Participant 1 on fear being in the present as opposed to hope being in the future:

“I think at the time like just before, it was a grinding me to the present, of that knowledge and that
I’m in the present moment and that the outcome might be this or it might be that, because I think
the hopeful bit is more future orientated”.
(Page 9, Line 265 – 267)

Participant 1 states that hope narrows down and stops them as opposed to hope:

“And if I was fearful, that for me stops me, it’s about narrowing down really “.
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(Page 8, Line 281 – 282)
Participant 1: Speaks about not being motivated by fear:

“But it’s not fear that motivates me it’s the hope, being hopeful that motivates me. It’s that crunch
time like, will I get what I want or not, there is still that element of uncertainty, there’s some anxiety
depending on how big it is. I ’m possibly fearful that it’s going to happen. I feel I don’t get a sense
that I’m motivated by fear.“
(Page 10, Line 289 – 292)
And:
“I think probably for me it’s more debilitating, it’s not how I get motivated by things. Fear is more of
potential to stop me doing something.”
(Page 10, Line 302 – 303)
And:
“Fear for me is not particularly helpful, I know for some people it is, it gives them a bit of a, like I’m
going to make sure that doesn’t happen. It drives them forward, but I’d probably not, its sticks me in
a place rather than moves me from it.”
(Page 10, Line 307 – 310)
And:
“So I tend to need to think, look for something hopeful in that situation and that will be the thing
that I look at and move towards.”
(Page 10, Line 312 – 313)

Participant 3 suggests that hope may have a delusional aspect to it, or perhaps this is the purpose
where there is no realistic chance of attaining the goal:

“Is it always positive? I think if people go in to the realms of having hope that um it is just unrealistic
umm, maybe not, maybe that’s delusion”.
(Page 1, Line 21 – 22)

Participant 2 indicates that the perception of the amount of loss or gain is important, and that
without fear, the motivation, or agency could be lacking:

“I mean think that it depends on how committed somebody is to the goal, and for me, certainly if
somebody didn’t, um, isn’t committed, then nothing is going to happen , and in my sisters case, I
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would say that she doesn’t want to, she thinks that she probably ought to but she doesn’t want it
enough, to have the agency . So for me, for her, agency is lacking. She doesn’t have that motivation,
it’s not important enough to her, and it hasn’t got to that stage where the fear thing has kicked in”.
(Page 3, Line 120 – 125)

Participant 2 expands on the positive role of fear:
“And I think, you know, an emotional event, I mean Prochaska talks about it in his changing for good
model, I don’t know if you have come across that before, but he talks about, you know, an event,
some sort of an emotional trigger that galvanises change, and that’s essentially what we are talking
about, which is that whole sense of either, you know, you have a health scare, or somebody says
something. There’s something that makes, all of a sudden, makes that motivation, that agency – flip
from oh I’ll do something about it one day, to no, I want to do something now. Um, in terms of a light
side to fear, yes I think that, I think fear can be galvanising as well as it can be paralysing”.
(Page 4, Line 129 – 133)

Participant 2 talks about how hope and fear are complex constructs comprising of other parts and
processes:

“I think hope comes with uncertainty, optimism, fear , I think, you know – denial , um, I think that
when it happens, I think it comes with a release and joy and happiness – when it’s the way you want
it. If it doesn’t happen then its sadness. I think it’s a complex emotion for want of a better phrase, it’s
a complex construct – in and of itself. I think, depending on which way the dice falls – it leads to
different emotions”.
(Page 5, Line 187 -191)

Participant 2 talks about the hope changing to fear, together with a range of other emotions being
present:

“So I was continually hoping through the process from I hope that this would just go away and not
happen, and a lot of anger, a lot of fear , mostly I would say if I think about the emotions, a huge
amount of sadness , there was an awful lot of anger around why her? She was an incredibly brilliant
person, she was really young, why her, why not, you know – all of these worthless people out there. I
would say that the predominant thing was anger. I was fearful that it would happen, I was fearful,
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part of why I was hoping so desperately that it would go away was that I was fearful it wouldn’t.
And I think if you asked me, I knew it was unlikely to end well, I think it’s going back to that control
thing, I had nothing else I can do other than control how I felt about it”.
(Page 6, Line 264 – 274)

Participant 3 talks about the paralysing nature and effect of fear:
“And also to the extent that sometimes people feel so paralysed with fear that they just say to
themselves that I just can’t do anything and they’ll just leave it to hope as well when there might be
things they could do”.
(Page 2, Line 34 – 36)

Participant 2 goes on to expand:

“It provides that balance doesn’t it because if you don’t have hope and you only have fear, so when
things are pretty dire what is it that’s going to motivate you to keep going”.
(Page 3, Line 70 – 72)

And:
“You know, if you think of people in hostage situations and umm perhaps kept hostage for 5-7 years
you know like McCarthy was, and I read his book and I met the chap as I’m quite interested in it. For
him he had no access to external news, he had no access to letters from his family, very limited so all
he had was the hope that one day he would get through and that kind of kept him going. So if you
don’t have that you can’t deal with the fear, it would be a very dire situation if you didn’t think
something would change going forward”.
(Page 3, Line 72 – 78)

Participant 3 suggests that fear is an expensive emotion and that they chose not to waste energy on
it. This suggests that an active choice was made to reframe the thinking and take the aspect of hope
rather than fear:

“I didn’t want to waste energy on fear and didn’t want to waste energy on the what if because I had
done everything I could, if there were things I should’ve done but hadn’t done I might have been
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fearful then but when you put everything you can in to something then what’s left to do than just
hope it’s enough”.
(Page 6, Line 175 – 176)

Participant 3 describes a time where events where beyond their control, and that where they had
little control, they would be more likely to become fearful rather than hopeful, even though they
usually try to take a hopeful outlook by choice:
“I was fearful that they would turn up and in my mind I did have scenarios of what I might do if they
did turn up. But apart from that I felt more helpless than hopeful”.
(Page 7, Line 219 – 220)

Participant 4 talks about having no control over an outcome and turning to hope. They are also
explicit about the presence of fear:

“I couldn’t do anything about it apart from be there with her, so for me that’s hope without any
control, I definitely hoped and I prayed and I, every time they came with some little, we’re going to
try this or we’re going to try that, there’s that hope that then again this one will work. But I could do
absolutely nothing and there was so much fear there”.
(Page 3, Line 78 – 82)
And a feeling of helplessness and despair can be inferred:

“The fear of the consequences and the fear of having to face this, but I could do nothing about it I
just had to stand by and watch it happen”.
(Page 3, Line 84 – 85)
And:
“Right up until maybe a week before she died, you do think there, going to, you know come up with a
drug that’s on trial that has, and your head is telling you that nothing is going to reverse this, but
you’re still there and you’re hoping that it will happen and then she moved in to the hospice and then
you know it’s over, but hope finishes then and its replaced with a different type of hope then”.
(Page 3, Line 87 – 91)
And:
“The hope has the purpose of not giving up, we kept fighting and looking for solutions and you know,
we tried everything that we could think of, to try and stop it from happening, but we couldn’t,
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nothing. So yeah it kept us, it kept her thinking that something that might happen to reverse it.
Umm, but yeah, it has, I suppose in the very beginning you thought you had no hope and maybe the
way we approached it was we were not gonna give up, just making sure she wasn’t afraid or that
kind of stuff. It had a purpose from that point of view yeah. We didn’t just leave her in the hospital
you know and just think...”
(Page 4, Line 96 – 102)
Participant 4 responds to the question of where they may have experienced an event where they
were hoping that something negative wouldn’t happen. They indicate that they tried to maintain the
frame of hoping it would be ok, but were unable to without considering the negative outcome and
what if scenario:

“So you’re hopeful that the baby gets bigger you know, you’re hopeful that everything will be okay
but in my mind, it was clicking in to, if this isn’t going to be okay, what are we going to do?”
(Page 5, Line 143 – 145)

Participant 4 talks about hope and fear working together and that determination acts as an agent:

“I think for me fear then, fear and vision are the hope and the fear together, just drive me on, but
there’s determination in there, I wouldn’t fit with that dynamic of feeling afraid or seeing a future
without really doing something about it.”
(Page 10, Line 314 – 316)
And:
“You know it got to a point, I really can’t do this anymore, I think the actual vision, if you’re calling
the vision of the future, hope. I think that was there pulling me. The fear gave me the “go do it now”.
(Page 12, Line 373 – 375)
And:
“I don’t think either of them would’ve worked on their own, and I think behind every great passion,
and every you know drive for something if there is a fear, I’m not sure that hope on its own, well
certainly for me, and I can’t talk for anyone else but I would imagine they fit side by side”.
(Page 14, Line 415 – 418)

Participant 5 talks about their choice in preferring to hope against the bad rather than for the good
as the aspect that they choose:
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“My hope tends to be that things don’t go wrong. Rather than that they will actually go right and the
goal; will be realised”.
(Page 3, Line 34 – 36)
And:
“What if this goes wrong? What if that goes wrong? What if and that is where I tend to go then if it
looks like this could happen this is then I will start going ‘what if ‘this goes wrong or what if that goes
wrong and it is the hoping that things don’t happen instead of hoping that they do as the thing that
you are wanting to happen is looking like it’s pretty sure so then I start thinking what is the thing that
can get in the way of this happening. Do you see what I mean?”
(Page 2, Line 53 – 58)

Participant 5 talks about how hope and fear operate together:

“you were talking about hoping that things will happen and hoping they won’t happen and for me
that it’s that it’s sense of as things are starting to bare through and to come to fruition then it’s that
sense of you are hoping that I will happen and come to fruition but there’s also hope that nothing will
go wrong nothing will get in the way of this thing baring through so in that sense it is a fear that it
will the what ifs but you could also translate that as a hope that it won’t.”
(Page 10, Line 309 – 314)
And:
“it’s a bigger loss then, if something goes wrong then it’s a bigger loss isn’t it and so there’s a sense.
It’s almost like reaching you know like if you listen to um like a beautiful piece of classical music or
something and you get to the end of the, there’s always this kind of crescendo isn’t there you know,
and I think in the achievement of anything like that you get this crescendo. But it’s like the hope and
the fear”
(Page 12, Line 362 – 366)

MAIN THEME: EMOTIONAL

This theme contains the sub-themes of: vulnerability, courage, resilience and cognitive.

Participant 2 states that hope is not an emotion, it is a composite:
“I don’t think it is an emotion. Um, I think it is a composite”.
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(Page 5, Line 185)

Participant 2 expands one hope as a complex construct:

“I think hope comes with uncertainty, optimism, fear , I think, you know – denial , um, I think that
when it happens, I think it comes with a release and joy and happiness – when it’s the way you want
it. If it doesn’t happen then its sadness. I think it’s a complex emotion for want of a better phrase, it’s
a complex construct – in and of itself. I think, depending on which way the dice falls – it leads to
different emotions”.
(Page 5, Line 187 – 191)

Participant 2 talks about hope requiring you to be vulnerable:

“I think – as I was listening to you talk, a word that came into my mind was vulnerability. And I think
that hope requires you to be vulnerable. If you are expressing your hope, and you are communicating
it, it requires you to be vulnerable”.
(Page 5, Line 211 – 213)

Participant 2 expands on vulnerability and the presence and need for courage in the process of
feeling hope:
“it requires you to be vulnerable, and that takes courage for me, to be prepared to be vulnerable.
Um, I think that if you are hoping in secret, and you are not communicating then I don’t think it takes
courage, as much. I think it takes courage to face how you are feeling, and to allow yourself to hope.
Once you are hoping, it’s a process of allowing yourself to hope that I think requires courage”.
(Page 5, Line 213 – 217)

Participant 2 talks about being afraid and using courage and actively making a choice or avoiding
based on the risk and reward:

“It’s that, I am prepared to hope for this, I am prepared to, it’s a bit like if you decide, I am not going
to fall in love because I don’t want to get hurt, and you can’t, you know, you can choose not to fall in
love because you are afraid of getting hurt, or you can get the benefit of falling in love and risk the
hurt, and deal with it if it happens”.
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(Page 5, Line 219 – 222)

Participant 3 states that courage was an ingredient involved in hope where you invest into
something that you have no control over:

“if you’re gonna invest in hope and gonna put your heart in to something that you have no control
over, then it does take courage”.
(Page 6, Line 158 – 160)

Participant 4 talks about the function of hope and its ability to keep you working. Perhaps resilience
and courage can be inferred from this statement:

“I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that never give up
until the last minute, you know so, I think that you’re driven”.
(Page 5, Line 129 – 130)

Participant 5 talks about daring to believe and hope requiring courage as a component:

“A sense of daring to believe and I know if that sounds like a daft thing to say but when you’ve had
your hopes smashed and your trust battered like I have, daring to believe is actually kind of a massive
thing “
(Page 12, Line 412 – 414)

And:
“so actually it’s more scary to hope than it is to fear.”
(Page 17, Line 526)

MAIN THEME: PROGRESS AND MOVEMENT

This theme contains the sub-themes of Past, Present & Future, and goals. The emphasis here was
that hope contained elements of future orientation and, or time influences.

Participant 1 answered the meaning of hope as being future orientated:
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”it means it’s something about the future”.
(Page 1, Line 3).
And:
“So I’m very much future focused, moving towards “.
(Page 1, Line 12).

Participant 1 states that there is a sense of movement to hope:
“And it you know it’s a nice thing to have, you know there some motion to it; I get a sense of
movement from it when I’m hopeful about something”.
(Page 3, Line 70 – 71)

Participant 1 links hope to stages which move on and the hope moves and changes:

“I guess it’s always before the event that you’re hopeful that things are going to be as you want
them to be. So just before this I’m hoping it’ll be this, I’m hoping it’ll be that and then once it is you
move on to the next stage I guess, and so when I guess you get what you’re hoping for then that
moves in to other things, and you get what you’re hoping for then that’s when you get you know, a
bit of excitement, joy, love all those sorts of feeling”
(Page 6, Line 179 -184)
MAIN THEME: MEANING

This theme contained no sub-themes and emphasised the meaning of hope as a concept and
intrinsically. Initially, each participant was asked the question of “what does hope mean to you”? In
response, participant 1 replied:

Participant 1 mentioned a very powerful phrase which was said in the context of the. Meaning and
purpose of hope:

“The words that’s come to mind it’s like a balm, you know to like calm things down a little bit.”
(P8, Line 236-237).
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Participant 1 also indicated a purpose served by hope:

“We were desperate for good news but we didn’t get that anyway so if we had some threads of
something that we could hold on to and that was our sense of hope”
(P8, Line 247-248).

Added to this from participant 1:
“And I think we were probably clutching at straws and I don’t know whether we were doing it to just
please ourselves and you know help each other get through this and think it’ll be alright, hopefully
it’ll be that. I remember saying hopefully it’ll be alright and it’ll just be this.”
(Page 8, Line 249 – 251).

Fear came up within the context of meaning and participant 1 said:

“I don’t know whether it serves a purpose. I guess it’s a bit grounding isn’t it; you don’t always get
what you want. Participant 1: Fear for me is not particularly helpful, I know for some people it is, it
gives them a bit of a, like I’m going to make sure that doesn’t happen. It drives them forward, but I’d
probably not, its sticks me in a place rather than moves me from it.”
(Page 11, Line 309 – 311).
Participant 1 talks about moving towards a goal:

“So I tend to need to think, look for something hopeful in that situation and that will be the thing
that I look at and move towards”.
(Page 10, Line 311 – 312).

Participant 3 talks about the context of intrinsic meaning in hope:
“There is no way of hoping in my mind if it’s not something that matters to you and it'll make a
difference and it’s something you want”.
(Page 5, Line 136 – 137)

Participant 5 is asked what hope means to them:
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“Hope is, um, is an energy and an aspiration I think for me, towards something that is yet unrealised
and unseen or intangible or in a sense that if you have, like I was reading Snyder’s theory and if you
have this sense and you have a pathway and you have a goal and the will power that actually that
doesn’t need hope because it’s got some definitive substance to it and process to it I think for me
hope, and I struggle to sometimes to define and differentiate between hope and faith”.
(Page 1, Line 10 – 15)
And:
“Hope is something that is in me when whatever the goal is or the aspiration is might actually seem
out of my reach.”
(Page 1, Line 19 – 20)

MAIN THEME: CONTROL

This contained the sub-themes of certainty, action, choice, chance and uncertainty. The key here is
control or lack of perceived control and the chances and choices to act and influence the outcome,
or not.

Participant 1 made an initial comment that they choose to take action and take the stance of
preferring to hope that something happens rather than hoping that something doesn’t happen:
“It’s usually that I’m hoping for something to happen. I tend not to use the frame of hoping it doesn’t
happen”.
(Page 1, Line 13 – 14)

Participant 1 experiences hoping for others where there is uncertainty about the outcome:

“Umm, I think it’s when I’m waiting for an outcome that I’m not sure whether it’ll be one thing or
another.”
(Page 2, Line 43 – 44)

Choice and control has emerged strongly as a factor for participant 1:
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“I might have a preferred path about where I want to go, so it’s like well I’m hoping that I’ll go down
this one because that’s the one I like but you know the outcome might take me down another one
that I might not have chosen. So I’ve got to work out how to go down that one”.
(Page 2, Line 49 – 52)

Uncertainty seems to be a common denominator when event goals are a long way off. Participant 1:
“I’m hopeful for certain things as it might be a bit further down the line so that might be a bit more
blurry”.
(Page 2, Line 54 – 56)

Participant 1 feels that some control is lost when they take the aspect of hoping that something
doesn’t happen as opposed to their default of hoping it does:

“If I’m hopeful for something and I’m moving towards it, it feels good. When I was doing a I’m hoping
it doesn’t happen, I get a different feeling then. And that usually I’m hoping that something doesn’t
happen and it’ll be something I don’t want and that doesn’t feel so good. And with that one I don’t
feel as if I’ve got as much control as when I hope for something”
(Page 3, line 74 – 78)
Whilst waiting for a medical diagnosis relating to a relative, a scenario where many people would
feel hope, and fear, the emphasis on simply waiting, and not being able to take action, and having no
control, participant 1 commented that it was quite debilitating:

“So that was the bit that was out of our control you know, and we were focusing on the negative
things, that felt you know, we didn’t have a lot of control, it was quite debilitating’
(page 3, Line 89 – 90)

Participant 2 talks about making an active choice to hope based on risk and reward against courage
as a factor:

“It’s that, I am prepared to hope for this, I am prepared to, it’s a bit like if you decide, I am not going
to fall in love because I don’t want to get hurt, and you can’t, you know, you can choose not to fall in
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love because you are afraid of getting hurt, or you can get the benefit of falling in love and risk the
hurt, and deal with it if it happens”.
(Page 5, Line 219 – 222)
And:
“You can choose not to hope because it’s too painful to even hope or you can allow yourself the hope
in a sense in terms of the pleasure of hope. You can allow yourself that knowing that the price you
have to pay for that is potentially disappointment, and sadness if it doesn’t happen”.
(Page 5, Line 222 – 225)

Participant 2 commented that they actively make a choice to find something they can control to gain
some degree of control where they perceive that there is little or none:

“I think that that’s where the two of them play together because I think for me certainly if there is a
circumstance where I’m really hoping that something will or won’t happen that I can’t control, I will
find things within my life that I can control”.
(Page 2, Line 57 – 60)

Participant 2 refers to hope being present where there is little or no ability to influence the outcome
in terms of control. They also link this to the Snyder model:
“I think, I think there is, on Snyder’s version of hope, I think there is a control thing, because whilst
you may not be able to control the outcome, you can control the process, and you can control your
response it. And you can control the things that you want, that you try to make something work, or
something better. I think that emotional hope is around – there is nothing that you can do about it,
you can’t influence it, you can’t control it , you can’t, in some ways, it doesn’t matter what you do
about it, it’s not going to ultimately change the outcome because that’s a role of the dice thing. It
either will or it won’t! And it’s that, sort of the chance, the luck and you’re just hoping that the dice
is going to fall in your favour. Um, and there’s nothing you can do about it!”
(Page 1, Line 42 – 51)

Participant 2 talks about the concept of abdicating all responsibility and deferring to blind hope:

“I mean I think that goes into what I would call “wishful thinking”. I mean, I think that you can
abdicate responsibility, and say – well, there’s nothing I can do about it so I’m just gonna “hope for
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the best”. Um, and I, an, for me, it’s a word that I use a lot, but I think that that’s a lack of “control”,
and a lack of, um, accountability. In that, you know, yes, certain things, there are certain things that
you can’t influence, but, its, for me – the hope comes in finding, within that circumstance, the thing
that you can influence. And, you can always influence the way that you respond to something. That
always within your control. You may not be able to influence the outcome, but you can influence how
you feel about it, how it affects you. You can influence, you know – doing other things to make
yourself feel better. Um, yeah, other things take your mind off something. So, I personally don’t
subscribe to the “oh I’ll just sit back and see what happens”, but I think that it absolutely does exist.”
(Page 2, Line 86 – 96)

Participant 1 indicates that hope may transition into something else as the likelihood of a positive
outcome increases:

“I think when it’s looking more and more likely that it will turn out the way that I was looking for
then it probably stops being hope “.
(Page 4, Line 119 – 120)
And:
“Yes it was definitely happening, then I think it stopped being hope then because it becomes like, just
before everything is in place, well it’s going to happen now. So you don’t need to hope for it
anymore.”
(Page 4, Line 124 – 126)

Participant 1 prefers the word ‘influence’ over ‘control’, and yet there seems to be contradictory
evidence to suggest that the participant likes to frame things positively, even when the word control
is a better fit, the word influence is chosen, and the positive hope frame rather than negative is
chosen:

“What sits better with me and feels better is this idea of being able to influence something rather
than control again, that’s not really a word, that’s not how I think, but I guess I am taking control
over something by doing actions to influence an outcome, I guess I am taking some control. Well
again it’s not how I tend to operate of you know what I mean it’s more that I think I can influence it
so I’m going to do something about it but I guess there’s something about control. , and: P: Being
influential and you know, again, for me it feels more hopeful, being controlling you know being in
control feels a bit too harsh for me.”
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(page 5, Line 151 – 152)

Participant 1:

“Beforehand, because it’s going to go one way or another isn’t it, it’s either it’s going to be fine or
it’s not. So it’s a bit, there’s a bit of anticipation and a bit of anxiety I guess, because you might not
get the outcome that you want.”
(page 7, Line 193 – 195)

Participant 1:

“so if you’ve got some sense of hope in times of desperation because I guess in that time we were
desperate for good news but we didn’t get that anyway so if we had some threads of something that
we could hold on to and that was our sense of hope.”
(Page 8, Line 245 – 247)

The concept of “certainty seems to negate the need for hope for participant 1:

“But if I was absolutely certain that it was going to happen, umm then I probably wouldn’t need to be
hopeful would I because I know it’s going to happen.”
(Page 9, Line 284 – 289)

Participant 1 states that fear is not a motivator to them, but rather it is the hope which motivates
them as a response of the presence of uncertainty. They have already stated previously that they
‘chose’ a hopeful frame because fear can stick them in place, perhaps this is the reason that they
choose ‘hope’ From participant 1:

“But it’s not fear that motivates me it’s the hope, being hopeful that motivates me. It’s that crunch
time like, will I get what I want or not, there is still that element of uncertainty”.
(Page 10, Line 289 – 290)
And:
“I think probably for me it’s more debilitating, it’s not how I get motivated by things. Fear is more of
potential to stop me doing something”.
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(Page 10, Line 302 – 303)

Participant 1 states that action gives a sense of motivation:

“And I was the one that was saying if we do that then well be able to do this, you know I was thinking
about how were going to cross them and what we needed to do in order to jump over them really
and it was because I was hopeful that jumping over them would give us the outcome that we wanted
rather than, it wasn’t fear that was the motivator.”
(Page 11, Line 322 – 325)

Participant 3 talks about hope existing when all other avenues to influence the outcome are
exhausted:

“So hope for me is, is something that happen when I exhaust all the other avenues so when
something goes wrong and dominates my ability, then I resort to hope, and it’s not something I do
very often”.
(Page 1, Line 9 – 11).

The themes of control, difficulty level and uncertainty are brought together within this quote.
Participant 3 goes on to state:
“When I’ve done everything that’s in my power to do and there is still an area of uncertainty left,
that’s when hope will come in”.
(Page 1, Line 14 – 15)

Participant 3 is very clear about the conditions that exist to create hope:

“Uncertainty, ability to influence, control, those are all the things that I think”.
(Page 1, Line 17)
And:
“It just comes that when you’ve done everything you could and you’ve managed everything you can
but there’s still that uncertainty that’s when hope sort of comes in to play for me, until then all my
resources are directed at managing the situation”.
(Page 8, Line 234 – 237)
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And:
“Okay, so for me hope is where there is uncertainty, it’s where you really want something, you’ve
done everything you can and still there is a gap and hope kicks in so you sort of bridge that gap”.
(Page 9, Line 269 – 271)

Participant 4 comments that there is a difference in the hope where you have control or can take
action to work towards it:
“If you hope for something that you can work towards and try to make happen even if you’re not
sure of the end result, that’s a different type of hope to hoping that something will happen when you
have absolutely no control over the end result”.
(Page 1, Line 14 – 17)

Participant 4 gives an example of the above, where there was no control and an active choice was
made not to get involved by taking action, but instead to turn towards hope. The scenario was in the
context of a relative moving abroad where the participant didn’t want them to go:

“But I wouldn’t get involved in his decision because it’s his life, his decision. I’m his Mum I can’t
dictate how he spends his life, so I opted out, it’s not that I was very much there for him and were
very close and that’s what I wouldn’t allow my fears of living without him to affect his” decision.
(Page 2, Line 40 – 43)
And:
“I hoped that he would make the decision not to go, I hope even when he went that he would find it
wasn’t everything he wanted it to be and I hoped he would come home. And I hoped that when he
got married that his wife might love Ireland so much that she might, that she might like to live here
too but I wasn’t going to actually get involved in their decision”.
(Page 2, Line 48 – 52)

Participant 5 talks about lack of control being a key ingredient in hoping:

“I think you if you have control over the outcome then you don’t need hope”.
(Page 1, Line 24 – 25)
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Participant 5 talks about the presence of doubt as being a key ingredient in the existence of hope
along with other emotional components:

“How do I play a part am I going to be up for it. Is this going to require something of me that I am not
sure I have got or whatever? Do you see what I mean? So there is hope and doubt within a
continuum that sometime they are in the same quadrant and I hope it will happen but I actually
wonder what I am going to do if it does.”
(Page 4, Line 113 – 116)
And:
“I think there is something inextricably linked for me Reece about um self-esteem about the people
we are intrinsically inside and how this relates to our levels of hope and allowing ourselves to believe
in the possibility do you see what I mean because I think that if there is no possibility you don’t have
hope”.
(Page 4, Line 119 – 122)
And:
“You have to believe at some level that whatever this is going to be possible for you to hope for it
even if you don’t have the agency to make that happen. There is something there about that because
I look in the mirror and I know that I am a person who has made some monumental mistakes in life
you know that when the everything goes quiet and I am not hearing from these people that I have
contacted and everything that I start to go uuurrrggg you know what if I have made a mistake what
if this charity was just my idea and it wasn’t really Gods idea. What if, what if, what if. Do you know
what I mean? And I think there is something there about that and that is not actually about the big
plan you know and what is going to be happening that is just my self-doubt and it is the sense of the
hope is in God the doubt is in me. Does that make sense?”
(Page 5, Line 125 – 123)
MAIN THEME: AGENCY AND MOTIVATION

This theme is linked to the Snyder model of hope inasmuch as Agency, or motivation is the main
theme leading to the sub-themes of Pathways, also from the Snyder model, Difficulty, Energy,
Optimism and Pessimism, hope for others and hope for self (both in the context of the reason for
hoping, and the motivation for hoping.

Participant 1 comments on the difference between third party hope and hope for self, in terms of
the aspect that they take:
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“If I applied it, that was an internal thing for me on just how I approach things but then I was
thinking, am I the same when I think about what I want for other people. So I think sometimes if it’s
another person then I’d hope that something doesn’t happen to them”.
(Page 1, Line 16 – 18)
And:
“My daughters just finished her finals so we’re waiting for her results and I can think about it, from I
thought, well what’s it like if I think about it from both points of view, so obviously I hope that she
does well and I hopeful for her that she succeeds and gets the grades she wants, so that was one.
And then I also hope she doesn’t fail”.
(Page 11, Line 22 – 26)

Participant 1 on hope being a motivator:

“Being hopeful for me like a motivator, umm and yes I think it is really, it does motivate me because
it’s something that I want to have happen, you know it’s a goal that I’ve got so I think to myself well
what can I do to make it happen as best I can really, so I do find it motivating”.
(Page 9, Line 278 – 281).
And:
“But it’s not fear that motivates me it’s the hope, being hopeful that motivates me”.
(Page 10, Line 288)
And:
“Fear for me is not particularly helpful, I know for some people it is, it gives them a bit of a, like I’m
going to make sure that doesn’t happen. It drives them forward, but I’d probably not, its sticks me in
a place rather than moves me from it”.
(Page 10, Line 306 – 309)

Participant 2 references the deficiencies that they see in the Snyder model of hope and fear:

“That the Snyder Model lacks the emotional component, so it works when there are circumstances
that you have influence over, I don’t think it works when it’s a situation that you don’t have influence
over”.
(Page 11, Line 482 – 484)
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Participant 2 suggests that you cannot feel hope whilst you have pathways and the ability to
influence the situation:

“It’s interesting because I can see that whilst you are able to put some influence down, and whilst
you are taking action, I would suggest that maybe, although initially you are like “I hope he gets
that”, to the level that I am actually going to try and influence it, but whilst you are influencing it, I
bet you are not feeling hope. Um, which actually is actually part of the challenge towards Snyder’s
model, you then re-feel hope once it passes out of your control. So once you have done everything
that you can do, and now it’s down to someone else to make that decision, you are almost back to
feeling hope again!”
(Page 11, Line 507 – 513)

Participant 2 also goes on to talk about how taking action makes the hope recede:

“I would describe it as foreground and background, you know, respite is a good word in that when I
was taking action, you know, the “I really hope he gets it” wasn’t foreground in my mind, it was what
can I do to help. So, it, the hope receded in terms of its prominence”.
(Page 12, Line 528 – 531)

Participant 5 suggests that they feel hope even when there is not pathway, and perhaps because of
it:

“Snyder’s will and way and goal is one level totally cool and I totally understand what he is saying,
but I have hope in spite of the fact that I have a will and I have a goal but I have no pathway at all.
You know I have no trajectory to follow that says this is the pathway that I am going to do to get this
to happen.”
(Page 3, Line 79 – 82)

Participant 5 responds to the question of what is the purpose of hope:

“My first gut response to that was motivation I think for me hopelessness is almost an invitation to
apathy”.
(Page 9, Line 252 – 253)
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Participant 5 talks about having no pathway or will and transferring that to god through faith:

God becomes the way rather than the hope that he has the way as we haven’t got the way to do
that, yeah, that would make sense Reece yeah” .
(Page 6, Line 174 – 175)

FURTHER INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
THE POLAR MODEL OF HOPE AND FEAR
The polar theory of hope and fear is represented within the polar model, fig 1 below:

FIG 1:

THE POLAR MODEL

Within the data, a common theme running across all participants was Polarity and duality. In
particular, all participants felt fear in at least the form of anxiety, when they were experiencing
hope, and when they were experiencing fear, they turned to hope. The polar model of hope and fear
has been designed to illustrate the links between hope and fear that were discovered through the
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interviews and thematic analysis, and the appearance that they exist as polar opposite states. Hope
Positive (Hope +) and Hope Negative (Hope -) are essentially hoping that something WILL, or hoping
that something WON’T happen respectively. Fear Positive (Fear +) and Fear Negative (Fear -) are
fearing that something WILL, or fearing that something WON’T happen respectively. Within this
model, where one hopes that something WILL happen and therefore experiences Hope+ one will be
simultaneously fearing that it WON’T happen and therefore experiencing Fear –, or visa-versa. When
you look at the opposite axis, where one fears that something will happen, they will also hope that it
won’t and visa-versa. The polar model is simple, and yet the message is quite profound inasmuch as
it displays magnetic polar attraction in the two emotions of hope and fear, and the fact that the
positive and negatives attract, whereas two positives and two negatives actually repel and wouldn’t
tend to naturally attract each other. An example of this is that if you hoped for an outcome, and
were sure that you wanted it, you would not also fear that outcome, and if you did – it may suggest
a lack of clear resolution on the goal, or conflict within the individual. The model also demonstrates,
and suggests that hope and fear are not only linked, but that they are essentially aspects of the same
emotion separated by perspective. An example would be hoping that something is going to happen
becoming fearing that it won’t simply by changing the perspective along the emotional axis.

To further understand hope and fear, we first have to define them and understand their origins and
purpose. Hope and fear are both felt in anticipation of either something good, or bad happening.
They are both motivators, although one creates a goal or outcome that we want to move away from
(fear) and one is a goal that we move towards (hope) (Snyder C. R., The Psychology of Hope, 2003). If
we consider the physiological effects of fear and hope, they can both cause excitement, sweaty
palms, rapid heart rate as we approach the outcome, and yet hope seems to have the unique effect
of opening the mind, whereas fear seems to close it and focus it (LeDoux, 2003). That feeling of
being in the zone, excited but performing at an off the chart level, the sharpened constantly thinking
fast mind of the athlete on a winning streak and ‘in-the-zone’ could be attributed to a hopeful and
optimistic mind-set, that is also tinged with the right amount of fear, a hopeful fear if you like. Too
much pure fear on the other hand can make us feel crushed, send us into a downward spiral, a losing
streak, it can make our mind clam up and get stuck, freeze, we can’t think anymore, we would hope
for the situation to end, we may hope for a positive outcome, but this would be a fearful hope... The
concept of having just the right amount of excitement, difficulty and engagement to create a state of
flow, is a concept that was created and explored in some depth by Csikszentmahalyi (1990), and the
concept of the flow channel. Within the concept of flow and this channel, it was explained that when
an individual undertook a task, whereby the levels of difficulty and therefore the need to focus on
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the task in hand, were high enough, when compared to the ability of the individual and yet not too
high as to cause discomfort, or too low to cause boredom, a state of flow ensued. When the levels
fall within the “flow channel”, the experience of a state of flow was felt and seemed to be absorbing,
empowering, would open the mind and so on. There seems to be a link and a parallel here to
Snyder’s hope model, whereby the individual has agency and pathway thoughts, i.e. a will and a way
to attain the goal, and that if the will and the way carried enough mass when compared to the mass
of the goal, a hopeful state would arise. Perhaps there is a ‘channel’ or optimal level of will and way
which is similar to that found within the flow model. Perhaps a hopeful perspective gives us a sense
of control, of owning the direction of travel, a boat with a voyage in mind and sails catching the
winds of hope - whereas with a fearful perspective, we are a boat with no power and the under
control of the waves of fear. Perhaps the channel whereby there is an optimal level, and mix of hope
and fear has bearing on this perspective. That level of ‘hopeful Fear’ that a high level sportsperson
feels as they approach their goal of winning the match… What happens when the ‘hopeful fear’
becomes “fearful hope” and drops the other way? Perhaps this is where the nerves get to the
athlete, they are no longer empowered, fuelled and driven by the feeling, they are encumbered,
drained and crushed by it… Within the purest sense, hope can be ‘hopeful’ and fear can be ‘fearful’
but it is rare, if at all that they appear in their purest form. As soon as one becomes hopeful and
where a goal has true importance to us, the closer we get to realising that goal, the more the hope
has the potential to be affected by fear and to become fearful. On the flipside, where we experience
fear in the purest sense, we will often turn to hope for solace, lest we are overwhelmed by the fear.
THE ORIGINS OF HOPE

Perhaps the earliest origins of hope sit within the concept of faith and religion. It appears that the
concept of having faith in there being more than just this physical life is universal across cultural
divides and perhaps something that is within human beings at a genetic and evolutionary level. One
of the common denominators is that hope and faith seem to emerge where there is a sense of a lack
of control and influence in an outcome whereby the outcome has significant meaning or impact to
us. Control, and specifically the lack of control and certainty of an outcome, seemed to give rise to
hopefulness or fearfulness within every participant, and this was a central theme running across all
interviews. In hoping, we are surrendering our trust that the outcome will be a good one, where we
have lost, or have little perceived ability to influence the outcome. Hope therefore cannot exist
where we have reason to believe that we have a definite and guaranteed way forwards, and control
over the outcome. At the extreme end of this thought process, the concept of hope being born
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where there is little or no logical ‘way’ – would seem to be contradictory to hope theory, where it is
suggested that hope consists of agency and pathway thinking, or a ‘will and a way’ (Snyder C. R., The
Psychology of Hope, 2003). Where we start to suspect that the outcome will be a bad one for us, we
start to fear this outcome and focus on the probability of this outcome happening. From this fearful
mind-set, it is possible to shift the perspective from fearing that the outcome will happen and
actually start hoping that it won’t. This shift of perspective may be argued as purely semantics and
therefore relabelling fear. On the other hand, there is a counter argument that suggests that the
shift of perspective goes beyond relabelling and this shift in perception actually creates a different
state within the mind, and a state that is more useful in terms of finding a way forwards – despite
the odds. If the latter argument is true then one would expect very different feelings to be
experienced from one perspective to the other, together with a differing level of ability, or different
agency and pathway thoughts.

FAITH AND HOPE

Anecdotal evidence suggests that it is common for people who are faced with despair, to turn to
hope, and, or prayer during this time, despite having never previously declared nor practiced a
religion and that this is done as a coping mechanism (Lazarus, 1999). In praying, we are hoping,
despite all logical evidence, that there will be a miracle. We pray in these circumstances in order to
seek a degree of comfort, and it certainly appears that comfort is derived from this, at times, illogical
hope. Is the concept of hope therefore delusional and therefore a positive illusion, and if so, is it
dangerous? This is an idea that was suggested and explored by Chang, (2010). I would suggest that it
is actually evolutionary and that as previously mentioned, fear on its own can be counterproductive,
whereas a hopeful fear can channel the mind and create an environment where the individual can
maximise their inner potential and focus their way through a potential problem or potential danger.
Is hope therefore a moderator to fear? This is an interesting argument where the idea of fear
becoming too much to evoke meaningful action and hope therefore emerging and moderating the
fear just enough to overcome inertia. Participant 5 talks extensively about faith: (Participant 5, Page
7, Line 193 – 203).

IRRATIONAL HOPE VS IRRATIONAL FEAR

This is where hope and fear seem to share yet another aspect. Just as there is rational and irrational
fear, there can be rational and irrational hope. Rational hope can be linked to hope theory, and the
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agency and pathway thinking suggested by Snyder (1991). Irrational hope, however seems to be the
missing part of this puzzle and where there has to be faith. Faith is born of uncertainty and faith
cannot exist where there is ‘proof’.

“I think the phrase blind faith is probably meant for to explain that there isn’t an obvious amount of
evidence but you kind of have faith in something anyway, it doesn’t necessarily have to be God but
from what you’ve said it seems to me as if hope may be blind you know there is no evidence, there is
no, perhaps there is very little way but there is a huge amount of will”
(Participant 5, Page 8, Line 217 – 221)

LINKING HOPE AND FEAR THROUGH PURPOSE

Perhaps in considering that hope and fear are linked, we may look at hope positive as the focus on a
positive goal or event actually happening, which could be viewed as hope in its pure form. Hope
negative, on the other hand, is hoping that something doesn’t happen. Fear positive would be the
fearful focus on the possibility of an unwanted event occurring, which could be considered as a
common perspective of fear, and perhaps a fairly pure form. Fear negative, however would be the
focus on the possibility that a wanted event may not happen, when we hope that it will, and this
type of fear will be seen at the opposite axis of hopefulness.
Perhaps one purpose of hope is to overcome the crippling inertia and ‘freeze’ effect so often evoked
when the weight of fear is simply too much to move us. In this context, hope can be considered as
an agent to lessen the weight of fear. Hope can also be reinvigorated by fear as the hope levels start
to waiver. When we hope that something will happen, the fear that it may not can drive us harder
and with renewed vigour to be able to stay motivated!

WHICH ONE IS THE BETTER MOTIVATOR?

Perhaps one of the biggest differences between hope and fear is the fact that fear tends to motivate
us to act far more rapidly. An example would be whereby we hope for health, but this hope doesn’t
tend to motivate us to go and see a dentist or doctor preventatively. As soon as we are faced with
illness, we will rapidly go to the doctors and take action. We therefore react to our fears rather than
our hopes. It is an interesting question: “How much better would our lives be if we reacted to our
hopes rather than our fears”? Perhaps some people actually do and perhaps this is what separates
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those hopeful inspirational achievers from the fearful reactive masses. ‘We hope vaguely but we fear
precisely’, and this means that just as fear focusses and narrows, hope opens and broadens the
mind. We need to experience fear an element of fear to experience hope, and yet if we give in to
this fear, and live in a state of fear – it can crush us. We should therefore aim to live in a state of
hope and hopefulness.

DOES FEAR DOMINATE HOPE?
Science has gathered evidence of primary and secondary emotions and positive and negative
emotions. The science suggests the separation and evidence due to the different neuropsychological origins and, so far, fear is considered to be a primary emotion which does not require
cognitive intervention and processing, and hope a secondary one requiring cognitive processes. This
argument can be challenged by considering that whilst there are primary fears, there are also fears
that are born of cognitive processes which can be demonstrated in the creation of phobias and the
potential for the cure of these phobias by psychological interventions. There is a solid argument
therefore for both primary and secondary fears. If this is true, then hypothetically, there is also an
argument for primary and secondary forms of hope.

It is suggested that fear as a primary emotion will override hope as a secondary emotion in times of
extreme perceived threat, and that this emotion is activated spontaneously and based on past and
present affective experiences (LeDoux, 2003). The emotion of hope, however, requires complex
secondary cognitive processes based on deliberate thinking and positive affective components
(Snyder C. R., 1991). Snyder suggests that hope has a rationality to it, and that it is felt when a
positive goal is expected. The limitations with this approach, and indeed the counter argument is
suggested where hope is felt in the yearning of relief from negative conditions (Lazarus, 1999).
Perhaps Snyder’s theory on hope and the affective components of goal directed agency and pathway
thinking suggest a complex cognitive process which contains both positive and negative
components. The negative components may involve the individual’s perceptions of the potential
struggle, size of the issue and the weight of their own abilities in contrast and this ‘weighing up’ may
result in a positive or negative estimation of ability to reach the goal. In the positive form, hope can
spring and in the negative form, fear can emerge. This is where the argument becomes
dichotomous, however as in the most extreme negative form, whereby the weight of the individuals
own will and ‘agency thoughts’ and way forwards ‘pathway thoughts’ is dwarfed by and no match
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for the weight of the issues, one would expect fear of certain defeat to be the victor, and yet, hope
can emerge victorious and completely irrationally!

THE HOPE TRIANGLE

The hope triangle is a concept that I have created to model the findings and main themes within the
data in terms of how hope and fear operate. The emerging themes have suggested that certain
elements seem to be present when either polar aspect of hope is experienced, i.e. hopeful or fearful
perspective.

FIG 2: Hope Triangle

Within the Hope Triangle model, it is suggested that the sides of the triangle have to be complete
and joined for hope or fear to exist. The sides themselves are labelled as: Influence, Virtues and
Motivation, and these sides house specific components that have emerged during the thematic
analysis. Hope or fear sit in the middle and are interchangeable depending on the perspective taken.

INFLUENCE (DIFFICULTY / CONTROL)

The influence axis houses the levels of perceived difficulty and control that exist when compared to
the hope or fear goal. Within the levels of difficulty and control, which are related, also lie additional
elements such as: Certainty and uncertainty levels that directly relate to how difficult the task is and
therefore how much control we have over the influence. If the difficulty increases, the control that
we have lessens and certainty becomes uncertainty. The reverse is also true, inasmuch as when the
difficulty lessens and we gain control, the certainty
increases. There is an interesting link to how the
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flow model operates, and in particular how the levels of difficulty compared to the ability and skill of
the practitioner directly influence the levels of flow that are experienced. (Csikszentmahalyi, 1990).
Hope theory created by Snyder, (1991) suggest that the perceived pathways and their levels of
difficulty influence hope levels and that our inner agency, or motivation also play a part.

MOTIVATION (RISK / REWARD / WANT)
The motivation axis houses the levels of risk, reward and want. The risk and reward together will
have a direct impact on how much an individual wants something to happen, in the case of hope,
and not want to happen in the case of fear. If we consider a choice goal, where we want something
to happen and have a free choice to pursue it or not, where this goal carries a huge risk, against a
huge reward, the choice that we make will depend on our virtues and influence, which are explained
below and above in more detail. We may proceed where we have high levels of courage. Where we
have low courage but high levels of faith in god, for example, we may still pursue that goal. The
same may be true where we have trust in a process, or individual. In the case of a goal or event that
we want to avoid - that is imposed on us, again the risk and reward is considered and our actions
influenced by our virtues. Do we have enough to keep marching forwards when the outcome looks
bleak? The part that motivation plays in hopefulness forms a fundamental part of hope theory,
(Snyder C. R., 1991).
VIRTUES (COURAGE / FAITH / TRUST)

The virtues axis houses the intrinsic virtues that exist within the individual. Trust can be placed in
others, or ourselves, faith can be placed in people and circumstances, or something more spiritual.
Faith and trust are similar, and at times interchangeable, and yet there is something distinct and as
such, they are being treated as so. Courage is often seen to be synonymous with fear, and yet the
research has shown that courage is required to dare to hope. Interestingly, when trust levels drop,
trust can be replaced with doubt and when doubt exists, fear creeps in.

TYING IT TOGETHER – SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

The Hope Triangle demonstrates how the levels of influence that we have over a goal, together with
the motivation that we have based on the risk and reward and our internal virtues such as courage,
faith and trust, will dictate whether or not we experience a hopeful fear or fearful hope perspective.
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The triangle also considers whether or not we keep marching forwards in the presence of fear, or
have the courage to follow our own hope goals where we have a choice. The model makes the
assertion that, as per the polar model, hope and fear are always experienced together and that they
are not always in harmony, nor are their volume levels always the same. The polar model suggests
that where they are in harmony, hope can pull at the same time that fear pushes and they can
therefore operate powerfully together. Where they are out of balance, fear can push us without the
steering direction of hope.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a unique perspective on hope and fear - which considers a positive and negative
aspect to both. This aspect and the emerging theory intrinsically link the emotions of hope and fear
together, and this link is represented in the creation of a polar model and theory. In summary, the
polar theory suggests that when we ‘hope that something WILL happen’, we will ‘fear that it WON’T’
and conversely when we ‘fear that something WILL happen’ then we ‘hope that it WON’T’. When we
consider this unique perspective, there is compelling evidence from the research interviews to
suggest that where there is hope there is also fear and where there is fear then there is hope. They
are never seen apart and without the other and they seem to be able to switch back and forth from
one to the other. At times hope and fear seem to be distinct emotions, but there is evidence to
suggest that this may be at best a matter of perspective rather than a tangible difference. It may be
said that hope and fear are the ‘Clarke Kent’ and ‘Superman’ of emotions inasmuch as although they
wear very different outfits and they exhibit very different extreme polar personalities – there is
evidence to suggest that they intrinsically linked.
To further understand the potential links between hope and fear, this paper also explores their
origins and purpose and the emerging parallels between the two, and this exploration digs further
into the fertile soil that was ploughed by Snyder (1991), and starts to sow seeds that may expand or
even challenge some of the thinking about the complex subject of hope.

In conclusion, the research suggests that there is a link between hoping that something will happen
and fearing that it won’t and fearing that something will happen, and hoping that it won’t. The links
that are described by the polar model of hope and fear, suggest that there is not a clear divide
between hopefulness and fearfulness, but rather that they are interchangeable, depending on the
perspective that is taken, and that the closer that 51
one gets to the extreme axis of one, the more

likely that it is that one will look back at the opposite end of the axis and experience the “polar
opposite” emotion. This link between hope and fear, goes beyond a model of how they seem to
operate, and the question of their purpose as being motivators to either move toward or away from
goals, together with the fact that they seem to work very well together – with fear pushing us and
hope pulling us away from danger, or towards success. Fear has long been considered a basic primal
emotion, and one that has primary and secondary characteristics, with the primary emotion of fear
requiring no cognitive input, and the secondary one being the result of cognition. The primal /
primary and instinctive components of certain fear has been considered as one of the main
separators of the emotion of hope and fear by researchers, and yet there is evidence that hope also
has primal origins and primary and secondary characteristics. There is an interesting consideration
that hope and faith may actually be instinctive, primal and genetic in nature, rather than cognitive.
Further research is needed to understand the full breadth, and depth of the emotion of hope, and
it’s positive and negative aspects.

The Hope triangle goes further to capture the themes that emerges through the research.
Participants of the research recounted very different experiences of hopefulness and fearfulness,
and whilst the experiences themselves were very different, each participant recounted similar
experiences of the two perspectives working together, fighting with each-other and being linked.
There were many common triggers and elements that were present during the experiences, and
these emerged as central and sub-themes which are captured within this model.
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Appendix 1:

University Ethics Panel Application form
Section 1: Researcher details
1.1 Contact details of researcher
Title

Reece

Forename

Michael

Department: Psychology
Status:

Surname

Coker

E-mail: reece@combat-academy.co.uk
Tel. No./Ext

Employee

Postgraduate
Research

Postgraduate
Taught

Undergraduate

1.2 Co-applicants (please include everyone who will be involved in the research project,
including research assistants)
Name

Post held

Not Applicable

Organisation

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Section 2: Project details
2.1 Project title and timescale
Title

Post graduate Dissertation: The two faces of hope: Hope positive
and hope negative, a polar perspective?

Proposed start date:

14/03/2016

Proposed end date:
(of data collection)

16/09/2016

2.2 Costs and funding
Not Applicable
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2.3 Brief project description
C.R. Snyder (2002) has theorized a model of hope which proposed that hope was felt in
the pursuit of goals where an individual would exhibit ‘agency ‘self-belief and motivation,
and ‘pathway’ thoughts, visualising a way to achieve these goals.
Snyder’s proposals and research appears limited to its consideration of hope as a
motivator and how hope levels may be measured. It offers a model of the potential
dynamics, but in offering a general picture, the model does not explore the breadth and
depth of hope. For example, that in addition to a high or low hope level, there may be
different aspects to hope that need to be understood, together with its origins and
meaning. His research has its limitations, as the researcher believes the full depth of
hope is not considered, and may even be confused with optimism and self-esteem, nor
does it consider the extent to which goals that are pursued are the best fit for the
individual, in terms of their strengths (Lopez, 2013), which may also include the intrinsic
meaning of the goal itself.
While Snyder acknowledges in his descriptions individuals may have ‘towards’ or ‘away
from’ goals, he does not articulate or suggest how individuals may experience the two in
parallel, the circumstances under which individuals may have both, or indeed how these
two types of goals may interact, shift or at times shift polarity from a positive to negative
This research project aims to explore the concept of hope as having positive and negative
aspects, or ‘faces’. An example would be hoping that something happens being “hope
positive” and hoping that something doesn’t happen being “hope negative”.
The research will explore and widen existing theory, research and understanding in the
context of Snyder’s work, of the emotional spectrum of hope, together with how, why and
when it is felt. The purpose, origins and meaning of hope will be considered within the
research.
The researcher proposes that hope is far more complex than being orientated towards a
goal, and having the self- belief and motivation to get there. For a start, hope can exist
where an outlook appears bleak, and where there is a lack of apparent “way” forwards. I
also believe that the levels of hope may be impacted by the actual meaningfulness of the
goal and whether or not the goal is to move towards a desired outcome, or move away
from an undesirable one. I am keen to explore the extent to which hope is felt from both
the positive and negative aspects and whether there are differences. Lopez, (2013)
suggests that hope is contagious and seems to define hope in a way that suggests that
the definition may actually be positivity and positive attitude – rather than hope, whereas I
believe that we can hope for events not to happen that are purely meaningful to us, and
wholly private, and therefore not positivity which can be shared.
To understand the meaning of hope, where, when and how it is felt, both in the positive
and negative contexts, participants will be interviewed and asked about a meaningful
event that they wanted to happen and one that they did not want to happen. The
questions, (which can be viewed in appendix 1) aim to explore the range of feelings that
are felt within both aspects of hope, the hope positive and hope negative. In doing this my
research project aims to make a valuable contribution to the understanding of hope and its
dynamics.
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Section 3: Research Design
3.1: Methodology/Methods
Please check boxes for all methodology/methods that you plan to use:
Methodologies
A

Case study

B

Ethnography

C

Life history/narrative

D

Action research

E

Participatory Research

F

Dialogic enquiry

G

Positivistic-Statistical

H

Other methodology: Please give details

Methods
A

Written questionnaires

B

Semi-structured interviews

C

Unstructured interviews
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D

Focus groups

E

Observation

F

Analysis of pre-existing data from human participants (where this data is
sensitive or could be identifiable)

G

Audio/video recording or photography in a public place

H

Audio/video recording or photography in a private place

I

Quantitative experiment

J

Other method: please give details

3.2 Research design
The participant sample is proposed to be MAAP students who will have an understanding of
the terminologies and definitions of hope and hopefulness.
A qualitative, semi-structured interview, design has been chosen with the qualities of
‘narrative’ anticipated in the stories and descriptions offered.
The size of the sample will be 6 individuals who will be interviewed. The interview will
consist of six questions (see appendix 1). The interview will be semi structured, and each of
the six questions may lead to further expansion. It is anticipated that each interview will last
approximately thirty to forty minutes.
The interviews will be transcribed and coded to be thematically analysed as described by
Braun and Clarke (2006).
The location of the interview should be within a confidential and neutral space, and with this
in mind, Bucks New University has been chosen. If it is not possible to undertake interviews
in person, they would be conducted over ‘Skype’.

3.3 Ethical implications
The individuals will be encouraged to remember impactful goals in their life and they will be
encouraged to consider their perspective on whether or not they were hoping that the event
would happen, or hoping that it wouldn’t. All participants will be volunteers, and will
understand that they have the right to withdraw at any time (up to the point of data
analysis).
During the interviews, I will monitor the participant’s emotional state, and in the event of any
concerns or discomfort, I will pause the interview and ask the participant if they wish to
continue or withdraw.
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Any findings captured and collected through transcript and thematic analysis will be
anonymised.
Participants are anticipated to be MAPP students, and will be invited individually, with all
arrangements intended to support their anonymity. All students will have their anonymity
protected at all stages, and a full debrief will be conducted following the interview. The full
purpose of the interview, together with its potential use and how the information will be used
and stored will be communicated to the participants, who will be given the opportunity to
withdraw from the study. The parameters of this withdrawal will be clearly communicated to
all participants.

3.4 Dissemination
This is a dissertation, and as such may be held within the Bucks New University Knowledge
Archive or Library. The research will also be presented within the Bucks New University
Positive Psychology Symposium.

Section 4: Participants and Recruitment
Section 4.1: Participants
Participants will be invited from the MSc Applied Positive Psychology (MAPP) student cohorts.
There will be 6 participants and an even mix of genders.

Section 4.2: Recruitment method
I will ask my peer group and first year students within the MAAP group. Invites will be sent
out to both first and second year cohorts in order to strengthen anonymity in addition to the
existing confidentiality policy and guidelines in place. The process of invitation will be
conducted through Dr Piers Worth who send the invitations individually to the MAAP
students, who will be advised to respond individually in confidence by email.

Section 4.3: Vulnerability
It is not anticipated that any participants will be vulnerable, however, their emotional state will
be monitored during the interviews, and if there are any concerns, the interview will be
paused, or if required it will be stopped and the participant will have a choice to withdraw.
This will be communicated with the participants in advance and throughout every stage of the
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interview.

Section 4.4: Incentives
NA

Section 4.5: Gatekeepers / Permission
NA

Section 5: Consent procedure
This section will demonstrate how you will obtain informed consent from the participants. Please
include all supporting documents (e.g. Information Sheets, Consent forms and questionnaires).
Please answer YES, NO or NOT APPLICABLE (N/A) to each of the following:
Yes

No

N/A

5.1

All respondents will be given an Information Sheet and enough
time to read it before being asked to agree to participate.

5.2

All participants taking part in an interview, focus group,
observation (or other activity which is not questionnaire-based) will
be asked to sign a consent form.

5.3

All participants completing a questionnaire will be informed on the
Information Sheet that returning the completed questionnaire
implies consent to participate.

5.4

All participants being asked to provide sensitive personal data will
have the following statement on the consent form or on the bottom
of their questionnaire “I consent to the processing of my personal
information for the purposes of this research study. I understand
that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and
handled in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act 1998’’. A
tick box should be included to allow participants to give explicit
consent for the collection and use of such data.

5.5

All respondents will be told that they can withdraw at any time, ask
for their interview tape to be destroyed and/or their data removed
from the project until it is no longer practical to do so (e.g. when
the report has been written up).

5.6

Where full information cannot be given prior to participation
(because it could influence outcomes) participants will be fully debriefed after participation.

5.7

If you answered NO to any of the above (or think more information could be useful to the
reviewer) please state why here:
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Section 6: Confidentiality, Anonymity & Data and Records Management
This section will show how participants can expect confidentiality and/or anonymity and will
show how any research data collected will be managed during and after the study. Confidential
data is not disclosed to other people; Anonymous data cannot be linked to the participant’s
personal details.
Please answer YES, NO or NOT APPLICABLE (N/A) to each of the following:
Yes
6.1

Questionnaires will be returned anonymously and indirectly.
Please note that questionnaire data cannot then be followed
up/clarified.

6.2

Questionnaires and/or interview transcripts will only be identifiable
by a unique identifier (e.g. code/pseudonym)

6.3

Lists of identity number or pseudonyms linked to names and/or
addresses will be stored securely and separately from research
data

6.4

All place names and institutions which could lead to the
identification of individuals or organisations will be changed

6.5

I confirm that all processing of personal information related to the
study will be in full compliance with the UK Data Protection Act
1998 (DPA) (including the Data Protection Principles)
I confirm that processing of all security sensitive information will be
in full compliance with the “Oversight of security - sensitive
research material in UK universities: guidance (October 2012)”
(Universities UK, recommended by the Association of Chief Police
Officers)

6.6

6.7

No

N/A

If you answered NO to any of the above (or think more information could be useful to the
reviewer) please state why here:

Section 7: Authorisation
For postgraduate researchers, postgraduate taught students and
undergraduate students:
Please ask your supervisor to sign that they have read the application form and that they
accept responsibility for the applicant who is undertaking the work.
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Signed ………………………………………………
Supervisor
Date

………………………….

Section 8: Checklist for Applicant
The Ethics application form
The Participant Information Sheet
The Consent Form
The Debrief Form
Letters seeking/granting permission for access to data/participants
Materials for recruitment of participants
Questionnaire
Interview schedule
Authorisation received
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions:
Please describe and define what hope means to you?
Prompt a) have you always felt that way prompt b) Do you think that hope is
always positive? Prompt c) When do you think it can be negative?
A) Where do you feel hope B) When do you feel hope? C) How do you think
that you may feel hope? Prompt a) Why do you think you feel hope?
Please consider an event in your life that had meaning and where you hoped
that this event would happen. How would you describe this experience and
feeling? Prompt a) How intense was this feeling? Prompt b) at what point did
this feeling occur? Prompt c) Did the feeling vary in intensity as you
approached your goal? Prompt d) was this feeling similar to any other feelings
you can think of? Prompt e) would you describe the feeling as positive or
negative? Prompt f) what do you think the purpose of the feeling is?
Did this feeling change as you progressed towards your goal, and if so
describe how?
Please consider an event in your life that had meaning and where you hoped
that this event would not happen. How would you describe this experience
and feeling? Prompt a) How intense was this feeling? Prompt b) at what point
did the feeling occur? Prompt c) did the feeling vary in intensity at all as you
approach the event? Prompt d) was this feeling similar to any other feelings
you can think of? Prompt e) would you describe the feeling as positive or
negative? Prompt f) what do you think the purpose of the feeling is?
Did this feeling change as you progressed towards this event, and if so
describe how?
These are considered primary questions and prompts may be used to further explore
a participant’s response.
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Appendix 3: Participant Information Sheet
An exploration of the two aspects of hope – Positive and Negative
This participant information sheet contains information about this study, so that you
are able to make an informed decision about whether you wish to take part.
•

The project is being conducted by Reece Coker as part of his final year
psychology dissertation at Buckinghamshire New University as part of the course
requirements on Masters of Applied Positive Psychology Course.

•

The study is being conducted to understand more fully the emotion of hope and
state of hopefulness. The question of whether hope is felt differently when one
wishes to move ‘away from’ a goal rather than ‘towards’ one will be explored
within a semi-structured interview. The study includes when and how the two
aspects (‘towards’ or ‘away from’) are felt and how they may interact with each
other.

•

Participants will be asked a series of questions within a semi-structured interview
and will be asked to share and define instances of hoping and hopefulness within
the context of the positive, i.e. an event that they wanted to happen, and the
negative, i.e. and event that they wanted to avoid.

•

The interview will last approximately 30 – 40 minutes.

•

You will not be named in any written or recorded information
The interview meeting will be conducted in confidence

•

Participants have the right to withdraw from this project as they choose, without
having to justify this decision. The option will last up until the point that the data is
analysed. It is anticipated that the approximate date for withdrawal will be the
15/07/2016

•

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Bucks New University
Psychology Department Ethics Committee on behalf of the University Ethics
Panel.

If you have any additional questions regarding this study, please contact either:
Reece Coker
Email: 21222678@bucks.ac.uk
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Dr Piers Worth
email: piers.worth@bucks.ac.uk
Department of Psychology

Bucks New University
Queen Alexandra Road
High Wycombe, Bucks, HP11 2JZ
Tel: 01494 522 141
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Appendix 4: Consent Form
An exploration of the two aspects of hope – Positive and Negative

Please tick the appropriate boxes
I have read and understood the participant information
sheet..……………………...…
I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the
project…………………
I understand that taking part in the project will taking part in an interview
which will explore meaningful events in my life where I both hoped the
event would happen and hoped that they wouldn’t happen, together with
my feelings about both. I agree that this data will be analysed and
submitted within a final dissertation.
I understand that my taking part is voluntary; I can withdraw from the
study at any time up until the point the data are analysed which will be the
15th
July 2016 and I will not be asked questions about why I no longer want
to take part.
I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of
this research study. I understand that such information will be treated as
strictly
confidential and handled in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act
1998.
On this basis I am happy to participate in the project.

Name of Participant ……….………… Signature……………………
Date………….
Name of Researcher……….………...
Date………….

Signature……………………
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Appendix 5: Debriefing Form
An exploration of the two aspects of hope – Positive and Negative
Thank you for taking part in this project.
The research will be used to explore the different dynamics within the emotion of
hope. In particular, the positive and negative aspects.
In plain terms, people hope for things to happen and they hope that things will
not happen. Hopefulness, and its two aspects have proven to motivate people
towards goals and away from goals - depending on whether the outcome is a
desirable one.
Further research was needed to understand how the ‘two faces of hope’, i.e. the
negative and positive interact. The questions of whether or not the positive and
negative aspects of hope are felt together, and whether the perspective changes
from one to the other were explored through the interview.
If participation in this discussion raises any discomfort for you, you may turn for
support to:
Your GP
The Samaritans
116 123 (UK)
jo@samaritans.org
The University Counselling Service:
Phone: 01494 605 018
Text: 07757 101 234
Email: counselling@bucks.ac.uk
If you have any additional questions regarding this study, please contact either:
Reece Coker
Email: 21222678@bucks.ac.uk

Dr Piers Worth
email: piers.worth@bucks.ac.uk
Department of Psychology
Bucks New University
Queen Alexandra Road
High Wycombe, Bucks
HP11 2JZ
Tel: 01494 522 141
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Appendix 6: Participant Source 1
1

I: Okay umm, first off my first question, please describe and define what hope means to

2

you?

Commented [1]: MEANING by Reece Coker

3

P: Oh, I’ve not thought about this one. Umm it means it’s something about the future, it’s

Commented [2]: TIME - PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE by Reece
Coker

4

about something I want to have happen. Umm and it’s a good, a good thing that I want to

Commented [3]: MEANING by Reece Coker

5

happen.I: Okay, so you’re sure that its positive, yeah?

Commented [4]: GOALS by Reece Coker

6

P: For me yeah.

Commented [5]: GOAL by Reece Coker

7

I: Do you ever think it can be negative? Have you ever considered that possibility?

8

P: Well I was having a think about this interview and the moving towards and moving away

9

from so I was doing a bit of playing around of how do I normally approach situations and I

Commented [6]: POSITIVE HOPE by Reece Coker

10

tend to hope for things to happen rather than hope for things not to happen for me.

11

I: Okay

12

P: So I’m very much future focused, moving towards and I hadn’t appreciated that until I just

13

played around with a few examples of like how do I, what do I normally do, it’s usually that

14

I’m hoping for something to happen. I tend not to use the frame of hoping it doesn’t happen.
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15

I: Okay, that’s interesting. Okay, umm
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P: If I though, If I applied it, that was an internal thing for me on just how I approach things
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but then I was thinking, am I the same when I think about what I want for other people. So I
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think sometimes if it’s another person then I’d hope that something doesn’t happen to them.
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I: Okay, that’s interesting, so the 3rd party may change the dynamic a little bit you think.
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P: Yeah it did, it did more.
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21

I: Right, okay.

22

P: And I thought actually I can, when I think about a situation, so I was thinking about my

23

daughters just finished her finals so we’re waiting for her results and I can think about it,

24

from I thought, well what’s it like if I think about it from both points of view, so obviously I

25

hope that she does well and I hopeful for her that she succeeds and gets the grades she
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26

wants, so that was one. And then I also hope she doesn’t fail.
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27

I: Okay

28

P: And I much prefer the other one where I hope she does well rather than hope she doesn’t

29

fail.
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30

I: Okay

31

P: It makes me feel different about it.

32

I: So in terms of where you feel hope, circumstantially you find that you’re sometimes

33

feeling it for yourself, sometimes feeling it for others. Do you feel that that’s balanced or for

34

you as a person would you say that you’re more hopeful for your own events or do you

35

spend more time focusing on hoping for others.

36

P: I would say it’s fairly balanced, obviously you know I’ve got things I’m hopeful for myself

37

but obviously you know people who are around me that are important to me, I want good

38

things to happen to them

39

I: Okay, that’s interesting, a question I would now that I would ask based on what you have

40

said is when do you think you feel hope, just to clarify that question, do you think there is a

41

stage, or a process where you’ve got an event in the future as you said, is there a stage

42

where you might feel hope and is there something that’s affecting that?

43

P: Umm, I think it’s when I’m waiting for an outcome that I’m not sure whether it’ll be one

44

thing or another, so it’s just before maybe that something is about to happen and it could

45

be one thing or it could be something else.

46

I: Now that’s interesting so what do you think the common denominator is there?

47

P: I guess it’s about reaching that goal but the goal might not be, so maybe it could be

48

transition points where one outcome would take me down one path and another outcome

49

might take me down another one. I might have a preferred path about where I want to go,
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50

so it ’s like well I’m hoping that I’ll go down this one because that’s the one I like but you
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know the outcome might take me down another one that I might not have chosen. So I’ve
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got to work out how to go down that one.
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53

I: So is it uncertainty then, do you think uncertainty might be a common denominator?

54

P: Yeah, I think umm, I think there might be some things that re further down you know that

55

I’m hopeful for certain things as it might be a bit further down the line so that might be a bit

56

more blurry and it’s probably not quite as strong and intense as when I’m get close up to
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something, it might be one thing or another.
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I: That is interesting. Okay umm, another sort of question, how do you think you may feel

59

hope, you may reverse and say how does hope feel?

60

P: For me? You mean how do I feel it? How do I know that I’m hopeful?

61

I: Yeah, yeah
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62

P: Ummm, yeah so, when I’m thinking about something in a hopeful way.

63

I: Hmmm

64

P: I get a feeling like across my chest. And it feels quite tingly and exciting and sort of a bit

65

butterfly’

66

I: Okay

67

P: There’s a sense of something, but there’s some excitement to it, there’s some

68

anticipation.

69

I: Ah yeah okay

70

P: And it you know it’s a nice thing to have, you know there some motion to it; I g et a sense

71

of movement from it when I’m hopeful about something.

72

I: So you say it’s a nice thing to feel, do you feel that it’s always a nice thing, unequivocally

73

would you always say it’s a nice thing to feel.

74

P: If I’m hopeful for something and I’m moving towards it, it feels good. When I was doing

75

a I’m hoping it doesn’t happen, I get a different feeling then. And that usually I’m hoping

76

that something doesn’t happen and it’ll be something I don’t want and that doesn’t feel so

77

good. And with that one I don’t feel as if I’ve got as much control as when I hope for
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something
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79

I: Okay that is interesting so you feel like you have lost some of the control when you’re kind

80

of hoping that something doesn’t happen and yore focused on that aspect.

81

P: Yeah I fell as if umm my options sort of shut down so I was thinking about it, you know

82

I’ve been thinking about it with some examples to see how it works for myself and I was

83

thinking umm particular situation where my father in law wasn’t very well and so he was

84

going to the hospital for a diagnosis. And there was a difference between, I hope it’s, he

85

wasn’t very well so we knew he was going to get some diagnosis of something so there was

86

something different between hoping it wouldn’t be too bad, hoping that it wouldn’t be

87

something and a lot of us were thinking we hope it wouldn’t be cancer

88

I: Right..

89

P: So that was the bit that was out of our control you know, and we were focusing on the
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negative things, that felt you know, we didn’t have a lot of control, it was quite debilitating
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but that was the focus of what was going on in the family at the time about not wanting
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something to happen.

93

I: Very interesting.
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94

P: So that felt quite different to hoping for something that I more positive so I guess when
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I’m hoping that something doesn’t happen it’s got more of a negative connotation for me
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and when I’’m hoping that something does happen its more positive.
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I: Okay just to further on from that and sort of to keep that same context and this may kind

98

of touch on something you mentioned earlier as well, do you think that the feeling changes

99

as you move towards the goal, you know whether it’s a positive goal of a negative goal do

100

you think that feeling changes?

101

P: Umm, well if its turning out the way that I’m hoping for then yes it gets more exciting

102

because I’m getting the outcome that I want. And if I’m, also I suppose it energizes me

103

because if the outcome is something that I wanted then it gives me the impetus to put the

104

things in place to ensure as best I can that I get what I’m aiming for, that I’m wanting.

105

I: Okay…

106

P: So I’m hopeful for something then I’ll be thinking well what could I do to you know

107

make it happen as I can because obviously you can ’t make everything happen in the way

108

that you want. But how can I , what can I do in order to you know make it work as best I can

109

really whereas when its umm, when I’m hoping that something doesn’t happen I think

110

that’s when I think well I don’t really have control over that, that’s another set. So that

111

doesn’t you, know, feel the same.

112

I: So let’s say um, looking at the positive goal, you’re at point zero when you start to hope

113

and the goal is, you know at point 2 for example.

114

P: Point what sorry?

115

I: Point 2, so let’s say you’ve got zero, one is the half way point and the goal sort of being at

116

point 2, as you sort of cross sort of, in to the middle and to the latter stages and towards

117

your goal. Do you think the feeling is still hope? Do you think it’s always hope as you go

118

from sort of .0 across that half way point and further on.

119

P: Until I’m nearly, is it always hope, umm, I think when its looking more and more likely

120

that it will turn out the way that I was looking for then it probably stops being hope but I

121

was thinking about moving to this house it was a very long and complicated laborious

122

process but we were hopeful that we would get it and people wouldn’t withdraw.. da da

123

da da.. and then when we got to, there was all that hopeful bit and then when we got to

124

yes it was definitely happening, then I think it stopped being hope then because it becomes

125

like, just before everything is in place, well it’s going to happen now. So you don’t need to
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126

hope for it anymore.

127

I: For you then uncertainty is one of the common denominators for it to be hope and as it

128

gets closer would you say it’s more optimism?

129

P: I don’t think its uncertainty, it’s not how I operate out of uncertainty, it’s not really a

130

frame that, so I wouldn’t umm, the uncertainty bit is when I’m hoping that something

131

doesn’t happen, where there’s not very much, that’s when I’m uncertain. And that when it

132

doesn’t feel very good because I don’t feel I’ve got very much control, but when I’m hoping
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for something and I’m working towards it then its more enthusiasm and more enthusiastic
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about it and I’m excited and I’m wanting to make it work. So that uncertainty is not really,

135

that’s not what’s motivating me really.

136

I: So do you think then its control, so of aspects having control seem to fire you up and

137

motivate you?

138

P: Yeah I suppose there’s some of that, having a sense of control against having none or not

139

very much.

140

I: Okay, so more influence, I guess language is quite more important isn’t it, in terms of

141

how we label things. I suppose do you think it could be influence over the outcome or would

142

you say its control? Which one would you choose if you had to choose?

143

P: Umm, I would like to, what sits better with me and feels better is this idea of being able

144

to influence something rather than control again, that’s not really a word, that’s not how I
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think, but I guess I am taking control over something by doing actions to influence an
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146

outcome, I guess I am taking some control. Well again it’s not how I tend to operate of you

147

know what I mean it’s more that I think I can influence it so I’m going to do something

148

about it but I guess there ’s something about control.

149

I: Yeah, tell me, I like to just get the labelling right because I know it’s important, maybe the

150

word was quite the right one and it always fits.

151

P: Being influential and you know, again, for me it feels more hopeful, being controlling you
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know being in control feels a bit too harsh for me.
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I: Okay, right next one, this is, you have probably touched on some of this, but I want you to

154

consider a deeply meaningful event in your life that a real impact, in terms of wanting it to

155

happen, so we can say a positive event that you were hoping was going to happen. Umm I

156

want you to sort of describe the feeling you, outline the event and then describe the feeling

157

that you felt um and what it was you when you felt it and all of that sort of stuff.
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158

P: Okay so what I’m going to talk about is I think, is being pregnant, you know the birth of

159

my daughter really because that you know was a very significant event in my life, and you

160

know very exciting, you know wanting it to happen, wanting it before it happened, you
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know wanting it to happen and umm and then all through the pregnancy I was hopeful that
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everything was going to be alright and that she was going be healthy etcetera etcetera
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etcetera. So yeah time of like excitement and anticipation I guess. Yeah.
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164

I: Okay

165

P: Want more or?

166

I: Yeah no please, I’m kind of, that’s a massive event

167

P: Yeah massive yeah

168

I: I would imagine it starts you know, having experienced it myself from the other side of it

169

obviously, it starts a long way back umm, in terms of hoping it’s even going to happen.

170

P: Yeah

171

I: And you know those sort of hurdles so, umm and of course dealing with what the

172

incubations are if it doesn’t happen um so, I guess I want to kind of capture what that really

173

felt like and was it hope, was it always hope, was it similar to another feeling and if so what

174

was that feeling?

175

P: Okay, ummm, similar to other feelings, I guess before I got pregnant it was hoping

176

because you’re hoping that you will and then once I did there was joy and excitement, you

177

know and then it ’s like through the pregnancy you’re hopeful that all the different stage

178

that everything is, so when you go for a scan you’re hoping that, so I guess there were

179

different times, as you move through it’s like, I guess it’s always before the event that you’re

180

hopeful that things are going to be as you want them to be. So just before this I’m hoping
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it’ll be this, I’m hoping it’ll be that and then once it is you move on to the next stage I guess,
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182

and so when I guess you get what you’re hoping for then that moves in to other things, and
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183

you get what you’re hoping for then that’s when you get you know, a bit of excitement, joy,

184

love all those sorts of feeling

185

I: Okay so what other kind of pivotal moments and various stages during any pregnancy are

186

the scans.

187

P: Yes

188

I: For example, umm how did you feel in the run up to having the scans, you know whilst the

189

scan was being done and whilst you’re waiting for them to kind of get their baring’s before

75
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190

they announce to you what you want to hear. How did you feel?

191

P: Umm, a bit scared

192

I: Okay

193

P: Beforehand, because it’s going to go one way or another isn’t it, it ’s either it’s going to

194

be fine or it’s not. So it’s a bit, there’s a bit of anticipation and a bit of anxiety I guess,
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because you might not get the outcome that you want.
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I: Okay
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197

P: I don’t think that’s, not hope then.
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198

I: What do you think it is?

199

P: It’s something else, I guess a bit of fear that you’re going to lose what you want. So it ’s

200

such a heightened anticipation, so yeah thinking about waiting before I actually went in and

201

wasn’t feeling that, the hope bit had gone then it was more, I’m here now and wanting it to

202

be what I want be I don’t know if I was feeling hope at that point.

203

I: Okay

204

P: Probably a bit more anxiety
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I: Okay, so in terms of fear, fear came out there as a sort of a word when you’re sort of
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206

hoping for something that really has meaning where there’s you know, either a positive or

207

negative outcome in those situations, and of course where the gravity of the meaning in the

208

positive is probably the same sort of level of gravity should it be a negative. Do you think

209

that the fear is always an aspect of hope, would you relate to that, where there’s that two

210

way outcome?

211

P: I hadn’t thought about it before, not really linked those two things together, but I think

212

that yeah there is some element of fear, because of the potential sense of loss isn’t it, that

213

you’re going to lose something that is meaningful, going to be meaningful , it’s got some
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meaning in your life really, and if you get what you want it’ll take you down a path that you
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want, that you’ve chosen for yourself so I guess there is some fear of a loss .
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I: Okay that’s interesting, and now the flip side of that. In terms of a meaningful event that

217

you didn’t want to happen, so you know an outcome of something that was a threat of

218

something happening or just and event that you can think of that you just did not want to

219

happen. Umm describe the feeling in exactly the same way. How did it feel? Did it always

220

feel that way? Did it change and so on?

221

P: Well, going back to the one I talked about before with father in law, and obviously we
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didn’t want him to be ill and it, there was a lot of fear there and actually he was ill and he
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would be diagnosed and it turned out that he was ill. So we got the diagnosis that we didn’t
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want so there was more fear there I would say, probably for a longer time, more of a build
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up to it, because it was something we were hoping wouldn’t happen but we had some fear.
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That was probably motivating that need for hope that he was going to be alright.
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I: That’s interesting, what you say that the fear was motivating the need for hope. So I’m
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228

considering, I pose a question to you that if you find yourself looking at a fearful event are

229

you sort of saying you tend to try to turn towards hope and you know, on the reverse side, if

230

you’re looking at a hopeful event, you might find yourself looking towards fear.

231

P: I seem to be, well I hadn’t put those two things together before at all actually, but there

232

is, yeah, something about not wanting it to happen and fearful that it will.

233

I: So you’re sort of in the process, you find yourself turning to hope, what purpose do you

234

think that serves?

235

P: umm, to umm, the words that’s come to mind it’s like a balm, you know to like calm

236

things down a little bit.

237

I: Okay wow,

238

P: Because the fear is not nice to have running through your body, it doesn’t feel very nice

239

does it really. So if you’ve got something to grasp on to, then it take some of the intensity

240

from it.

241

I: So it’s like a moderator almost

242

P: Mmm yeah.

243

I: It’s interesting that you used the word balm didn’t you, I like that, that’s a good..

244

I: Yeah it felt like balm it felt like something to sooth, and just calm things down a little bit,
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so if you’ve got some sense of hope in times of desperation because I guess in that time we
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were desperate for good news but we didn’t get that anyway so if we had some threads of
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something that we could hold on to and that was our sense of hope you know it’ll be this
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or it’ll be that. And I think we were probably clutching at straws and I don’t know whether
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we were doing it to just please ourselves and you know help each other get through this and

250

think it’ll be alright, hopefully it’ll be that. I remember saying hopefully it’ll be alright and it’ll

251

just be this.

252

I: That’s interesting so, um in terms of the, just on the other side of it, where were you

253

hoping that’s something is going to happen or hoping it’s going to be an outcome, umm its
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254

certainly seems that from some of the things that you’ve said that then fear can often creep

255

in and it becomes a factor. What purpose do you think that serves, and does it serve a

256

purpose?

257

P: I don’t know whether it serves a purpose. I guess it’s a bit grounding isn’t it, you don’t

258

always get what you want.

259

I: Okay.

260

P: That fact that there is the possibility that it might not be the outcome. What was the first

261

part of what you said?

262

I: In terms of where we like experiencing, and really want something to happen and then

263

fear creeps in. umm you know does that fear creeping in, does that actually serve a purpose

264

and if so what purpose does it serve?

265

P: Umm… I think at the time like just before, it was a grinding me to the present, of that
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knowledge and that I’m in the present moment and that the outcome might be this or it
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might be that, because I think the hopeful bit is more future orientated.

268

I: Okay.

269

P: And not in the present moment, with it, you’re thinking about something that is going to

270

happen, rather than it being happening now. So maybe just before the actual outcome,

271

that’s when I might now get what I want. So that’s, realising that you know, this is the

272

moment when ill find out one way or the other.

273

I: So if you imagine the total reversal to blind fear, so imagine blind hope, if you were totally

274

feeling hopeful umm, would you find fear might be helpful in that circumstances. Because if

275

you were blindly hopeful would you feel that you had to do anything, you know ie, would

276

you be motivated if you were just blindly hopeful.

277

P: Umm, the more hope, I was thinking about that earlier on, and like what do I find like, is

278

being hopeful for me like a motivator, umm and yes I think it is really, it does motivate me
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because it’s something that I want to have happen, you know it’s a goal that I’ve got so I
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think to myself well what can I do to make it happen as best I can really, so I do find it
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motivating. Umm, and if I was fearful, that for me stops me, it’s about narrowing down

Commented [120]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

282

really, so it’s just beforehand when I might not be getting what I want then that’s when the

Commented [121]: FEAR by Reece Coker

283

fear comes up, like this might not be the outcome that I want so there’s a bit of anxiety to it

Commented [122]: FEAR by Reece Coker

284

really. But if I was absolutely certain that it was going to happen, umm then I probably

Commented [123]: FEAR by Reece Coker

285

wouldn’t need to be hopeful would I because I know it’s going to happen.

Commented [124]: CERTAINTY by Reece Coker
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Coker
Commented [116]: TIME - PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE by Reece
Coker

286

I: Okay, so in that circumstance, does a little bit of fear help to give you a further so of

287

kicked towards your goal before you relax in to and sort of thing, it’s going to happen now.

288

P: But it’s not fear that motivates me it’s the hope, being hopeful that motivates me. It’s

Commented [125]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

289

that crunch time like, will I get what I want or not, there is still that element of uncertainty,

Commented [126]: UNCERTAINTY by Reece Coker

290

there’s some anxiety depending on how big it is. I ’m possibly fearful that it’s going to

Commented [127]: FEAR by Reece Coker

291

happen. I feel I don’t get a sense that I’m motivated by fear.

Commented [128]: FEAR by Reece Coker

292

I: Okay that’s really interesting.

Commented [129]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

293

P: If I’m hopeful about something happening, that’s not my motivator.

294

I: Okay and if you’re fearful about something sort of happening like the event you were

295

saying with your father. At that point if you felt fear of something happening and you know

296

the outcome of the happening was catastrophic, which you know you have experienced. If

297

there was metaphorically speaking a set of huge insurmountable hurdles in front of you,

298

walking through fire type of hurdles, would the fear of something happening, would you be

299

able to overcome those hurdles because of the fear? Would it help you or does it not

300

motivate you at all?

301

P: I think probably for me it’s more debilitating, it’s not how I get motivated by things. Fear

Commented [132]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

302

is more of potential to stop me doing something.

Commented [133]: PROGRESS & MOVEMENT by Reece
Coker

303

I: Interesting

Commented [134]: FEAR by Reece Coker

304

P: It can keep me fixed in a place so that’s probably why I will you know, in the family I’m

Commented [135]: PROGRESS & MOVEMENT by Reece
Coker

305

probably the one that will say, oh it might be this, because I think that again that’s just how I

Commented [136]: FEAR by Reece Coker

306

take control of what’s going on. Fear for me is not particularly helpful, I know for some

Commented [137]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

307

people it is, it gives them a bit of a, like I’m going to make sure that doesn’t happen. It

308

drives them forward, but I’d probably not, its sticks me in a place rather than moves me

Commented [140]: FEAR by Reece Coker

309

from it.

Commented [141]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

310

I: That makes sense

Commented [142]: PROGRESS & MOVEMENT by Reece
Coker

311

P: So I tend to need to think, look for something hopeful in that situation and that will be

Commented [143]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

312

the thing that I look at and move towards

313

I: So that kind of set of hurdles in front of you are now fearful goal, I fear for the potential

314

event, are you sort of saying that in that exact situation you would be actually over to,

315

taking on those hurdles by thinking if I do that, I’m looking at the positive outcome of me

Commented [148]: FEAR by Reece Coker

316

doing that, so actually you’re turning to hope rather than, even though it’s a fearful event

Commented [149]: POSITIVE HOPE by Reece Coker

317

your perspective is hope and that’s what gets you going. Is that what you’re saying?

Commented [150]: PROGRESS & MOVEMENT by Reece
Coker
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Commented [146]: PROGRESS & MOVEMENT by Reece
Coker
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318

P: So, if we were going back to my father in law, there were a lot of hurdles that we as a

319

family needed to get over.

Commented [151]: HOPE FOR OTHERS by Reece Coker

320

I: Mmmm

Commented [152]: UNCERTAINTY by Reece Coker

321

P: And I was the one that was saying if we do that then well be able to do this, you know I

Commented [154]: OPTIMISM & PESSIMISM by Reece Coker

322

was thinking about how were going to cross them and what we needed to do in order to

Commented [155]: ACTION by Reece Coker

323

jump over them really and it was because I was hopeful that jumping over them would give

Commented [156]: ACTION by Reece Coker

324

us the outcome that we wanted rather than, it wasn’t fear that was the motivator.

Commented [157]: OPTIMISM & PESSIMISM by Reece Coker

325

I: It was hope

Commented [158]: ACTION by Reece Coker

326

P: Yes

Commented [160]: HOPE FOR SELF by Reece Coker

327

I: Those are all my questions, that was absolute brilliant, umm and absolutely fascinating.

Commented [161]: FEAR by Reece Coker

328

So I’m going to stop you’re interview at 10:50 okay. And then I’ll have a quick chat with you.

Commented [153]: DIFFICULTY by Reece Coker

Commented [159]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker
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Appendix 7: Participant Source 2
1

I: Describe what hope means to you?

2

P: I suppose for me I think about hope in two different ways. There’s Snyder’s cognitive

3

model of hope as a goal-setting and thinking process, which I like, but in some ways doesn’t

Commented [1]: COGNITIVE by Reece Coker

4

really capture for me what hope is. Because it’s got that element, I suppose it’s that

Commented [2]: COGNITIVE by Reece Coker

5

element of control – in that his model means, if you think about it – you’ve got the

Commented [3]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

6

motivation and I can identify pathways, and when my pathways are blocked, I can identify

Commented [4]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

7

other ones. And whilst I don’t see hope as wishful thinking, as in “I hope we are going to

Commented [5]: ACTION by Reece Coker

8

have a nice summer”, there is something there that is more emotional – around when you

Commented [6]: PATHWAYS by Reece Coker

9

genuinely are really hoping that something will or won’t happen, that sense of – you don’t

Commented [8]: MEANING by Reece Coker

10

have control over it, you don’t have any influence over it – but it’s still something that

Commented [9]: MEANING by Reece Coker

11

means an awful lot to you. So for me there’s the cognitive process and then there’s the

Commented [10]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

12

emotional process.

13

I: Ok, and, so, for you, do you think that hope therefore serves a particular purpose, and if

14

so – what purpose do you think it serves?

15

P: Um, Again, I suppose it depends on which model. If you’re thinking about the cognitive

16

model, then it serves as a process of being able to make progress. It serves as a process of

Commented [13]: COGNITIVE by Reece Coker

17

being able to even , you know it’s that resilience, it’s that sort of sense of even when stuff

Commented [14]: PROGRESS, MOVEMENT & CHANGE by
Reece Coker

18

is hard, you trust that you’ve got the wherewithal to be able to find a way through it, and

Commented [15]: RESILIENCE, DETERMINATION &
PERSERVERENCE by Reece Coker

19

you might not know where that’s going to take you but you know you’ve got the toolkit as it

20

were to be able to make something happen, even if it wasn’t the originally intended goal, I

21

suppose that emotional thing, um, is around. Sorry, I have forgotten your question… Is it

Commented [18]: DIFFICULTY by Reece Coker

22

around what purpose it serves?

Commented [19]: PATHWAYS by Reece Coker

23

I: Yeah, yeah – the purpose!

Commented [20]: UNCERTAINTY by Reece Coker

24

P: It’s a really interesting question because I think that the emotional hope, um, I’m not, I

25

never really thought about what purpose it serves, its, um, I suppose for me, it’s a coping

26

mechanism!

Commented [24]: EMOTIONAL by Reece Coker

27

I: OK

Commented [25]: MEANING by Reece Coker

28

P: If you’re hoping that something will or won’t happen, it’s a way of helping your brain

Commented [26]: RESILIENCE, DETERMINATION &
PERSERVERENCE by Reece Coker

29

rationalise it, it’s a way of, of coping with the uncertainty, um and putting structure around

Commented [27]: POSITIVE HOPE by Reece Coker

Commented [7]: WISHFUL THINKING by Reece Coker
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Commented [16]: RESILIENCE, DETERMINATION &
PERSERVERENCE by Reece Coker
Commented [17]: PATHWAYS by Reece Coker

Commented [21]: PROGRESS, MOVEMENT & CHANGE by
Reece Coker
Commented [22]: UNCERTAINTY by Reece Coker
Commented [23]: EMOTIONAL by Reece Coker

Commented [28]: NEGATIVE HOPE by Reece Coker
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30

it – so, um, I’d probably say the emotional bit is a coping mechanism, the cognitive bit is a

Commented [29]: UNCERTAINTY by Reece Coker

31

sort of a sense of possibility and achievement.

Commented [30]: EMOTIONAL by Reece Coker

32

I: Yeah because you can see in what you have explained there, you can sort of see the

33

divides starting between the Snyder school of thought, where there is, and you used the

34

word “control”, there’s certainly an element of control and “influence ” , you know, if not

35

control, full control, influence that you have by your, um internal drive and your ability to

36

actually make it happen.

37

P: Yes

38

I: But actually, there is an argument, I suspect for hope to appear when none of that

39

influence exists. And perhaps, do you

40

P: Yeah

41

I: Do you think that perhaps it appears “because” there is no ability to influence it?

42

P: Um, that type of hope, yeah, that type of hope does! I mean, I think, I think there is, on

43

Snyder’s version of hope , I think there is a control thing, because whilst you may not be

44

able to control the outcome, you can control the process, and you can control your

45

response it. And you can control the things that you want, that you try to make something

Commented [34]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

46

work, or something better. I think that emotional hope is around – there is nothing that you

Commented [35]: PATHWAYS by Reece Coker

47

can do about it, you can’t influence it, you can’t control it, you can’t, in some ways, it

48

doesn’t matter what you do about it, its not going to ultimately change the outcome

49

because that’s a role of the dice thing. It either will or it won’t! And it’s that, sort of the

Commented [38]: CHANCE by Reece Coker

50

chance, the luck and your just hoping that the dice is going to fall in your favour. Um, and

Commented [39]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

51

there’s nothing you can do about it!

Commented [40]: CHANCE by Reece Coker

52

I: So you think it’s a coping mechanism, in that instance.

53

P: Yeah

54

I: Because that would be quite a difficult thing to feel over a long time. You know, if you’ve

55

got that level of uncertainty, where something matters that much, I guess it could be fairly

56

expensive thing to feel, um, without some kind of coping mechanism – do you think?

57

P: Yeah, I think so, but also I think, I think that that’s where the two of them play together

58

because I think for me certainly if there is a circumstance where I’m really hoping that

59

something will or won’t happen that I can’t control, I will find things within my life that I

60

can control.

61

I: Right

Commented [31]: RESILIENCE, DETERMINATION &
PERSERVERENCE by Reece Coker
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62

P: And, so that cognitive hope process comes into play. I might not be able to control the

63

outcome at that, but I can make a difference on this little bit, and there are things that I can

64

do , I order to make myself feel better, or to give myself this sense of feeling in control. Um,

Commented [44]: COGNITIVE by Reece Coker

65

and I think that those two, rather than just sitting there and you know, wailing in the wind

Commented [45]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

66

and waiting for something to happen or not happen, I think that cognitive process, for me at

67

least kicks in, and I go into the right, ok, what can I do.

Commented [46]: COGNITIVE by Reece Coker

68

I: What can you do…

Commented [47]: CHANCE by Reece Coker

69

I: So, on that point, do you think that, that hope always positive, because you may have sort

70

of eluded to the aspect of hope that isn’t necessarily productive, and positive in that sense.

71

What do, what do you think?

72

P: For me hope is positive, you know I hope that things won’t happen, and so that’s an

73

avoidance mechanism, because I’m hoping that the event won’t happen, because I don’t

74

want it to, so, but for me, it feels like a positive process , because it’s that, you know, the

Commented [48]: POSITIVE HOPE by Reece Coker

75

hoping that something won’t happen is not a comfortable process, and that bits not

Commented [49]: DENIAL & DELUSION by Reece Coker

76

positive, because you are fearful that it will.

Commented [50]: NEGATIVE HOPE by Reece Coker

77

I: mm

Commented [51]: FEAR by Reece Coker

78

P: Which is obviously the flip-side, but the process of taking steps to be able to put order

79

for me is a hopeful, is a positive thing, because it helps me feel that I’m doing something.

Commented [52]: POSITIVE HOPE by Reece Coker

80

I: OK, Most people have heard of the, you know, you mention the fearfulness, I think that

Commented [53]: PROGRESS, MOVEMENT & CHANGE by
Reece Coker

81

most people have heard of the phrase “blind fear”, but what about if you experience, sort of

Commented [54]: ACTION by Reece Coker

82

like a “blind hope”? Do you think that it could be a negative aspect of that maybe leads to

Commented [55]: PATHWAYS by Reece Coker

83

apathy, where you, you know, kind of throw it out there and really hope for the best, and

84

therefore surrender to fate?

85

P: Yeah, I mean I think that exists, and, I don’t experience that personally, I mean I think

86

that goes into what I would call “wishful thinking”. I mean, I think that you can abdicate

87

responsibility, and say – well, there’s nothing I can do about it so I’m just gonna “hope for

88

the best”. Um, and I, an, For me , it’s a word that I use a lot, but I think that that’s a lack of

Commented [56]: WISHFUL THINKING by Reece Coker

89

“control”, and a lack of, um, accountability. In that, you know, yes, certain things, there are

Commented [57]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

90

certain things that you can’t influence, but, its, for me – the hope comes in finding, within

91

that circumstance, the thing that you can influence. And, you can always influence the way

92

that you respond to something. That always within your control. You may not be able to

93

influence the outcome, but you can influence how you feel about it, how it affects you. You

83

Commented [58]: CONTROL by Reece Coker

94

can influence, you know – doing other things to make yourself feel better. Um, yeah, other

95

things take your mind off something. So, I personally don’t subscribe to the “oh I’ll just sit

96

back and see what happens ” , but I think that it absolutely does exist, I did some work on

Commented [60]: WISHFUL THINKING by Reece Coker

97

hope last year , that was one of the things that I talked about was that whole, the bit

Commented [61]: CHANCE by Reece Coker

98

between people using hope as an excuse to avoid them having to take any action. Um,

99

that’s not something that I personally recognise , or do, but I know it does exist.

Commented [62]: DENIAL & DELUSION by Reece Coker

100

I: Mm. So, that…

Commented [63]: ACTION by Reece Coker

101

P: I mean, my sister does it, my sister does it!

102

I: Really?

103

P: The whole time! She hopes she’s going to lose weight, but she does nothing to do it!

Commented [64]: ACTION by Reece Coker

104

You go, “ it’s not just going to fall off of its own account , you have to do something. But

Commented [65]: HOPE FOR SELF by Reece Coker

105

she’s hoping it will just happen.

Commented [66]: WISHFUL THINKING by Reece Coker

106

I: Yeah, OK, so you’ve just kind of jogged something loose in my mind there, um, in that

Commented [67]: ACTION by Reece Coker

107

instance where she clearly hopes to lose weight, it’s something that is a goal there that you

108

know, she wants, um, but actually, for whatever reason, the hope isn’t strong enough to

109

overcome the inertia , ie. To get her moving towards that goal, and you know to be

110

productive, interestingly, um, there is a lot of evidence to suggest that t, where hope can’t

111

overcome the inertia, fear will actually push from the other end and get people going. An

112

example of that is someone that doesn’t want to, you know, seems to want to give up

113

smoking, and always talk about it but never do it, but a health scare , a very real health scare,

114

and the same with the obesity, will suddenly POOF , you know, just get them focussed and

115

then moving towards what was there goal. I’m not sure at what point, you know, fear just

116

gives the push but then hope picks it up, and starts pulling them towards the goal, but I can

117

see that, you know, in the same way that we talked about a dark side of hope, that it can

118

lead to nothing, you know, there is a light side ton fear, that it can lead to something… What

119

do you think about that, how do you think that works?

120

P: Um, I mean think that it depends on how committed somebody is to the goal, and for

121

me, certainly if somebody didn’t, um, isn’t committed, then nothing is going to happen, and

Commented [68]: LOSS AND GAIN by Reece Coker

122

in my sisters case, I would say that she doesn’t want to, she thinks that she probably ought

Commented [69]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

123

to but she doesn’t want it enough, to have the agency. So for me, for her, agency is lacking.

124

She doesn’t have that motivation, it’s not important enough to her, and it hasn’t got to that

125

stage where the fear thing has kicked in. An I think, you know, an emotional event, I mean

Commented [59]: CONTROL by Reece Coker
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126

Prochaska talks about it in his changing for good model, I don’t know if you have come

127

across that before , but he talks about, you know, an event, some sort of an emotional

128

trigger that galvanises change, and that’s essentially what we are talking about, which is

Commented [74]: EMOTIONAL by Reece Coker

129

that whole sense of either, you know, you have a health scare, or somebody says

Commented [75]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

130

something. There’s something that makes, all of a sudden, makes that motivation, that

131

agency – flip from oh I’ll do something about it one day, to no, I want to do something

132

now. Um , in terms of a light side to fear , yes I think that, I think fear can be galvanising as

Commented [76]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

133

well as it can be paralysing. And: “And I think, you know, an emotional event, I mean

Commented [77]: FEAR by Reece Coker

134

Prochaska talks about it in his changing for good model, I don’t know if you have come

135

across that before , but he talks about, you know, an event, some sort of an emotional

136

trigger that galvanises change , and that’s essentially what we are talking about, which is

137

that whole sense of either, you know, you have a health scare, or somebody says

138

something. There’s something that makes, all of a sudden, makes that motivation, that

139

agency – flip from oh I’ll do something about it one day, to no, I want to do something now.

140

Um , in terms of a light side to fear , yes I think that, I think fear can be galvanizing as well as

141

it can be paralyzing”.

142

I: Right

143

13:51 R: So, fear, I mean, if I think about, if I’ve got to go and do a big presentation to

144

people, um, which scares the living daylights out of me, um, that fear gets my adrenaline

145

going and It galvanises me to really make sure that I know my topic. So its, you know, the

Commented [80]: ACTION by Reece Coker

146

fear of not knowing what im talking about drives me to prepare.

Commented [81]: FEAR by Reece Coker

147

I: mm

Commented [83]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker
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P: Verses, you now, a fear of heights, which, I, you know, if im crossing a high bridge, that

Commented [84]: ACTION by Reece Coker

149

would stop me in my tracks. So, for me there is, you know, emotions aren’t either or they

Commented [85]: FEAR by Reece Coker

150

are much more subtle than that, and I think there is a positive and a negative side to

Commented [87]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

151

emotions. If you think about any emotion, whether its pride or joy, or happiness, if the

Commented [88]: EMOTIONAL by Reece Coker

152

volume control is too high on it, its not a positive thing. So I think fear is the same.

Commented [89]: NEGATIVE HOPE by Reece Coker
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I: So do you think maybe that’s why the two seem to very much be present together. You

Commented [91]: FEAR by Reece Coker

154

know, i.e when you really do hope for something to happen, you are always concerned that

Commented [92]: EMOTIONAL by Reece Coker

155

it may not. And that’s where you see fear at the opposite end. The two seem to work best

156

as motivators when they are reasonably well balanced, i.e there is a goal that you want to

157

move towards, and its meaningful enough that you want it, and if you don’t get it, that’s

Commented [78]: POSITIVE HOPE by Reece Coker
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158

also meaningful enough – if that makes sense?

159

P: yes

160

I: So where there is a consequence, I think hope without consequence doesn’t seem to

161

motivate, so if there is something that you want, but actually, by not doing it, at the

162

moment there is no consequence, and maybe that’s like with losing weight, whilst it’s a nice

163

to have, and you want it, it’s not enough by itself. As soon as you add to that – “and if you

164

don’t, you are going to have a heart attack”, suddenly the two seem to operate powerfully

165

together. Do you think that maybe that could be the reason for one and the other?

166

P: Um, I think, for me, one of my philosophies in life is that there is a price to pay for

167

everything. Every choice that you make there is a price! And, it depends whether the price is

Commented [93]: LOSS AND GAIN by Reece Coker

168

worth it. So in my sisters case , the price of losing weight, you know, she is not obese, she is

Commented [94]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

169

just, would like to lose a few kilos. Um, the price of losing that is not being able to eat and

Commented [95]: LOSS AND GAIN by Reece Coker

170

drink what she likes, and controlling etc. it’s not important enough to her, the price of

Commented [96]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

171

eating less isn’t that important. So its out of balance. Um, when it becomes in balance, and

Commented [97]: LOSS AND GAIN by Reece Coker

172

you can argue what’s the trigger for that becoming more in balance, well actually the price

173

of losing weight is more important than what she eats on a daily basis, and I think that can

174

be a sort of situational and social and emotional trigger that actually flips that to, that is

175

now a price worth paying for me to make the sacrifices that I need to to make this change

176

happen. Which goes into the agency thing of do I have strong enough motivation to make

177

this change, or not.

Commented [98]: LOSS AND GAIN by Reece Coker

178

I: So it could be the reward that you receive by doing it could tip the balance, or it could be

Commented [99]: AGENCY / MOTIVATION by Reece Coker

179

the price that you pay for not doing it. So its almost like if the reward is absolutely massive,

Commented [100]: LOSS AND GAIN by Reece Coker
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you know, the perceived reward at the other end, then potentially, you know, you would

181

walk over that bridge, and certainly if there was enough fear that outweighed that bridge

182

pushing from the other end – you would go bolting over that bridge. I can see how that
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183

works. Ok, so can you think, is hope itself made up of other emotions, or do you think it’s a
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184

fairly pure emotion – on its own?

185

P: I don’t, well I don’t think it is an emotion. Um, I think it is a composite.
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I: Right
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P: I think hope comes with uncertainty, optimism, fear, I think, you know – denial, um, I
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188

think that when it happens, I think it comes with a release and joy and happiness – when it’s

189

the way you want it. If it doesn’t happen then its sadness. I think it’s a complex emotion for
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want of a better phrase, it’s a complex construct – in and of itself. I think, depending on
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which way the dice falls – it leads to different emotions.
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192

I: It could be more of a state I guess. Its made up of various other components, you know, a

193

state of hope, a state of fear – do you think?

194

P: Um, a construct I would probably say, it’s a construct.

195

I: That’s interesting, I’m going to explore that, that’s quite an interesting idea. I want to

196

throw something at you, which is something that occurred to me, um, and this is how I

197

operate, so I want to throw it at you and see if it resonates?

198

P: OK

199

I: For me, I do better with fear, um, in terms of allowing myself to experience it. And, um, I

200

think that lots of people would accuse me of being brave. Because eof some of the things

201

that I do. And therefore courage, the word courage comes into it.

202

P: Yeah

203

I: But, you know, I think, yes you do need a certain amount of courage to battle through

204

fear, but from what I have experienced, quite often, I haven’t dared to hope! I have been in

205

situations where I haven’t had the courage to hope. So that’s my question, Do you think that

206

it takes courage, in the same way that everyone associates conquering and mastering fear

207

were courage is very important, I would suggest that actually you might need courage to

208

regularly experience hope and go after it, and put yourself out there – particularly where if

209

you put it all out there and it doesn’t work out, you know, you kind of – are quiet fearful of

210

the result if that makes sense? What do you think about that?

211

P: I think that’s right! I think – as I was listening to you talk, a word that came into my mind

212

was vulnerability. And I think that hope requires you to be vulnerable. If you are expressing
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your hope, and you are communicating it, it requires you to be vulnerable, and that takes
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courage for me, to be prepared to be vulnerable. Um, I think that if you are hoping in secret,
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and you are not communicating then I don’t think it takes courage, as much. I think it takes
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courage to face how you are feeling, and to allow yourself to hope. Once you are hoping, it’s

217

a process of allowing yourself to hope that I think requires courage.

218

I: That’s interesting.

219

P: It’s that, I am prepared to hope for this, I am prepared to, it’s a bit like if you decide, I am

220

not going to fall in love because I don’t want to get hurt, and you can’t, you know, you can

221

choose not to fall in love because you are afraid of getting hurt, or you can get the benefit of
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falling in love and risk the hurt, and deal with it if it happens. You can choose not to hope
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because it’s too painful to even hope or you can allow yourself the hope in a sense in terms
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224

of the pleasure of hope. You can allow yourself that knowing that the price you have to pay
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225

for that is potentially disappointment, and sadness if it doesn’t happen.
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I: Or crushing defeat! Did you just read my mind?

227

P: Yeah, no…

228

I: That’s one that resonates with me, whilst I do very well if fear is imposed on me, so for

229

example, something happens, I have no choice, uh, ill do very well in a crisis, ill run around,

230

and ill, you know, ill throw hand grenades and ill shoot weapons and all of that sort of stuff.

231

Im dealing with whats happened, ive not cecessarily chosen for that to happen, that to me

232

takes less courage, than when you have a pure choice. So, to put yourself out there, and

233

know that there are consequences… Maybe that’s the scales again, what does the weight

234

of the crushing defeat add up to compared to the perceived weight of the victory. Maybe

235

that’s where your scales come in to it. Again, I don’t know?

236

P: Yeah, but also I think in that scenario, when you are running around throwing hand

237

grenades at people, and your in fight or flight, your responsive, your adrenaline is flowing,

238

your corizol is flowing, you are responding to a certain, you know – it is pure fight or flight.

239

That doesn’t involve emotion! It involves physicality. And, the emotion may come later –
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240

depending on what the circumstances are. I think where hope is present, it because there is
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emotional content, because we like to keep our emotions buried. And they are tricky to deal

242

with. I don’t think we have a language in schools and in life that enables people to deal

243

openly with their emotions, and I think that’s more so with men in society, where you know,
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its sort of british, british, you know – emotion is a sign of weakness. Think about it in
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twerms of organisations where its actually a sign of weakness to show emotion. Therefore

246

you get this social conditioning of, you know – emotion equals bad, emotion equals

247

weakness. And, you know, women, when you are called “emotional”, it is not a compliment.
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So, you know, if you control your emotion, and that controls your ability, and willingness to
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put yourself out there to be vulnerable and openly be hopeful.
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I: So we surpress it, maybe we supress our emotions, we supress our hope?
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P: Yeah, I think we do!

252

I: Fascinating! Right, I am going to move on to the scenario now, so I want you to, sort of,

253

recount a scenario in your life where you were really hopeful for something to happen.
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254

Something that meant a lot to you. Talk to me about it, have a look at the feeling, how

255

intense was it, did it change. Lets see what comes out of that – how it flows…

256

P: So, the one that made, the one that meant the most to me, when my mum was

257

diagnosed with cancer. And, I really hoped that it wasn’t going to be terminal. And I suppose

258

at the beginning, it didn’t even occur to me that it would be. I just thought “I hope she gets

259

better soon”. And then it progressed, and it got more and more serious, my, what I was
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hoping for changed. So at the beginning it was a bit of, I hope she gets better soon, I hope
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261

this sorts itself out, and we can get back to normal, and it was almost a bit of annoyance at

262

the disruption, and annoyance of what she could and couldn’t do, just stuff that got in the

263

way. I think as I realized how serious it was, it, and I realized she wasn’t going to get better,

264

it became - what I was hoping for became much more around I hope she is at peace, I hope

265

that she doesn’t suffer, I hope she… I hope my dad is ok , you know… So I was continually
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hoping through the process from I hope that this would just go away and not happen, and a
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lot of anger, a lot of fear, mostly I would say if I think about the emotions, a huge amount of
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sadness, there was an awful lot of anger around why her? She was an incredibly brilliant
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person, she was really young, why her, why not, you know – all of these worthless people

270

out there. I would say that the predominant thing was anger. I was fearful that It would

271

happen, I was fearful, part of why I was hoping so desperately that it would go away was

272

that I was fearful it wouldn’t. And I think if you asked me, I knew it was unlikely to end well, I
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think its going back to that control thing, I had nothing else I can do other than control how
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I felt about it. And I was living abroad at the time which made it more complicated. That

275

whole sense of if things could just go back to the way that they were before all this stuff

276

happened.

277

I: OK. Do you think that, because lots of people, when something happens or is going to

278

happen, threatening to happen, most people tend to naturally, um if you said think of the

279

first emotional response that comes to mind, people would say fear, and then shortly

280

afterwards, in this kind of context, a lot of people would bring up denial.

281

P: Oh yeah – loads of that!

282

I: DO you think that sort of, that denial is potentially a fundamental part of hope as well?

283

P: Um, Do I think it is a part of hope? Um, Um, no I don’t think it’s a part of hope, I think its

284

part of the process of getting to hope. I think it’s a coping mechanism. And it’s a response
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from the brain, you know, I really don’t want to have to deal with this, and I would rather it
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286

all just go away, and we can go back to normal . And I think that hope comes after the denial.
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I: Right, so do you think that, whereas where you feel fearful about something and you are

289

in denial, its totally unproductive, i.e you are not going to do anything whilst you are in

290

denial, whereas actually, hope is where you are starting to take action, you are starting to…

291

P: Yes. Sand fear can be as well, I think for me its, denial is a passive emotion, state,

292

emotion, state, whatever you call it. Its passive, and its, you just sort of go through the

293

motions, you don’t really get anywhere, you are not running away from anything, you are

294

not going towards anything, you are just there. At least when fear kicks in, if its what we

295

were talking about earlier, fear that galvanises you to do something, its action orientated.
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As we said fear can be paralysing as well, so if the, once you are out of denial , you can
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either go into fear that gets you to kmove somewhere, or hope that gets you to move

298

somewhere. I don’t think that you can make progress whilst you are in denial.
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I: Yeah that makes sense. I knew it was in there, I wasn’t sure, I knew denial was in there but
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300

I have kind of, I have recognised it there, in the fringes.

301

P: Its sort of together alongside the wishful thinking. Because for me, when I was in the

302

denial, it was around, “maybe it will all just go away”, maybe you know, this will get better,

303

and that’s the wishful thinking, which is the denial, and the not accepting that this is where

304

we are, we need to deal with this. So I think in some ways it might be linked to the brain is in
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shock and it just needs to get its head around coping with this.
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I: And which direction it sort of faces, I suppose in that sense you could be in a state of

307

denial before you start to work out what aspect you are taking, am I going to focus on the

308

hopeful stuff, the stuff that I can do, or am I gonna on the fearful stuff. OK, that makes

309

sense. Um, so, and your, you know, in this situation, you say that the hope kind of slightly

310

transformed, the things that you were hoping for transformed as you, was it as you came to

311

a realisation that your ideal scenario, maybe the miracle that we all hope for in that

312

situation isn’t going to happen?

313

P: I think its with more information you adjust, you adjust your goals I suppose. So in that

314

sense, obviously at the beginning I wanted, you know I was hoping that she would get better

315

and as soon as I realised that she wasn’t going to get better, you start hoping for different

316

things. You cant hope that she is going to get better, because you know that she is not, so
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you hope for, I think you sort of readjust your goals, you say well I hope something else
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happens, I hope she is not in pain, I hope she doesn’t suffer. So you adjust those goals to
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deal with the realism that you have got in front of you. An I guess in some ways that you
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could probably, in some circumstances, I think my dad was I a little bit of, he was stuck in

321

denial for a hell of a lot longer stage than I was. An d I think that even right to the end he

322

was hoping. I don’t know that he really thought that she would get better, but he was still

323

hoping that she would, so I think that different people will go through that at different

324

times, and I think you do adjust your goals as reality kicks in. And you think that that goal
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isn’t achievable anymore, I have to change to a different one.
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I: So I that context, if you are, you know, when something is announced, and I have been

327

through it with mum and dad, so I really get it, I really do. When you are in that initial

328

situation, where its almost like the gravity of what you have just been told, and the event is

329

so much, that its quite hard to take in initially, and if you were to face the end, Ie face death

330

right at the beginning, you are not ready to, and its almost like getting into a really hot bath,

331

or really cold bath, you can do it, if you get in slowly, and you become accustomed to it. Do

332

you think that that could maybe be the purpose of hope sometimes, to, not to delay the

333

inevitable, and to live in denial, but to actually go, you know, you can take this, you can cope

334

with this, but maybe not all at once. Maybe by being initially hopefull, you can let the

335

process, of you coming to terms and the realisation on your own. That ok, that kind of

336

miracle may not happen, but I am adjusting to it, I am remaining hopeful as im gradually

337

turning round, to look at the, one minute in am hoping that’s not going to happen but then I

338

am turning round, and I am fearful that it is, now I am actually fairly certain that it is, now I

339

am ready to accept that. You think that that could be part of the process?

340

P: Um, I think acceptance of something and adjusting, you know your hope goals, you know

341

are two different things, for me are certainly two different things. I didn’t accept it on one

342

level and that’s where the anger came in, but I think in those circumstances it did absolutely

343

help me to cope, and to adjust to, to realise that a miracle wasn’t going to happen, didn’t

344

make me accept it, the acceptance bit came quite a bit later. But certainly I think, yeah, as
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coping process, of helping to come to terms with I suppose. I think that what’s interesting is
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where that was a process over time that enabled me to do that, you know you think about

347

circumstances where something happens a lot quicker, then you don’t get a chance to

348

deploy hope. That’s why its so hard.
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I: That’s big! That’s big!
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350

P: You know you think about, say, somebody having a heart attack and dropping down dead,

351

then you don’t have a chance to hope that their end will be, you don’t get a chance to go

352

through the process.

353

I: Gosh, you have just dropped a big bomb there! Because, I think that, that’s, I am not quite
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sure what it is yet, I can relate to that in a situation, in the military where we lost somebody.
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We lost them very very quickly, and I don’t think I ever coped with it until much later. I

356

think I was I a huge state of denial, because I wasn’t given the chance to, and I love the way

357

that you said, “to deploy hope”. Its almost like you deploy hope on a mission, and you know,

358

that mission is to allow you to adjust at a pace that you can take. When it was just POOF,

359

like that, I didn’t, I buried it, I didn’t cope, it was just too much, and it affected me for a long

360

time. Um, you know, you could argue that the meaning of this persons death was no greater

361

to me, maybe even less than the loss of my mum or dad, but because there was an illness

362

with both of them, I had time to adjust, to come to terms with it, whereas that

363

suddenness… You know, I think you have just dropped a big bomb there! No pun intended!

364

I think that, yeah, there maybe times where you are just immersed in the outcome, perhaps

365

it’s the fear, you know, it has happened, there is no chance to deploy hope… Wow!

366

P: Because then, what do you hope for? I that circumstance.

367

I: You have almost skipped that stage haven’t you.

368

P: Yes. Don’t collect two hundred pound on your way!

369

I: Yes, in the game of life!

370

I: Ok, so flip it round, there are so many goodies that have come out of that, its amazing.

371

Im going to have to bring my mind back now to stop thinking about where they are going to

372

go. Look at perhaps a pure event where the outcome was that you just did not want it to

373

happen at all. It might link to the same stuff, which may say something in itself, just really

374

focus on something where you just hoped to god that it just was not going to come to pass.

375

P: I can use a topical one of you like?

376

I: Go on, go for it…

377

P: Brexit! I was really hoping that wasn’t going to happen, really hoping that wasn’t going to

378

happen, and its, like with my mum, I was really hoping that wasn’t going to happen.

379

Because I think for me the flip side of hoping that something will happen is the fear that it

380

won’t. So, yeah, its interesting because I was thinking about this, I was thinking because of

381

the way my brain works, and I suppose because I am quite positive in my outlook on life, I
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usually flip something that I don’t want to happen into thinking that the opposite will. So I

383

don’t tend to think I hope we don’t vote to leave, or I hope that my mum doesn’t die, or I

384

hope, you know, my husband has just got a new job. I hope, it was always around, you know,

385

I hope he gets the job. I hope we stay, I hope we vote to stay, you know, I hope she gets

386

better, so whenever there is something that I don’t want to happen, I hope for the opposite,

387

which is the positive.
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I: Yeah, which actually says an aweful lot in itself doesn’t it, how the two sides can literally
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flip depending on which way you turn.

390

P: Yeah

391

I: You know perhaps, is it safe to say that perhaps a lot of it is down to perspective?

392

P: Uh, yeah, I think so, I think a lot of it is sown to perspective, and perhaps the way that you

393

see the world. And whether you are coming from an approach or avoidance motivation. Um,
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my natural stance is always to want something positive to happen, understanding that the
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flipside is that it wont, and then the negative thing.
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I: that’s interesting. I think that what was very interesting was that when you were, I saw
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that happen, when we were talking about the first one, that aspect blurred, and switched
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398

to the other aspect straight away, so I actually, although I split the two scenarios, number

399

one, think of an event that you really wanted to happen and number two, think of an event

400

that you didn’t want to, you joined the two together anyway, within the first scenario,

401

which doesn’t surprise me at all because it think that it is virtually impossible to experience

402

eone pure aspect. I think that as soon as you hope that something will happen, there will

403

always be the fear that it wont, and if you fear that something will happen, there will

404

always be the hope that you turn to.

405

P: Its almost if you don’t fear that the opposite will happen, are you really hoping?
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I: yeah, I agree!
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P: Because, are you really emotionally invested? Do you really want it enough that actually

408

you don’t really care whether it does or it doesn’t, that’s not hope, because hope, and gain,

409

I do separate out the cognitive process from that sort of emotion from the heart, sort of

410

heartfelt, um, thing where you don’t have control, but that you are just willing anything.
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And people who have religious faith would probably pray. Um, and it’s that level of sort of
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emotional connection, which is, do you really really want something to happen, but you

413

have no influence or control of how it does, or if it does. Unless there is a concern, fear
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that it won’t happen, does that, what does that make it? “Oh, that would be nice , yeah I

415

don’t mind if that happens!”

416

I: “hope it doesn’t rain today!”

417

P: Yeah

418

I hope its going to be good weather for my wedding kind of thing.

419

P: Um, I suppose hope could, weather for a wedding, that perhaps that straddles, because

420

what that is really saying is I hope the day goes well, I hope, I hope it is a memorable day, I
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hope it is as special as I want it to be. Um, but I mean it’s that “I hope I don’t get stuck I
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traffic”, I mean, you do you do, there is no real sense of loss, unless you are trying to get to

423

the airport, in which case getting stuck in traffic has a whole new… So even in that example

424

there is a consequence to it not happening. And if there is not a big enough consequence…
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I: Yeah, it’s hard to define because you know the process is exactly the same, for an
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example I want to battle through the traffic to be on time to see my baby being born, and

427

the loss for missing something like that, you know, I think that hope can potentially come

428

in to it.
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P: Yeah, no it would, it would, because the hope there is that I want to be there for my baby

431

to be born, um and I don’t want anything to get in my way for me to miss that event, and

432

that event is so important to me, and if I missed it, I would be devastated, that I hope that,

433

whether it’s the trains run, or whatever, whatever, whatever. So, you know, I hope, you

434

know, I hope it stops raining before I go out for a run. An it doesn’t really matter!
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435

I: Yeah it doesn’t, exactly! I haven’t straightened my hair today so we are actually fine
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436

P: I could tell!

437

I: You are right, it’s a level that you can’t weigh it because it is different for everybody. Its

438

not a number. It’s the amount of emotional activation isn’t it? You know, how much

439

emotional activation if it does happen or it doesn’t happen. That’s the key! So some people

440

have challenged the Snyder model, and it certainly seems, from what you have saud about

441

yourself, and how you work, you are very action focused, and will tend to, ok, I am going for

442

it, that’s the outcome that I want, I am going to influence it. And there are obviously going

443

to be situations I your life where, and other people’s lives where that influence, that control

444

is taken away, and these are the challenges made to the Snyder model, that actually, if

445

somebody goes, well ok, I have got enough I me that I am confident, optimistic that I can get
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446

that done, and I can see the possible route to me getting that done, therefore I am actually

447

optimistic, and some of the challenges to Snyder’s model have said that it is actually

448

optimism and pessimism as opposed to hope. I don’t know how you feel about that?

449

P: Um, I think in that sense, I am trying to cast my mind back to last year when we did it, I

450

think they are very closely linked, um, the thing is I link Snyder’s model, which I like a lot as

451

a goal setting model, for me it doesn’t encapsulate fully what I think hope is. Its one aspect

452

of it. Um, but its not, I think the key component for me is missing in his model is the

453

emotional element. Um, and I think its one dimension of it. So I think optimism, and self
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efficacy come into it and they are closely aligned. Um, and to a certain extent, could you
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455

interchange them? I me for me, the missing element of optimism that hope, Snyder’s hope
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456

model has, that the activation as you call it, the action, because optimism is, I’m an

457

optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I

458

assumeeverything is going to work out, and if it doesn’t work out, I assume I will find the

459

wherewithal to make it work. But there is nothing that I am physically doing to make that
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happen. Im just, it’s a state of mind. Whereas for me, Snyder’s hope model is more action
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orientated, which requires me to have motivation, and the means to make things happen,
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that I want to happen. So for me, optimism is more akin to wishful thinking, and hope,
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463

Snyder’s hope model is more about making stuff happen. And I think that I can do that with
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464

an optimistic frame of mind, which is, I go into it feeling optimistic that I will work it out, but
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465

you know, I suppose a deeper question is, is Snyder’s hope model really hope, or is it a goal-
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466

setting, is it hopeful goal-setting? Is it a positive goal setting model? Um, and what’s the
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467

difference between that version of hope and the version that we have been talking about
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468

which is where you don’t have influence and control over the outcome.
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I: Yeah, I mean I kind of, I asked myself the question, because I find It easier to deal with
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470

absolutes than I do with grey areas, and I asked myself the question, because I couldn’t

471

come up with the original answer which was Snyder really talking about hope or not. The

472

answer that I came up with was sometimes it is! So I asked myself the question, ok, is it

473

always hope? And the answer was no! The answer was its not always hope, um, so I thought

474

that so actually, if there is a time that it’s not hope, then actually it’s not purely a hope

475

model. Yes hope comes into it, but then so does optimism, so do lots of other things you

476

know like positivity and negativity as a mind-set, they all come into it as well as abilities and

477

that match up against the size of the task, all of that comes into it, and hope does as an
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478

element of it. But, because I couldn’t say is it always hope, the answer was, you know – its

479

not always hope, that led me to be a little bit more brutal and clearer with the answer, so I

480

guess that’s what I was thinking, you know, it’s not always hope. You know, can you think of

481

any scenarios where the Snyder model definitely isn’t hope?

482

P: Um, ooh, it’s kind of what I said before which is that the Snyder Model lacks the

483

emotional component, so it works when there are circumstances that you have influence

484

over, I don’t think it works when it’s a situation that you don’t have influence over. So, you
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485

know, to give the example of my husband’s job, he, I really hoped he would get it, for him,
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486

for his sake, because it was the job that he really wanted. In terms of Snyder’s hope, the

487

steps that i took were to help to prepare him, help with his application form, help him with

488

his interview preparation, make sure that I prepared him on all of the horrible questions

489

that I normally ask people at interviews. So he had gone through the answers and that we

490

rehearsed every possible scenario, so in terms of the motivation, yes I was hoping that he

491

would get the job, but the Snyder part of hope in that example was that I had the

492

motivation and the pathways to say, right, ok, here are some things that I think may help

493

you, and be as well prepared as you possibly could be, but when push came to shove, it was

494

down to him and how he did in the room at the time, and also things that none of us could

495

control like who else applied and the calibre of the other people. So that is probably a good

496

example of both in action because there was that whole sense of I really hope he gets it

497

because he really wants it, it would mean a lot to him, um, its absolutely the role he wants,

498

and I can’t make that happen. But then there were certain things that I could make happen,

499

such as, you are going to go into that interview being the best prepared of anybody because

500

I can help you with that. So in the end he got it, and he was head and shoulders above the

501

other candidates, so for me that’s both in play, which is Snyder’s , which, you know, there

502

was an overall, I hope he really gets it, which was I don’t really have any control over

503

whether he does or doesn’t, but within that element, sorry within that there was an

504

element of control that says I can’t control how you do and who else applies, but I can

505

control, or influence how well prepared you are going into that. Which then leads onto his

506

feeling of confidence etc etc. So that for me is both.

507

I: Its interesting because I can see that whilst you are able to put some influence down, and

508

whilst you are taking action, I would suggest that maybe, although initially you are like “I

509

hope he gets that”, to the level that I am actually going to try and influence it, but whilst
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510

you are influencing it, I bet you are not feeling hope. Um, which actually is actually part of

511

the challenge towards Snyder’s model, you then re-feel hope once it passes out of your

512

control. So once you have done everything that you can do, and now it’s down to someone

513

else to make that decision, you are almost back to feeling hope again! What do you think?

514

P: No, it was simultaneous, I get what you are saying, I that the process of me doing

515

practical things to help increase the likelihood of it happening, and at that point it was more

516

action oriented than how people would normally understand hope, but so as an umbrella
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517

there was always this sense of ok, I really want him to get this, and what can I do to help
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him get it, and so it was a background emotion rather than a foreground emotion. The
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519

foreground emotion was action, well was not an emotion, the foreground was action

520

oriented practical steps, what can I do. In the background sort of like an umbrella was this
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521

whole sense of I really want him to get this.
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523

I: OK so If I think of sort of a concave curve, if when the event sparks up, the hope event

524

sparks up, its quite high. Is it that it doesn’t disappear, but once you start taking action, the

525

hope levels are more in the background, and once the control passes and you hand it back

526

over to hope, then the hope levels go higher. Would you say that whilst you were taking

527

action, almost like the action gave a respite from the feeling of hope?

528

P: Yeah, I probably wouldn’t draw it as a curve, you know plotting it on a graph, but I would

529

describe it as foreground and background, you know, respite is a good word in that when I

530

was taking action, you know, the “I really hope he gets it” wasn’t foreground in my mind, it

531

was what can I do to help. So, it, the hope receded in terms of its prominence.
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532

I: Whilst you were taking action… Yeah that’s quite powerful! Would that happen with fear
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533

as well?

534

P: Um, there was less fear in that one because if he didn’t get that one, he would get

535

another one. It wasn’t, if this doesn’t work then all hell breaks loose! I was, it wasn’t fear

536

then it was more, probably worry, so a little bit of anxiety around, I want him, you know, he

537

would be disappointed. It’s not a zero sum game, so for that one fear, I think it’s not that it

538

wasn’t important, because it really was, but there was less of an either or consequence, so

539

when, if you contrast that to something in a completely extreme way, like death, you fear

540

that it will happen, and it’s so extreme to the hope that its fear, with that one it was “I

541

really hope he will get it, but if he doesn’t he will get another one”. So if it doesn’t work
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542

there, it will work somewhere else, and it won’t be quite as good, and he perhaps won’t

543

like it quite as much, but it’s not the end of the world. So the consequence of him not

544

getting it meant that the fear was a lot less. So that was more I really hope he does!
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I: Yeah, so the aspect was definitely towards hope
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546

P: Yeah because of the impact, because if you are hoping for something, what’s the impact

547

of it not happening and how extreme is that impact? And depending, that’s where you could

548

have a graph which is, if, you know, if the impact is really significant then the fear level goes

549

up and your hope level corresponds to that. You know, if the impact of the negative

550

happening is less, then I think there is less fear and less hope. I: Yeah… so that links to loss

551

and gain in that sense. So you can have one-side hope goals where actually, I hope that that

552

happens because the gain would be massive, but if that doesn’t happen I am no further

553

backwards.

554

P: Yeah, and it’s not the end of the world and I will do something else. So, I’ll find a different

555

pathway, so that’s more, that’s more, pure hope if you like is for me the key thing there is if

556

it happens, how do you feel about that, you know, if the event that you are hoping for

557

doesn’t happen, does happen then what’s the impact and the greater the impact the higher

558

the fear level.

559

I: yeah ok, that makes sense. SO do you think that the key there is loss and gain in that

560

context?

561

P: um, I think its emotional resonance of the thing that you are hoping for. I some ways its

562

loss and gain, but in some ways its more complex than that, it’s how emotionally invested

563

am I, what’s the emotional impact of the thing happening, or not happening, and what’s the

564

emotional consequence. So, if the emotional consequence is great, um, then the fear factor
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565

is higher. And again, if I use my Brexit example again, one of the reasons that I was really
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566

fearful that it would happen is fear of the economy, fear of, you know, I am trying to build a

567

business, fear for whether the impact of economic downturn on the business I am building,

568

fear of intolerance and racism, so for me the fear wasn’t around the political mechanisms of

569

it, it was driven, the hoping that it wouldn’t happen was driven by a fear of potential

570

negative consequences that mean a lot to me.
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I: Yeah… That’s what I am trying to get my head around, I am imagining scenarios, I know
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572

that the emotions are quite complex so I am trying to simplify it, I guess it’s similar to a

573

situation, let’s say for example, where somebody needed an operation and the operation,
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574

let’s say they can’t walk very well at the moment, let’s say that the operation would mean

575

that they would be able to walk. So let’s say at the moment they are in a wheelchair, let’s

576

say that the operation would mean that they would be able to walk and let’s say if it wasn’t

577

successful then they would be no worse off. The phrase you have nothing to lose springs to

578

mind. Um, but you have something to gain. But let’s just say that you have got a situation

579

where somebody is in a wheelchair and an operation may meant that they would walk again

580

… Huge, I mean absolutely huge – walk again! The hope of that… But, if it goes wrong, then

581

they would be significantly worse off and there is potential to die for example. Because I

582

can think of situations where the gain is here and the loss is here etc. or the loss is much

583

lower or the loss is high and the gain is comparatively low, I guess that’s where I am coming

584

from looking at the role of loss and gain in the kind of…

585

P: I think it’s, in some ways that’s inevitable because it always boils down to the emotional

586

stakes of it happening or not happening, and the greater those emotional stakes, or the

587

impact, the greater likelihood that there is to be fear that it won’t happen, so if you think
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588

about the two examples I have given, on the one hand my mum having cancer, the
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589

emotional stake of her not getting better was huge. Absolutely massive. You know the

590

emotional stake of my husband not getting his ideal job was a lot less because there were

591

others. SO, it’s that what have you got, what’s the impact of it not happening and you can
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think about that as a loss or a gain, or you can think about it as an emotional impact, which
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593

is how does it affect me if something doesn’t happen, if the thing that I want to happen
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594

doesn’t happen, and how great is that level of impact, and how much do I care about it and

595

how much does it alter how I feel about things. Um, and I think it’s the emotional resonance

596

and the goal, is the higher the emotional resonance of the goal, the greater its loss if it

597

doesn’t happen.
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I: Yeah, so one naturally kind of balances with the other one anyway is what you are saying
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599

so has that goal of the event happening, the hope element gets bigger and bigger, so will

600

the potential loss at the other end and therefore the potential fear. Is that what you are

601

saying there yeah?

602

P: Yeah, I think so. Because if you really, really really want something to happen then the

603

fear that you will have is that it doesn’t.
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I: OK, good, wow, that’s me done. Is there anything else you want to say?
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605

P: No, I am fine, I hope that was helpful.

606

I: I am going to stop the tape here.
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Appendix 8: Participant Source 3

1
2

I: Okay so it is 10 past 11 and were about to start the interview. How do you feel?

3

P: I’m absolutely fine, just to warn you sometime the internet drops off here so we may

4

have a bit of problem with that but that’s okay

5

I: No problem, well I’m hopeful that we won’t , so you never know, so right, let me pull up

6

the questions. It’s quite an informal, it’ll go in whatever direction it goes umm and I’ve got

7

some questions that hopefully will dig out some of the juicy bits that I need. So um, the first

8

question I’m gonna ask is very very simply um for you to describe and define what hope

9

means to you.

10

P: So hope for me is, is something that happen when I exhaust all the other avenues so

11

when something goes wrong and dominates my ability, then I resort to hope, and its not

12

something I do very often.
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13

I: Okay that’s interesting, so for you, hope brings up when you’ve exhausted all things, are
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14

you thinking logical probabilit ies.

15

P: Yeah when I’ve done everything that’s in my power to do and there is still an area of

16

uncertainty left, that’s when hope will come in

17

I: Okay so you think uncertainty is one of the ingredients that seems to go with hope?

18

P: Uncertainty, ability to influence, control, those are all the things that I think.
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19

I: That’s interesting; do you think that hope is always positive?
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20

P: Do I think hope is always positive?

21

I: Mm

22

P: Is it always positive? I think if people go in to the realms of having hope that um it is just

23

unrealistic umm, maybe not, maybe that’s delusion.

24

I: Okay

25

P: But umm, so, I think you can hope for good things to happen or hope for, hope that bad

26

things don’t happen but I assume you mean that can you hope to the point that its not

27

positive for you to do so.
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I: I think that’s one element actually that um having considered which, umm yeah I can see
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29

that tis quite important. I think in the question I’m quite open umm, I don’t have an idea of

30

exactly why the hope may be negative, its more sort of, I guess asking if, umm the question,
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31

can it sometimes be negative, is hope always positive, um and yeah, what you said there

32

where perhaps certain levels of total hope may be delusional enough to actually lead to

33

almost an apathetic acceptance. Okay I don’t need to do anything here because I’m just

34

gonna rely on hope umm, is that what you ’re thinking?

35

P: I think so, and also to the extent that sometimes people feel so paralysed with fear that

36

they just say to themselves that I just can’t do anything and they’ll just leave it to hope as

37

well when there might be things they could do.
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38

I: That’s interesting, okay, so um, kind of leading on to the next part which is, why do you
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39

think we feel hope? Do you think hope has a purpose?

40

P: Hmm umm, there’s a, I find it really interesting because when I talk to people about hope,

41

some of it is related to religion, its related to spirituality not necessarily associated with

42

religion and then there’s a sort of more general hope you know, a hope I’ll get to work on

43

time and that sort of thing. Umm, also, remind me again what you want Reece because I’m,
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44

my brains just shut off again.
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45

I: No problem, I guess I’m sort of saying does hope, do you think that hope has a purpose

46

and if so what is that purpose? That feeling of hope serves? And I’ll give you the context of

47

that question, in what people will often believe as a very different emotion umm but also a

48

motivator and that’s fear. And the experts widely believe fear serves a very useful

49

evolutionary purpose and we know what that is to get us moving away from things to create

50

that fight, flight, you know response. And you can explore that aspect of fear and the

51

purpose is obvious. And I’m asking okay well hope , lets’ look at hope, do you think that

52

that serves some kind of a purpose, and if so what is that purpose?

53

P: I think it can do, I think it can give you something to move towards, it can give you a goal

54

to go towards, you know you hope for a better future, I feel there’s a lot of people hoping

55

for a better future coming 23rd June.

56

I: And lots of people are fearing worse one as well.

57

P: Yeah, on that, sort of between the 2. I also think it’s when there is a void. I think for some

58

people when they can’t explain something, hope might come in to that void.

59

I: Okay

60

P: And that’s where they kind of go back to religion, so when I die I don’t know what going

61

to happen to me, so I like hope that I will go to a better place. Others might just say when I

62

die I die and that’s the end of it. So you know if you have a void that needs filling, and again
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63

that might be a fear thing as well.
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I: That’s very interesting and that’s exactly what sprung in to my mind just before you said it.
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65

That one of the classic fears that we all share is death, you know the uncertainty of it seems

66

to have given rise to it hope. Whether that’s in the form of religion and after life and

67

whatever it is, it ’s certainly is hope and for some people it’s such a maybe a high degree of

68

hope that it becomes faith umm you know in a particular religion. So would it be

69

completely far-fetched therefore to suggest that maybe hope acts as a moderator to fear

70

which may otherwise be such and amount of fear that it ’s crippling, do you think?

71

P: I think that’s a very reasonable assumption, it provides that balance doesn’t it because if

72

you don’t have hope and you only have fear, so when things are pretty dire what is it that’s

73

going to motivate you to keep going. You know, if you think of people in hostage situations
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74

and umm perhaps kept hostage for 5-7 years you know like McCarthy was, and I read his
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75

book and I met the chap as I’m quite interested in it. For him he had no access to external

76

news, he had no access to letters from his family, very limited so all he had was the hope

77

that one day he would get through and that kind of kept him going. So if you don’t have that
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78

you can’t deal with the fear, it would be a very dire situation if you didn’t think something
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79

would change going forward.
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80

I: That’s really interesting, so based on what you said, based on that hostage situation,

81

where to a large extent the fear is not of being captured, you’ve been captured you’re in

82

that situation now, and because fear is quite and expensive emotion I would imagine that

83

when you’re in that situation, the danger actually, which might be the opposite end of fear

84

which is acceptance so such a degree of acceptance of your situation that a level of apathy

85

sets in so fear has now been realised and has now been accepted therefore it is no longer

86

going to serve as a motivator but actually hope might be able to pull you out.

87

P: Yeah

88

I: Is that what you think?

89

P: Yeah Id agree.

90

I: Now that’s very interesting. Does that mean then umm that possibly the opposite end of

91

fear if you like when it gets you know, to that point when you realise is actually acceptance,

92

that might not be the right label, it could be resignation you know acceptance umm so if

93

that’s the case, what do you think the opposite end of hope might be? If we’re to say that

94

the apex of fear being realised is um is acceptance and resonation if the apex of hope where
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95

are hopes are dashed so fear of being realised that hopes being dashed, what do you think

96

that kind of place could be labelled as that we end up in.

97

P: Mm the word despair comes to mind

98

I: Very interesting okay.

99

P: Yeah and the other is nothingness,
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100

I: Okay

101

P: An emptiness, a void.

102

I: Very interesting, wow! Umm that was exactly the word that was in my mind, well... Which

103

is fascinating um okay, that’s really interesting. So what I want you to do now, I guess the

104

two main questions where for you to imagine or consider, yes consider an event in your life

105

um that’s happened, or maybe happening now that has very very real meaning and

106

significance where you are hoping or have hope that this event would happen.

107

P: Yeah

108

I: so you’re hoping for something to happen. I want you to describe that feeling.

109

P: Describe the feeling? okay, do you want the circumstance?

110

I: Yeah everything, you can describe it you can say when it was felt, you know whether you

111

always felt that way, literally give me all you felt.

112

P: Okay so, I used to work in the public sector and been through a lot of changes, the last job

113

that I’d done, the department that I was in got merged with a bigger department so I didn’t

114

want to be there anymore. I moved to another project working across government and

115

realised I wasn’t particularly motivated, then they starting putting jobs to the opportunity

116

arose to put in for severance so, you could put in to take the severance and if you were

117

accepted then you got your pay off and you said bye bye to the civil service and went to

118

start a new life. So for me I did everything I could, for example I was working in a different

119

department than my own department and originally got told I wouldn’t be eligible to apply

120

so I dug through a years’ worth of emails and found the one email that said I would be able

121

to apply and sent that over and said yes I can, so then they accepted and sent me the form

122

so I filled in all the forms and sent those over and I also filled in a spreadsheet for me and I

123

got a quote of how much they were going to pay me, I could feed in to the spreadsheet and

124

that would show where I could afford to take severance or not. I got all those things ready,

125

where I did everything I could do, sent all the information off, and hope kicked in. Hope for

126

me at that point was I really really hope that they come back with a figure and come back
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127

with an acceptance that I can take a severance and go. I started then getting excited, looking

128

to the future and also on that point, I started checking out of my role within the civil service,

129

id already mentally started moving in to this world in my head and what I was going to do. I

130

started reaching and setting up my own business understanding tax forms. I ’d already

131

started planning for that things happening because in my mind that was what I absolutely

132

wanted so I already started moving myself mentally in to the space. Had it not happened
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and they’d got back to me and said no, I would have gone straight to despair and I probably
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would have been the worst civil servant on the planet because I would have been so
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demotivated.

136

I: Ah, so on that’s context you seem to have really exposed yourself.

137

P: Yeah, there is no way of hoping in my mind if its not something that matters to you and

138

it'll make a difference and its something you want. You do everything you can, and then
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only when you cant do anymore is it worth hoping and at that point, you know I don’t
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invest hoping silly things. I don’t hope for things on a daily basis I only invest hope when

141

there's something that really matters and there's nothing left to do.
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I: That’s really interesting so, whatever it is that people flippantly refer to as kind of
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meaningless hope, probably isn’t hope, It’s something else.

144

P: Not for me, I might run for a bus and you might say I hope you get the bus but if I'm

145

running for the bus then its pretty much in my own hands, I should have gone earlier if I

146

wanted to get the bus. Its not something to hope for.
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I: So on that basis you mean, what really jumped out for me was, I almost felt it myself, the
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level of exposure to kind of putting yourself out there to hope.

149

P: Well its passion yeah absolutely.
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I: So on that basis it would seem to me that maybe hope requires a bit of courage
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P: Oh definitely, in my view yes.
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152

I: That’s very interesting because previously, people tend to only think of courage being

153

invoked as a response to fear and to overcome fear, umm. =

154

P: I wouldn’t say so, if you are going to truly hope for something with all your heart you'd

155

have to be courageous because it might not happen and you'd have to be prepared to live
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with the outcome if it doesn’t happen when we talk about plan B but really plan A is only
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what matters

158

I: Yeah so plan B is not really something we want to entertain is it?
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159

P: No, that’s the thing you can prepare yourself, like plan A, if you're gonna invest in hope

160

and gonna put your heart in to something that you have no control over, then it does take

161

courage.
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I: So do you think that feeling of hopefulness that you had, was it linked to another feeling
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at the time? Would you describe that feeling as something different, would you label it as

164

something different?

165

P: Umm, it was linked with determination. It was linked with, it wasn’t something id plucked
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out of the blue, I done some ground work around it, I knew what my options were and I
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wanted to leave the public sector and I was excited. I was actually excited that this would

168

give a new opportunity to do something else. It was motivating and a felt myself getting

169

excited by it. Where I was, I was not feeling excited at all I was feeling quite numb and so it

170

brought life back to me.

171

I: Did you feel fear at that time?
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P: No, I don think I did because if they'd come back and said no id have to do something
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else but I didn’t want to waste energy on fear and didn’t want to waste energy on the
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what if because I had done everything I could, if there were things I should've done but

175

hadn't done I might have been fearful then but when you put everything you can in to

176

something then what's left to do than just hope its enough.
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I: Did you think you had a certain amount of faith in yourself?
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P: I had faith that I had done everything I could and I also knew what my next step would be
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if it happened.
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180

I: Okay what if you didn’t have so much faith in yourself and maybe a little bit of doubt

181

came in, do you think then you might have felt a bit fearful.

182

P: I'm not sure I would’ve put so much in to hope then, not in that circumstance no. I am

183

thinking back to another time when my daughter was ill and I was hoping that she would get

184

better, there was nothing I could do then at all. I just had to rely on doctors so I just hoped
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185

she got better then, but that was different feeling. That was almost a helplessness, it was
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186

more a desire than hope, it was more of a worry for her, and it wasn’t the same sort of

187

feeling at all.
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I: That’s interesting so in both cases you were definitely opting for something, on one hand
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you’ve invested a tremendous amount of energy, its been enough to make you so motivated

190

you’ve done everything in your power and therefore you're hopeful and therefore you’ve
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191

had an element of control and on the other hand you were hoping that your daughter got

192

better, were you fearful then because of the lack of control you had over the situation.

193

P: I think so, when I was thinking about it there was kind of acceptance came in to it as well,

194

you know there's only so much that I could do. I didn’t have control over it, I could be there
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for her and so what would be would be. There was no point putting a lot of energy in to
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hoping this would happen and doing what if scenarios we just had to deal with one day at a

197

time and one hour at a time really and see how thinks work out and being in the moment.
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There was a hope that she would get through this okay and there won’t be any lasting
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199

problems. My energy wasn’t actually put in to the hope, my energy was put in to getting

200

through one day at a time really.
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I: That’s interesting, so on the other side of an event where you're hoping that something
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202

wouldn’t happen, so it was a negative outcome and you're hoping that this negative

203

outcome would not occur. Describe that event and the context and the feeling behind that.

204

P: okay so, my mum died and id arranged the funeral and there was a relative that may turn

205

up to the funeral and it would have been a nightmare for me if they had turned up, I

206

absolutely didn’t want them there and umm I felt I had enough to cope with without that

207

person turning up and I didn’t have a lot of control over what they did. So I did the one

208

thing I could do, that person, I wrote a letter via a solicitor, as we were communicating

209

through a solicitor at the time and just said that if they wanted to go and see my mums

210

body they could go and see her at the funeral home but it would probably be better if they

211

didn’t turn up at the funeral and then I had to leave it at that. There wasn’t a lot I could do,

212

interestingly enough my mother was Catholic so it was a Catholic funeral so I explained to

213

the priest about this other person if they came it would make things very difficult, the priest

214

went of and did his little prayer, for me that was nice that he did that but that didn’t sort of

215

add to any confidence that this person might not turn up and the other thing I do was just

216

surround myself with the people who I did want around me so if this person did turn up

217

then they wouldn’t have access to me they wouldn’t be able to make anything difficult for

218

me.

219

I: Were you frightened that they were going to turn up?

220

P: Yeah I was fearful that they would turn up and in my mind I did have scenarios of what I

221

might do if they did turn up. But apart from that I felt more helpless than hopeful
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I: That’s interesting, from some of the things you’ve said, it would appear that where you
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223

can take action and where you’ve got steps that you can take and you're working towards

224

influencing an outcome, you're less likely to feel fear and more likely to focus on hopefully

225

aspect of it, so when you’ve got the situation which is largely and there is where control

226

comes in, is taken away, then actually the focus may be on fear, would you say that’s...

227

P: Yes I would say so. There areas I feel more fearful are the ones where there is nothing I

228

can do. There isn't, I've got no control or I've got very little control over the outcome

229

I: Sounds like control is a bit of a key word and maybe an ingredient, I'm not sure where

230

else it fits in, it certainly seems to fit in to a perspective of hopeful or fearful

231

P: definitely for me, I don’t know how others react, but that’s it for me, I spent many years,

232

20 odd years as a project manager, 28 years and so, some of the stuff around hope talks

233

about putting a plan in place. That to me isn't hope , if you're managing a project you’ve

234

got some control over it, you do risk management, you do issue management if you're

235

management you do what you can . It just comes that when you’ve done everything you

236

could and you’ve managed everything you can but there's still that uncertainty that’s when

237

hope sort of comes in to play for me, until then all my resources are directed at managing

238

the situation.
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I: That’s really interesting, okay. Umm, that, believe it or not, that’s all of the questions and
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240

there is, its being very concise and clear that there's been quite a lot of meat that’s come

241

out of that already, which is kind of fitting in to a love of the common themes that I'm

242

seeing around the subject, umm is there anything else that you want to say about hope to

243

finish off?

244

P: I'm just throwing it out there because I don’t know, I was wondering if levels of

245

intelligence comes in to it, where people feel that they have more self efficacy, more skills,

246

does that mean there's less of a need for hope? And where people have lower skills or

247

lower IQ, yeah I don’t know, maybe there's more of a need for hope because they haven't

248

got the resources to fill the gaps. Just a thought

249

I: Yeah you know, I would actually agree with that, that where there's a significant level of

250

ability we can rely on it, it may not guarantee the outcome, but at least we feel that we can,

251

we've got that kind of ability to influence what's happening. Where there is no apparent

252

way, so you know with that way the circumstance is based on our ability but where there is

253

a tremendous want and will to go forward is meaningful. I suspect that we have to turn to

254

hope um and that the hope is probably largely illogical, I.e I cant see any way forward for
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255

this, but I really wanted to so I'm going to hope, so I wonder if um if there is something else

256

whether its optimism um that kind of, somebody wants something to happen and when

257

they’ve got all of the tools and it looks like there's a reasonably amount of certainty I think

258

its optimism that kicks in rather than hope, I would suggest that its only really hope when

259

we don’t have an awful lot that we can do and I would also suggest under those

260

circumstances when were feeling that hope because of that that actually were often

261

exposed to the fear as well. Because we don’t have the control, we turn to hope, that also

262

seems to be a common theme as to why we feel fear because we don’t have control. So I

263

guess part of the magic that comes out of exploring what hope is and when we feel it and

264

whether it really is hope, is defining what hope actually is. And I think, interviews like this

265

are really helping, to define what hope is. So, actually just to finish, just give me again what

266

you think your definition of hope is and when we feel it?

267

P: Hope is and when we fear?

268

I: no hope and when we feel it so give me a definition of what you think hope is and when

269

we feel it?

270

P: okay, so for me hope is where there is uncertainty, it’s where you really want something,

271

you’ve done everything you can and still there is a gap and hope kicks in so you sort of

272

bridge that gap.

273

I: okay that’s good, Una thank you so much. Now that’s 28 minutes in so were about right

274

on our 30 minutes, is there anything else that you want to say?

275

P: No apart from good luck with your dissertation.

276

I: I'll make sure you get a copy as well umm, I'm gonna email you the debrief form as well

277

and that'll be within the next sort of hour or so which will maybe shed a bit more light on

278

what I'm doing with this that I couldn’t say before the interview, but yeah, thank you so

279

much.

280

P: You're very welcome, you take care now.

281

I: Have a good day.

282

P: see ya.
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Appendix 9: Participant Source 4
1

I: Okay, yeah that’s working, so the interview should last between 30 and 40 minutes, it’s a

2

semi structured interview so it can go off in any direction you want or what you feel. Just

3

say what you think and feel. The first question is basically, please describe and define what

4

hope means to you. Is quite an open question so I’m gonna hand that over to you now.

5

P: Okay, well hope for me is that it’s like a wish that something would happen or something

6

wouldn’t happen, umm that kind of, it will always have to be a doubt about whether it will
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or not um.
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I: Okay
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P: So it’s a doubt and then hoping that it comes down on the right side of the doubt, umm I
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10

think this, I think there’s a whole load of different types of hope, umm like the biggest

11

difference between one and the other to me is hope where you have some control over the

12

outcome and hope where you have none.

13

I: Right okay, that’s interesting so control comes in to it.

14

P: Well yeah there is because like if you hope for something that you can work towards and

15

try to make happen even if you’re not sure of the end result, that’s a different type of hope

16

to hoping that something will happen when you have absolutely no control over the end

17

result.
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I: Okay
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19

P: You just on the side line watching it, and not being in the middle of it.

20

I: Right, that’s interesting, so in the first type you mentioned, it seems to fit in more to

21

Snyder’s view of hope, where he said that there would be a will and a way, and, your

22

internal will that will influence the outcome and a way, a path in which we influence the

23

outcome. So there is something you can actively be involved in umm but you think there’s a

24

hope where you have none of that where there’s no, potentially no will no way but you still

25

want or don’t want it to happen and therefore that’s hope.

26

P: Yeah, it’s like a different type, that kind of hope is, it’s like you can either choose not to

27

get involved like it somebody else’s decision, or as sometimes it’s just like a scenario where

28

you can’t get involved, you can choose to get involved like in some, I can break it down

29

again, like one's where you choose to have no control over but you’re hoping for a specific
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output and one's where you have absolutely no control over.
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I: That’s interesting, that’s some big stuff that’s actually coming out of here so the choice
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element do you think, what would stop you from choosing to get involved in that kind of

33

hopeful situation do you think.

34

P: Where you choose not to?

35

I: Hmm, yeah, what do you think would make you choose?

36

P: When you understand that it’s not your life, it’s not your, you’re impacted by it, you

37

know I’ll give you an example, my son is living in America, when he made that decision to go

38

to America, and he started talking about it, I hoped he wouldn’t go.
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I: Right.
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40

P: But I wouldn’t get involved in his decision because it’s his life, his decision. I’m his Mum I

41

can’t dictate how he spends his life, so I opted out, it’s not that I was very much there for
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him and were very close and that’s what I wouldn’t allow my fears of living without him to
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affect his decision.
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45

I: That’s interesting so do you think that you can therefore override hope? So if there is

46

hope in that kind of context, do you think it’s quite easy to override hope and go against it?

47

P: I don’t think I was overriding hope I just understood that by forcing what I hoped, it was

48

putting my agenda on someone else’s life, so I hoped that he would make the decision not

49

to go, I hope even when he went that he would find it wasn’t everything he wanted it to be

50

and I hoped he would come home. And I hoped that when he got married that his wife

51

might love Ireland so much that she might, that she might like to live here too but I wasn’t

52

going to actually get involved in their decision.
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I: Okay
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P: So I don’t think it was hope I was overriding I think it was understanding that its hope that

55

I shouldn’t control or try to, and I could have to some extent. I could have actually
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influenced his decision. But I just hoped not to because it wouldn’t have been the right thing
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to do.
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I: Okay so I guess what I’m, I’ll slightly rephrase it from override, where you felt like, you

59

hoped that he wouldn’t, it wasn’t something you wanted him to do for whatever reason but

60

you knew that actually it wouldn’t be right for you to influence the decision, i.e. you

61

wanted him to make his own decision. Umm and it was hope that you were feeling by the
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62

sounds of it in that sense hope that he wouldn’t. Do you think that if that feeling was fear

63

about something similar would it be as easy for you to make a choice to do something

64

different, i.e. to make a choice to do the right thing, if that makes sense?

65

P: So if I thought he was going in to danger and I thought that going to America he was going

66

to put himself in to danger I would’ve absolutely, if I was afraid of that kind of, I was afraid
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of him going, and you know I am definitely, its different kind of fear though, it’s a fear of
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separation, or loneliness, of that kind of stuff, but if I thought he was in danger id have done

69

everything to stop him from going.
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I: Okay, so...
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P: You know that’s the difference, I think one of the questions you ask were you afraid

72

something was going to happen and you were hopeful that it wouldn’t and you had, I’ll give

73

you an example of one where I have no control whatsoever, my sister got really ill and I was

74

her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I could do nothing

75

to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be

76

different.
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I: Right
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P: You know that we would get a different outcome, but I couldn’t do anything about it
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apart from be there with her, so for me that’s hope without any control, I definitely hoped
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and I prayed and I, every time they came with some little, we’re going to try this or we’re
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81

going to try that, there’s that hope that then again this one will work. But I could do
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absolutely nothing and there was so much fear there.
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I: Okay.
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P: The fear of the consequences and the fear of having to face this, but I could do nothing

85

about it I just had to stand by and watch it happen.
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I: You still felt hope in that situation.
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87

P: Right up until maybe a week before she died, you do think there, going to, you know

88

come up with a drug that’s on trial that has, and your head is telling you that nothing is

89

going to reverse this, but you’re still there and you’re hoping that it will happen and then

90

she moved in to the hospice and then you know it’s over, but hope finishes then and its
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replaced with a different type of hope then.
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I: Right okay,

93

P: So you hope that the end will be easy, you hope that she’s going somewhere else
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I: Okay I see what you mean, okay, so what, in that situation, what do you think, or do you

95

think the hope had a purpose of some kind?

96

P: well the hope has the purpose of not giving up, we kept fighting and looking for solutions
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and you know, we tried everything that we could think of, to try and stop it from happening,
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but we couldn’t, nothing. So yeah it kept us, it kept her thinking that something that might
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happen to reverse it. Umm, but yeah, it has, I suppose in the very beginning you thought
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you had no hope and maybe the way we approached it was we were not gonna give up, just

101

making sure she wasn’t afraid or that kind of stuff. It had a purpose from that point of view
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yeah. We didn’t just leave her in the hospital you know and just think..
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I: just accept it, okay and I mean you mentioned that fear was there as well, so in the same
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way that you’d hoped right up to the end that it might work out, reverse itself whatever,
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you had the fear that was there, as well, do you think that the hope affected the fear and
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106

the fear affected the hope? Do you think that they worked together? Do you think that they

107

were both positive? There’s a few questions in there.

108

P: you know I found it really difficult finding the times where I hoped for something that

109

there wasn’t any fear, I struggled, apart from kind of something where I hoped that the day

110

is nice tomorrow so I can have a walk on the beach, that kind of hope there’s no fear, to me

111

that’s not kind of hope , that’s like just life, real hope I don’t think I could find, I thought
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back over the years and I couldn’t find a scenario where I really hoped or really wanted, that
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there wasn’t an element of fear in it. Fear that it wouldn’t happen, you know, fear of the
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consequences, fear of staying as I was, you know fear of things changing so, I couldn’t find a
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scenario really that was important to me that there was hope without fear, I couldn’t find it.
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I: Yeah I was in the same boat, exactly. So back to your situation here where, do you think
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that maybe the fear of death till the end was what created the hope possibly, or made you

118

turn to hope or was the hope there just by itself naturally?

119

P: I think for me hope is kind of just the way I am

120

I: Okay

121

P: It’s kind of, I will always think that there’s a way, you know I find it very, I am not

122

defeated in anyway, something that I want or need or but I think it needs to be done, I will

123

always, so I think, does fear drive hope, I don’t think so, I don’t think it drives hope, I think

124

they’re two separate things but they live together side by side because usually when there’s

125

hope there’s a fear of it not happening or as you say the fear that it will happen. But I don’t
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think that fear drives hope.

127

I: Okay so, in the situation, why do you think you felt hope, what do you think the purpose

128

for feeling hope was?

129

P: I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that

130

never give up until the last minute, you know so, I think that you’re driven.
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I: Is that always positive? Do you think that’s always a positive thing? Or can you see a time
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where it might be negative?
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P: I think if you’re not a realist as well, hope could be negative. You know because you’ve
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spent you’re life getting shocked because what you hoped for didn’t happen. You know I
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think within every situation where I would be hopeful with fear, there’s always part of my

137

brain that’s working in to if that happens what next?
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I: Yeah
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139

P: So you’re back in to the, I’ll give you another example, when my daughter was pregnant

140

with Martha her first baby, in her scan the baby was in the bottom side placental of foetus

141

side and there was all kinds of tests and we met loads of different people who talked about

142

what this could mean, you know so as you’re getting towards the end, she is still being told

143

she has a very small baby and you know, what it could be, so you’re hopeful that the baby

144

gets bigger you know, you’re hopeful that everything will be okay but in my mind, it was

145

clicking in to, if this isn’t going to be okay, what are we going to do? But as it happens, she
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was 7 pounds 6 ounces so bigger than her mummy was when she was born and she was
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absolutely perfect and nobody can explain why. But you know there was that, if there’s

148

something wrong with this child, even though you’re hopeful and looking forward, there’s

149

still, your brain clicks in to what next. And the same with my sister when she was dying, and
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when you’re getting towards the realisation that this isn’t going to work out then there’s
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like, okay how do we make this the best? And then you’re hopeful again for the future, and
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you’re hopeful that for her, there’s something else for her and that we will move on and you
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know that’s the hope, it keeps you so far and realism turns in and then starts to be a

154

different kind of hope.
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I: Right..
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P: A different end, or a different moving on maybe.

157

I: Okay
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158

P: I think it’s a cycle, like you, the hope ties in with the fear, then the fear perhaps becomes

159

more than the hope when it’s not the same, but it’s not gonna work out, but the two of

160

them are working together and it depends on who’s dominant on the day. And as you get
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161

closer to the eventually that you can stop, in the hope with no control particularly, the fear
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162

becomes more and the hope becomes less and then again it turns back in to a new dive of

163

hope with a different type of fear. I think they roll along together.
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I: it’s interesting isn’t it with what you said there I can see it hard to know whether they’re
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mixing, it’s hard to know whether it’s putting faces of something that is just links together

166

but it certainly seems, I can see in that context that you may have even been as profound as

167

one minute you’re hopeful because maybe some new information comes to light or you

168

have a hopeful perspective even. And then the next minute you remember what if this is the

169

worst scenario and then maybe doctors are telling you to prepare for the worst and what it

170

could mean and you’re almost going back and forth on a seesaw of hope and fear, does

171

that sound familiar?

172

P: Yeah, and it can stick together, they can actually stick together, I don’t think they’re the

173

same and I don’t even think that they’re on the other ends of the spectrum, I think they can

174

actually stick together and you can have both, and you can feel both at the same time, in

175

those kind of scenarios. I think when you have some control over it they might be different.
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I: Okay
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177

P: But when its hope without control then I think they sit there together and some people

178

manage to keep them in balance and some people lose it because the fear becomes too

179

much.
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181

I: Okay. It’s a difficult one because it’s quite a big profound point. Can you explain a little bit

182

more about how they might sit together, how that works?

183

P: I think umm, like in a scenario like that, if you can imagine, like you have to be aware of

184

both at the same time and I think the fear may be temperas perhaps and the hope maybe

185

lessens the fear.
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I: Right okay.
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P: Just a different perspective on the fear, so you know, hope, if you think about the fear

188

that you feel, the hope is telling you that no matter what happens you’ll be okay and you’ll

189

get over this.
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190

I: Hmm..

191

P: So I think they, the hope keeps the fear under control and the fear keeps the hope under

192

control.
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I: Wow that’s interesting.
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194

P: Because in a scenario like that, if you’re very hopeful, if it doesn’t work out for you or the

195

person then you’re in shock. If the fear becomes too much you’re not any good to anybody

196

either because you’re a shivering wreck.
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I: Right okay.
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P: you know so, they keep each other, and they keep you in balance by sort of being both
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there at the same time.
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I: Um yeah so, yes that’s very very interesting. You’ve almost got fear as being something

202

that stops you from going in to blind hope and hope this stops you from getting in to blind

203

fear so maybe they’re kind of antidotes for each other possibly or are they..

204

P: They’re not antidotes because an antidote actually, it’s like it’s gonna cure it, I think they

205

balance, I think balance is the word, they balance each other.

206

I: So they’re like moderators maybe?

207

P: Moderators yeah, one will keep the other in check, and keeping that balance between the

208

two actually, keep them in equilibrium in some way.
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I: Yeah that’s fine very interesting, wow okay. Umm so, I’m gonna do the scenario questions
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210

now, we’ve already discussed a couple of scenarios but when you think of a clear scenario in

211

your life, where there was an event that had real significance and real meaning and you

212

really wanted that event to happen, you know so you had hope, you were clear that you

213

were hopeful and that if it didn’t happen then it would be highly significant. So think back to

214

that event and just talk to me, describe that feeling maybe how intense was it, at what point

215

did it occur, let’s explore it.

216

P: Okay well this is one where I have control, you know where I had some control, not like

217

it’s in the hands of god, I can do something about it so yeah. When I want it I got, I made
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the decision that I wanted to leave my job and do umm , change career and do the math
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219

and well actually hadn’t even thought out the maths as I knew I wanted to do a master, I

220

had something else in mind. But I wanted to just move, absolutely in to the Psychology area
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so, and I had this job and I had tried, there was a redundancy package, 3 years earlier and
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222

they wouldn’t let me go, they said I was vital to the success and future of the business. So it

223

came out again in my area a year later so I applied again and I got the same “no you can’t go,

224

we need you to stay here”. It was a really good job, there was so much stuff going on, but I

225

had finally made my mind up that I had to go and, but I couldn’t have afforded to go unless I

226

gotten through the redundancy pack. So I went in to total planning mode, how am I going to

227

make this happen? How can I let them lose the ir grip on me, you know so they begin to
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228

realise they can live without me and how do I, that sounds very dramatic but some people
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229

would say actually she’s expensive and you know what let her off, because you know, I went

230

in to total planning mode, worked it out, how was I gonna do this how was I gonna set the

231

scenes. It actually worked out perfectly but there was that, this is definite, this is what I
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232

want, I started going looking for course. I had applied for a different master’s program and
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233

then they pulled it at the end because they couldn’t get enough people.

234

I: Wow.

235

P: Then so, before I even knew I was leaving I had applied to the masters and id gotten it

236

and I was, and then I was thinking how do I make this happen, there’s a lot of that working

237

it through bit by bit and making sure I had the right people on board, kind of yeah. Does that

238

sound like it was a plan?
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I: Yeah
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240

P: So what, where will I, do you want me to talk about how I felt about it?

241

I: Yeah how do you feel and you know at what point did the feeling occur, you know, I just

242

want to look at how you experienced hope and in this context specifically, if you were in

243

control, you had some control and some influence. So I guess in that context, do you think

244

you had to use, or you experienced other emotions as well. Like um, for example if you’re

245

going out there and you know daring to hope, if you’ve experienced daring to hope, and

246

having your hopes dashed and not getting what you want. Is there a point that maybe you

247

stop daring to hope and you stop putting yourself in to situations where you choose to get

248

involved in hope because actually you know, you experienced a huge amount of fear that

249

you might not get it and then you’re gonna take a knock, your emotions are gonna take a

250

knock so does it take courage, it might have taken some courage because it was a massive

251

step for you in your life so I want to explore the whole dynamic of that and other emotions

252

you might have felt as well.

253

P: So there definitely was fear because once id made my mind up that I wanted this, one of
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254

my key strengths is perseverance to the point of being over persistent. So once I get it in to
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my head that I knew it, then yes there was the fear that this wouldn’t happen but I was kind
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of blocking it, I would push it back and when something would happen in the past it would

257

make me think that, you know, it might not happen or that suppress to it.

258

I: Hmm

259

P: I kind of feel, oh gosh what am I gonna do, and then straight away I’d kick in to how am I

260

gonna wish this one. So it was a lot of knocking of the boundaries, or barriers down, and I’d

261

feel the fear and then it would be like no, keep going keep trying that. So you know that

262

whole pathways thing you know, how I am ever going to open this door and get out. So
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there was a lot of thought went in to it. A lot of planning, plotting, and a sense that this was
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my destiny, like I had to do it. It had to happen and, yeah there was just this determination
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265

and I’ve done that before, there’s been so many times in my life, not, maybe that I’ve
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made really really big changes and once I set my mind to it and I know it’s right for me, it’s
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like there’s no stopping me, I just keeping going.
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I: Wow.
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P: I don’t know what I’d have done if it hadn’t happened but in some ways for me that is not

270

an option. When I have control I have some kind of sense that, not gonna have control but

271

when I feel that I can make something happen I just keep..
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I: Doing it?
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P: Doing it until it happens, until everybody gives in.

274

I: No absolutely, it makes sense, you’ve got me thinking actually so I’m gonna throw

275

something else at you, just as an idea. You seem to have this tenacity, this determination,

276

and sounds like there might be some resilience there as well, to shrug off the doubt and to

277

keep going forward. Can you image somebody with a very different personality that is more

278

of a doubter, has less confidence, less resilience and maybe doesn’t have the levels of

279

determination? Do you think that people like that hope an awful lot less and therefore

280

maybe they don’t move towards those sorts of goals? Do you think that, that could be the

281

case?

282

P: I think they hope without determination, it’s kind of very wishy washy, you know it’s

283

kind of, it’s more like an aspiration, it’s more like that hoping without actually feeling that

284

you have anything to do with it. So for me hope, somebody who is hoping without that
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sense of I can make this happen, or I’m willing to actually push something to make it
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happen, even if it’s very uncomfortable for me, then I think it just becomes like as if

287

they’re a passenger in their own life.
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I: Right okay

290

P: In some ways, it’s as if everything happens. Whereas I don’t believe that, I believe for me

291

it’s like nothing will happen unless I make it happen.

292

I: Right, so it sounds to me like you or a person like you could have hope and respond to
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hope by marching towards it to get what you want, I’m gonna do it no matter what, I’m
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294

gonna carry on and get it. So a person like could without actually having the need for fear to

295

push you from behind as hope is pulling you forwards. Whereas certain people do you think

296

that actually fear could be quite useful to where they don’t have the levels of determination

297

that fear can actually get them going and get them motivated where perhaps hope cant.

298

Does that make sense? Do you see where I…

299

P: I still say the least there was a he amount of fear was driving me forward, fear that I was

300

going to end up there, for the next, in a job that I really wasn’t enjoying, fear that I was

301

getting older and the chance to do something different, you know am I going to be a banker

302

all my life living in a world like this, earning the money, having no time to spend with my

303

family. I had this fear, there was a huge amount of fear there about remaining, and I had

304

done it for so long when I needed to do it because I had a family to raise and a mortgage to
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pay and I got a lot of meaning out of it from that point of view. I got to the point where,
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there was a huge amount of fear, a fear that I might, because I had done so much on the
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psychology side and I had done a lot of this and reflection and thinking is this me? Is this

308

going to be me for the next 13 or 14 years of my working life, and there was a dread of the

309

thought of that being the way it was and I could see the future, emm and the future

310

emerged through bullying something I was really interested in and the future just kept

311

getting clearer in my head as I went along, thinking it could be like this. So with that, there

312

was an absolute amount of fear in it.
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I: Wow.
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P: but I think for me fear then, fear and vision are the hope and the fear together, just drive

315

me on, but there’s determination in there, I wouldn’t fit with that dynamic of feeling afraid
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or seeing a future without really doing something about it.
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I: So its,..
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P: so I think there are people that feel the fear

319

I: Yeah

320

P: And can see a future but can’t seem to actually ignite themselves to make it happen,

321

they don’t feel they have that control and I see that. Everybody has a control to make stuff

322

happen but some people don’t have that same, I don’t know what it is maybe its self-belief

323

maybe it’s, I don’t know fate, maybe it’s just shear, I don’t know maybe I don’t want this I
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want that, I want my future to be like that not like this, an awful lot of people I know would
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moan about it for 10 years.

326

I: Okay.

327

P: and then after wards say they’ve wasted their life.

328

I: Right okay, what you just said there has really struck a cord with me um because you just

329

done like a double ended approach there you said that there are people know where they

330

don’t want to be, i.e. they’re frightened of being here b ut maybe do you think there are

331

people that don’t know, well they know where they don’t want to be, they don’t know

332

where they want to be. Do you think where the 2 are actually imbal anced that’s a far more

333

powerful motivator so it’s not enough just knowing I don’t want this to happen, you almost

334

need to know where you want to go for it to then really work in harmony with one pushing

335

you away and one pulling you towards.

336

P: Yeah I think that’s really true, I think a lot of people today in situations that they ’re not

337

happy or comfortable with, they’re not finding or getting that fulfilment or meaning out of

338

their lives, but they’re just not having a vision of what it could be like.
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I: Of what it could be like, yeah.
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340

P: Yeah or maybe, yeah, I think there’s a lot of that, there’s no sense of what’s better than

341

this.

342

I: Yeah or where they’re going...

343

P: they just stay there.

344

I: Right okay,

345

P: and there’s no hope there though is it?

346

I: No, I guess it’s almost as if they’re in a fire and it hurts and its burning and they keep

347

jumping out of the fire but they still stay too close to the fire so they still end up getting

348

burned rather than knowing where they want to end up, you know like I’ve got to get myself

349

way away from that now and get myself in a particular direction. I don’t think that there’ll

120

350

ever be truly balanced i.e. the fear and the hope are truly balanced, umm it could be, but I

351

don’t think they necessarily need to be absolutely balanced. Just you know enough fear and

352

enough hope with enough precision will ignite people towards something. So I’m gonna ask

353

you a difficult question now, in your situation where you said there was a real amount of

354

fear and you’ve even used the word dread umm and there was definitely a lot of hope and

355

you had a sense of influence and what you could do and actions you could take. Which one

356

do you think was the strongest, umm the most precise maybe the, which one was the main

357

motivator?

358

P: Which was more, the fear of staying as I was or the hope of becoming that other person?
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359

I: Yeah, exactly…
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360

P: And living another life…

361

I: Yeah and it could be precision, so it could be rather than wait in mass of the fear or it

362

could be you knew exactly where you didn’t want to be, and you roughly knew where you

363

were going, does that make sense? It might be like that and therefore, the fear was more

364

precise.

365

P: I think, for me the hope, the vision of the way it could be was a bit stronger.

366

I: Okay.

367

P: But that came at a point because that vision had been there for a while.

368

I: Right

369

P: But I didn’t actually make it happen until a particular time, I’d always had it in my head,

370

well not always, but definitely in the last 3 or 4 years, but things have to get bad enough

371

where I was to actually, so I think the fear gave the hope a kick in the backside.
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372

I: That’s interesting okay.
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373

P: You know it got to a point, I really can’t do this anymore, I think the actual vision, if you’re

374

calling the vision of the future, hope. I think that was there pulling me. The fear gave me the

375

“go do it now”.
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I: I think you might have got the Holy Grail here now, if you. I’m gonna challenge you, I
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377

might be right I might be wrong, and I think your way of looking at things is very positive

378

and very very hopeful but there seems to be something in here that suggests the hope was

379

in here for a long time, it just wasn’t enough on its own. With it, was exerting a pull, how

380

much that pull was, I guess is still a question but the hope wasn’t enough to get you going,

381

but the fear seemed enough to get you going. Could it be that actually, whilst you are a
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382

hopeful positive person, the fear in this instance was the stronger motivator and overcame

383

the initial inertia. Could it be that possibly?

384

P: Yeah I think it is probably, the fear became so much that it did actually make me move,
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385

yeah. I’d say if everything was pleasant and lovely at work and everything, and I had a job
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386

that I was enjoying, would I actually have done it, even though I have always wanted to do it.

387

Would I have actually made that move? Probably not.

388

I: So being in a comfortable situation can, sounds like it can be quite dangerous and that

389

hope is maybe not enough to get you going all of the time. Um in this kind of situation

390

particularly where there’s a choice. But hope seems to know a direction so you could be just

391

stuck in a bit of a hole because the hole is not particularly painful, and its okay. Fear will

392

potentially kick you out of the hole and then hope maybe takes over and starts to go, right

393

now I’ve had…

394

P: There’s also another piece here where, hope is actually of a future, it’s something that

395

you actually desire. Make your presence less attractive as well, so I think by creating the

396

vision of what it could be I actually became less tolerant to what I had.

397

I: Oh okay

398

P: So I think it would with both, I’ve put up with a lot of stuff over the years and a lot of

399

difficult times. And I think my purpose at work was to make enough money, to be successful

400

for the kids. I was a single parent for quite a while so to build a life, all that kind of stuff. I

401

needed that financial independence but when my head changed and my kids got bigger

402

and my mortgage was less of a burden, and a vision of the future, it’s as if it actually

403

became clearer and my perception and my tolerance became less and less and less. And I
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404

think it was being able to see what I’ve got and this is this is the advantage s and this is the
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405

way it could be. That I became less tolerant so the fear became more a thing as I was. So in
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406

some ways the vision of the future created fear of the present.
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407

I: That’s very interesting, so actually, by the sounds of it. The illusion might actually be the

408

fear was the main motivator because that’s what got you going, the fear would not have

409

done that on its own, the fear wouldn’t have had enough. So I feel in a way, I guess in a way

410

it’s like you’ve got a big heavy load and hope is pulling that load. Its exerting a lot of force

411

but maybe you can’t see that force because it’s not moving yet and it could be that, like, the

412

straw that broke the camel’s back, or you lean on something and it starts to move, umm it

413

could be that actually hope was the main the motivator but it wasn’t quite enough on its
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414

own to get the thing moving.

415

P: I think your right, I don’t think either of them would’ve worked on their own, and I think

416

behind every great passion, and every you know drive for something if there is a fear, I’m
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417

not sure that hope on its own, well certainly for me, and I can’t talk for anyone else but I
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418

would imagine they fit side by side

419

I: That’s very interesting isn’t it

420

P:and I could not find an example of real hope that didn’t have an element of fear
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421

I: yes
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422

P: the bigger the hope the bigger the hope the bigger the bigger the effort the bigger the

423

fear
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425

I: it’s interesting isn’t it, its umm it’s almost like you know matter and gravity they are very

426

different but they are so linked you know the greater the matter the greater the gravity and

427

it’s almost that, they are different you know matte, like mass, substance and space they

428

are very different but they certainly need each other to exist. OK That’s very interesting.

429

Now what I am going to do I am going to reverse it I’m going to reverse it and say ok, exactly

430

what we just talked about you know and see what comes out but I want you to think of an

431

event where you really didn’t want it to happen and you hoped and hoped and hoped it

432

wouldn’t happen the real hope. You know in that sense not just think nah I don’t like that or

433

I don’t want that to happen very much but I’m willing to kind of go with it. I’m talking about

434

the sort of total hope that it won’t happen type of event.

435

P: I think that is what I was talking about earlier hoping something won’t happen like my

436

sister dying, the baby my son going to America, you know that hoping that it won’t happen.

437

Umm they are the ones that grabbed me umm if I take a minute thinking about it if I,

438

something that I was hoping I was dreading would happen ….. a good few years ago applying

439

for a job and hoping, really really wanting it, really really badly again there was the fear that

440

I absolutely needed a change id had enough of where I was wanted to move on really

441

wanted to move to work with this guy and I did a crappy interview sorry, I did a really bad

442

interview because I wanted it so much that I actually bottled it, I think the fear, but all

443

through waiting to find out I had this fear that this would happen, that wouldn’t get it, that I

444

was going to get a no and I knew I was the right person for this job I knew that between me,

445

me and the others would have that I would have been the preferred candidate but I knew I
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446

bottled the interview and all away along thinking I’m going to be given, I’m going to be

447

told no and I really didn’t want that to happen and felling umm, kind of embarrassed about

448

how badly I did feeling annoyed with myself but I could of got so much better all that stuff

449

umm you know kind of that when I had, I had the control and I absolutely bottled it so umm

450

I remember feeling that dread that waiting to be told you’re not going to get this job and

451

thinking about and of course it kicks in, if I’m not going to get this job, which I probably

452

won’t then what do I do next then the hope coming back in and maybe they will be able to
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453

overlook how badly I did in the interview and make the decision and then the other one
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454

would go no they can’t, they won’t do that because the process is the process and then

455

the other will go but they know me so well that, they know I can do this job maybe they

456

will.. You know you go through all that but then the answer is still no and I couldn’t blame
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457

them I mean I did such a bad job of it.
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458

I: ok

459

P: but I mean that probably, that, probably, that experience bought me to where I am doing

460

the masters, that’s the strangest thing because the guy who interviewed me were really

461

who I wanted to work with, he was one of the interviewers he came along after and said

462

‘what happened to you? I wanted you to fit this job, you wanted it and happened to you’

463

and it was shortly after my sister died and I just said to him ‘I wanted so much and I hadn’t

464

got the head space’ and I was telling him what happened with my sister and he introduced

465

me to this guy who was a psychologist and we got talking and I ended up just doing PCP

466

foundation course then I did the diploma and that how I ended up getting it, with that

467

actual conversation about that interview. That seen my hope going ‘no matter what

468

happens it always leads to something better’

469

I: that’s good that’s a nice positive sentiment I think ok. Wow there is some amazing stuff in

470

that. Is there anything else you want to say or cover?

471

P: about hope? Umm I think that some people are born hopeful I just think you have you

472

know you can have, I think it’s like umm as you talk about your happiness I think at that

473

point everyone has that hope

474

I: ok

475

P: and umm some people are no matter what happens they carry hope and optimism and

476

you know a drive forward, forward moving and I think hope drives you forward and I think

477

some people are just in nature like that and some people are in nature the opposite. They
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478

see the worst, they expect the worse they kind of don’t see past that , things happen to

479

them rather than they make things happen and I just think some people are just born with it

480

and some people are born the opposite.
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I: yes, yeh I think I agree umm I think I think the only thing I would add to that is from my
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482

own experience is that I have certain hope and I have certain fear buttons and when you

483

study fear it’s very clear that as it is so well studied there are certain things that people are

484

afraid of and you know there are certain things that push their fear buttons but no one has

485

ever considered that there are certain things that push peoples hope buttons and in turn

486

make them hopeful I think they are so similar in, in terms of you know, what they are and

487

certainly what they do and what their purpose is, hope and fear. I think when you find

488

someone’s hop buttons, because you can’t assume, no one would ever say fear is just a

489

blanket thing, you know you know there are a lot of different fears and lots of different

490

manifestations of fear. So I think the same needs to be said and studied around hope. I’ve

491

seen people that appear to be hope-less umm you know they don’t have high levels of hope

492

but give them the right kind of buttons and unite the right things suddenly they

493

demonstrate that they have high levels of hope in that particular situation. Then I think

494

there are, like you say, there are people that have a blanket high level of hope and there

495

are people you know that I think have a a blanket of fear and I think that does like, like I

496

think you said, optimism, pessimism as well I think I think that’s a link. I don’t know how

497

P: and I do think that fear is one of my buttons of hope if I can ignite the same thing as

498

someone else or a …………………. In someone else but I definitely think fear is one one of the

499

buttons that ignites hope then in me.

500

I: very interesting. Wow thank you I am going to stop the recorder now if that’s ok.

125

Appendix 10: Participant Source 5
1

I: It is 9:45 on 2nd and you have confirmed that you have read the participation information

2

sheet and you are happy to go ahead with the study and you will send the consent form

3

signed and sent to me as soon as reasonably possible

4

P: Yes ok

5

I: That is perfect, the interview will last around 30-40 minutes and what we are going to be

6

talking about is hope both in your experience of the positive aspect of it where you hope for

7

something to happen and in the negative aspect where you hope that something won’t

8

happen. We will be exploring how they are different when they are felt and what the feeling

9

is. So the first question is; please describe and define what hope means to you.

10

P: Oh gosh the 64 thousand dollar question. Hope is, um, is an energy and an aspiration I

11

think for me, towards something that is yet unrealised and unseen or intangible or in a

12

sense that if you have, like I was reading Snyder’s theory and if you have this sense and you

13

have a pathway and you have a goal and the will power that actually that doesn’t need hope
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14

because it’s got some definitive substance to i t and process to it I think for me hope, and I
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struggle to sometimes to define and differentiate between hope and faith
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16

I: Oh ok

17

P: Because there is something there for me about if I have a hope that something will

18

happen for me it is not something that I see on the horizon and it is simply a case of getting

19

there that actually hope is something that is in me when whatever the goal is or the

20

aspiration is might actually seem out of my reach. Does that make sense?

21

I: Yes that makes perfect sense. What you are saying when you feel hope and the

22

circumstances that you feel hope a key element is that you may not have control over the

23

outcome

24

P: That is it completely I think you if you have control over the outcome then you don’t need

25

hope

26

I: What do you think it is then if you have control?

27

P: Well, repeat that?

28

I: In terms of let’s say you have control what do you think it is then if it’s not hope.

29

P: I think it is probably hope but to a lesser degree I don’t know whether hope is in a sense
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30

measurable in the sense that if you have a plan you hope nothing will go wrong. You hope

31

that things will continue according to plan. Do you see what I mean? Um where saw if you

32

have no plan I think it requires a deeper or winder hope or a greater if you will than if you

33

have got a sense of control over things. I think when you have a sense of control you’re on a

34

trajectory as it were or hope tends to be more, certainly for me, I will own it, my hope

35

tends to be that things don’t go wrong. Rather than that they will actually go right and the

36

goal; will be realised. If I have a goal and I have control then there is a certain amount that
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is given and has been accepted as we have a plan we have the will to do it , the path ways
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to do it, we got all of that, you know. Actually that is fairly certain that this is going to occur
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39

then my hope is becomes hope that I don’t get the surprise sideway impact or there is

40

something that is going to arrive that will upset my plans. Hope then for me becomes

41

something about hoping that nothing goes wrong rather that hoping that everything goes

42

right. Does that make sense?

43

I: That is very interesting so I kind of just to reiterating that, that if you are imaging that you

44

are getting quite close to the outcome positive outcome and your hope is looking quite

45

likely to be realised so you might be optimistic about the outcome

46

P: Yeh

47

I: Are you then saying at that point as that sort of hope starts to kind of um…

48

P: Be realised…

49

I: Be realised so therefore no hope will be required as hope it be you find yourself focused

50

on the possibility that it may not happen and then something else happens

51

P: What I call it the ‘what ifs’

52

I: Mmmm

53

P: What if this goes wrong? What if that goes wrong? What if and that is where I tend to go

54

then if it looks like this could happen this is then I will start going ‘what if ‘this goes wrong or
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55

what if that goes wrong and it is the hoping that things don’t happen instead of hoping that
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they do as the thing that you are wanting to happen is looking like it’s pretty sure so then I

57

start thinking what is the thing that can get in the way of this happening. Do you see what I

58

mean?
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I: So would you call that doubt?
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60

P: Yeah probably absolutely

61

I: Would you say that feeling…
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62

P: I think again Reece that they are interlinked. I loved your model this I totally loved it and

63

then there were questions that went on in my mind that ummm about where does fear play

64

a part, you know hope and fear because again the hope that it will happen means that I

65

fear that it won’t. Or does it, do you see what I mean?

66

I: Yes, yeh yeh

67

P: Or whether it is that sense that the two are inextricably linked I think for me what I am
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thinking of Reece is the best thing I can do is give you an example , is that one of the reason
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69

we are doing all of this move around is I started a charity in January um for survives of

70

trauma of one sort or another sexual abuse, childhood neglect, rape, DV all that sort of stuff

71

and we want to broaden out into anyone who has experienced trauma so that might be a

72

RTA or something like that, whatever. Um and so one of the things that has been going on

73

for me is I have had a dream, if you will, others have called it a vision, I call it a dream of this

74

charity for nearly ten years of what I am going to be doing and it has been formulating in me

75

for this amount of time and I think one of the things about it for me is that I have a massive

76

amount of hope around this charity because I cannot make this happen on my own. Do you

77

see what I mean?
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I: Uh huh
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79

P: Snyder’s will and way and goal is one level totally cool and I totally understand what he is

80

saying, but I have hope in spite of the fact that I have a will and I have a goal but I have no

81

pathway at all. You know I have no trajectory to follow that says this is the pathway that I
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am going to do to get this to happen.
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I: Ok

84

P: And so I think you can have hope with you having those three ingredients all present. Ok

85

so there is that but when it comes to getting this charity up and running we got charitable

86

status found four people who wanted to be trustees which is like Thank you God this is like

87

amazing. Um and we got up and running then it becomes I hope it is going to happen then

88

there is actually a part of me going what if it does. What it if does it is the ‘what ifs’ that for

89

me, are not contradictory to hope but in a sense I don’t know if they contradict the hope or

90

fuel it. We I think about, recently we had an incident happened and I still don’t know how it
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happened somebody at the Police Commissioners office knows who I am and sent me an
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92

email saying that they would welcome a bid for the services you want to offer and I am like

93

how do you know me. Do you see what I mean?
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94

I: Right

95

P: It is like these pathways happen but they aren’t mine, they are totally outside my control.
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96

I don’t know how it happened. I don’t know who this guy is. I don’t know where he got my
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97

name from so it was like my hope went (flying noise)

98

I: Right

99

P: When I heard from him and I sent him a reply that basically said this is us we are a new

100

charity, blah blah blah don’t know what I am doing can we have a cup of coffee cause I

101

don’t know what I am doing because you want a bid – aahhh – what do we do and then I

102

heard nothing so I heard nothing so I was like Oh so then it becomes the hope is like that

103

hope is still there and I am still waiting to hear from him and still hoping if that is the way

104

forward for us but there is that sense of what if it doesn’t then he comes back with another

105

email saying would love to meet for a coffee name the time and place sorry…………….. about

106

the delay, I am thinking whatever mate I am not at the top of your priority pile you know

107

but then I start thinking oh crap what if this does happen you know and there is a hope in

108

me that does want it to happen think great we could get some money we could develop

109

stuff and there is another bit of me that ooh what if it happens and there is something there

110

that is a bit, I think the hope is in the charity the hope is in God to do what God does but

111

there doubt maybe is in me. In the sense that….
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I: Right
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113

P: How do I play a part am I going to be up for it. Is this going to require something of me

114

that I am not sure I have got or whatever? Do you see what I mean? So there is hope and

115

doubt within a continuum that sometime they are in the same quadrant and I hope it will

116

happen but I actually wonder what I am going to do if it does.
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I: yeah, so on that basis do you feel that whenever you have hope about something that
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there will also be fear there

119

P: I think there is something inextricably linked for me Reece about um self-esteem about

120

the people we are intrinsically inside and how this relates to our levels of hope and allowing

121

ourselves to believe in the possibility do you see what I mean because I think that if there is
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no possibility you don’t have hope yeah
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I: Ok

124

P: You have to believe at some level that whatever this is going to be possible for you to

125

hope for it even if you don’t have the agency to make that happen. There is something there
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about that because I look in the mirror and I know that I am a person who has made some

127

monumental mistakes in life you know that when the everything goes quiet and I am not

128

hearing from these people that I have contacted and everything that I start to go uuurrrggg

129

you know what if I have made a mistake what if this charity was just my idea and it wasn’t

130

really Gods idea. What if, what if, what if. Do you know what I mean? And I think there is
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something there about that and that is not actually about the big plan you know and what is
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going to be happening that is just my self-doubt and it is the sense of the hope is in God the

133

doubt is in me. Does that make sense?
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I: Ok that is interesting lets, go back to something you said that I picked up on that kinda of
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135

reminds me of the Snider model where you said you would have to have some possibility of

136

it happening for you to have hope. Let’s say you’re faced with an example where there is no

137

apparent possibility but the implications for something for happening or don’t they are so

138

catastrophic for example a situation where the impact will be ground shattering and you

139

have no apparent hope or possibly of the way forward do you still think you can feel hope?

140

P: I don’t know that I can Reece I don’t know you see this is what I think you know what I

141

said earlier about my hope and my faith get intertwined and I don’t think I can differentiate
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the two because there is something there for me about when I am at the end of myself and I
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can’t see a possibility then the the leaning in me is to become hopeless yes I have lost my
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hope however I have that sense something’s. Let me give you an example; My marriage I
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have made a hash of two marriages so far first one it was just a mess he was violent and I

146

was messed up and second one I ran into as I was trying to get out of the first one so that

147

was a bad choice and I am married to Phillip now, we have been married for 10 years and

148

we have been together 16 and yet there is still this sense in me that um all that has been ,

149

not so much now but in the past that something is going to go wrong as I have made a mess

150

of two marriages so far why would this one be any different I am the mess up I am the one

151

that gets it wrong so therefore there is no guarantee that this marriage is going to work and

152

we have a blazing row – I am talking probably 6-8 years ago and I would be like, so do you

153

want a divorce then and that would be his thing do you want a divorce and I would be like

154

oh it is all going west and we can’t fix it we can’t fix it. And between us we couldn’t figure

155

out what was going wrong or what was the way forward. Or what we both are survivors of

156

childhood abuse and we have patterns that are unhealthy that we click into when we are

157

arguing and yet there is a point when I sat down I and I said to God, you know, I don’t want
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158

this marriage to fail I don’t want another failed marriage and I don’t think he does either

159

we need you as you’re the one who are going to make this ok. You’re the only one that can

160

fix this and as I have prayed and I have gained wisdom and insight through my prayer as so

161

has Philip we have managed to piece things back together but at that point it was like I felt

162

really hopeless like how the heck are we going to make this marriage work but my faith in

163

God to be able to do the impossible, you know to be able to stand in the gap between us

164

that we couldn’t forge ourselv es at that time gave me hope because my hope was in God it

165

wasn’t in the marriage if you see what I mean. It was like if this is going to work Lord it is

166

going to be you that does it. Does that make sense?

167

I: It does actually and you have made me think of something that I want to run by you and

168

see what you think of it you said a second ago where you, you know you felt hopeless you

169

turned to God you know, who gave you that hope um what would you think if I said that

170

you, perhaps or I suggested that perhaps you were weren’t hopeless but wayless and so

171

you didn’t have a way within the situation

172

P: Yea that would make sense.

173

I: does that make sense?

174

P: God becomes the way rather than the hope that he has the way as we haven’t got the

175

way to do that, yeh, that would make sense Reece yeh .

176

I: and therefore and you also said that you were not sure where your faith and, and hope

177

separate I would also suggest that there’s a possibility that they may not be different after

178

all, some people don’t have a faith or labelled, you know god that they turn to so instead

179

they turn to something else that is not proved not substantial not logical in many ways and

180

that is just this blind hope. So this blind hope that the universe will provide so there is no

181

way but they have a blind hope. Now I’m not sure that blind hope and blind faith are even

182

separate and different I think they are just placed in something that we find, you know easy

183

to understand or directed towards god, you know umm and I think that essentially they are

184

the same so perhaps there is an element of somebody that doesn’t have a faith is turning

185

and trying to find one so actually they’re trying to be hopefully, they haven’t found god or

186

god hasn’t found them, or they haven’t allowed themselves to find a faith but actually inside

187

they still as a human being seem to know on some kind or primal genetic level that there is

188

something helping them

189

P: somethings there yeh, yeh I get that I totally get that but there is also something there
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190

for me Reece about that phase blind faith that gets my heckles up a little bit if I’m honest

191

because its banded around in our classroom quite a lot this blind faith phrase and I don’t

192

think my faith is blind in the sense that I’ve been walking a bit of a wobbly hobbly walk for

193

about 28 years now and for me my faith isn’t blind my faith is built on evidence and proof

194

that God loves me and that he sorts em out and he figures things out and he answers

195

prayers that where I have no way of managing anything he sorts things out he looks after
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people that I love and he creates situations or he enables situation that I have absolutely
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no control over but that are direct answers to prayers so in that sense I, I don’t see my faith

198

as blind I see it as in absence I think there are times when in the absence of all else I have

199

to lean on god and those times I might be blind in the sense that I can’t see but there are

200

so many other times where I think my my relationship with god and it’s a relationship it’s

201

not a blind, oh well you know there’s a big being out there somewhere that’s going to sort

202

it out, it’s not that sort of a faith, it’s a sense of I know enough of you lord to know you are

203

peace and you are joy and that you have every good thing waiting for us and in that regard

204

you will come through with an answer, with a way. A way yes, so what you’re saying there

205

about not so much about God being the hope but the way absolutely and that would fit in

206

with my bible word, Jesus said you know ‘I am the way and the truth and the light’ so there

207

is something there for me about, about yes there are times where I think faith is blind but

208

you have to trust God and lean on God when you have nothing else totally. But here are

209

other times when I thin, you know, I know enough of God and I can trust enough of god ,

210

for me trust is part of it as well Reece because I think trust at some level needs to be earned

211

and have evidence, I think I’ve trusted too many people without evidence in my life which is

212

what got me abused and so there is something there for me about trust is something I don’t

213

offer lightly, I don’t trust lightly and so the fact that I trust god must be that there is some

214

evidence that I’ve been able to see and recognise that says, there is a way and there is a

215

purpose and there is a future you know. Am I making sense?

216

I: you are and I mean you know you got me thinking there a couple of things that have come

217

out because I think, I think the phrase blind faith is probably meant for to explain that there

218

isn’t an obvious amount of evidence but you kind of have faith in something anyway, it

219

doesn’t necessarily have to be God but from what you’ve said it seems to me as if hope may

220

be blind you know there is no evidence, there is no, perhaps there is very little way but

221

there is a huge amount of will i.e. that it means something to you for it to happen or for it
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222

not to happen so you have the will but not the way and actually hope is thrown blind

223

whereas maybe faith is almost as if the light s are turned on and actually its maybe hope

224

becomes faith when there is an element of enlightenment from what you’re saying so you

225

have hope and hope is blind but what you do with faith is you place it in the hands of, for

226

example, for you God who actually I think you probably have a reasonable degree of

227

certainty that he is going to take care of you so actually maybe in the long run come hope

228

and maybe that’s where it gets divided maybe this is where hope is different to faith that

229

hope is blind whereas faith is going ‘I know you’re going to sort this out for me’ does that

230

make sense

231

P: yeh that makes sense, yeh yeh

232

I: is that what you are sort of saying? To you is that how you see

233

P: yeh that’s true, yeh absolutely I like that sense of the lights on, the enlightenment part

234

cause, I think, that for me is what gives, makes a differen ce between those of us that might

235

profess a faith in the sense that we have someone that we are faithful to and we know

236

who’s faithful towards, hence the faith and others who don’t really have that sense of umm

237

of something definite and so they kind of chuck it out to the universe or whatever

238

I: hopefully, they chuck it out, hopefully, possibly they’re hopeful, see I believe that for me

239

umm faith is probably carries a higher degree of certainty or perceived certainty with it and

240

trust. To me trust and certainty come into faith whereas uncertainty and maybe a lack of
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trust, trusting yourself , trusting the situation then hope gets kicked up you know in all
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242

logical sense it looks unlikely but I hope that it is going to happen, does that….

243

P: absolutely, absolutely yeh that makes total sense, yeh

244

I: so..

245

P: yeh I would agree with that well done, thank you for quantifying that for me Reece

246

I: I’ve listened to what you said and its….

247

P: you but you’ve just got a degree of enlightenment that I haven’t got yet, I don’t know

248

I: it will come, it will come I’m sure. ok there’s final question on this section before we go

249

onto very distinct and different questions and those are the two sort of final questions and

250

that is the simple sort of question I want to ask, probably doesn’t have a simple answer

251

why do you think we feel hope? What’s its purpose?

252

P: my first gut response to that was motivation I think for me hopelessness is almost an

253

invitation to apathy
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254

I: right

255

P: do you know what I mean, that sense of for me hope is a driver is a motivator in the sense
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that it gives me something to strive for something where I can keep going and when I think
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about this charity and 10 years of praying over this charity and is it going to happen is it not

258

going to happen is it going, am I dreaming, is this real, that actually without the hope that

259

this is every going to happen I think I probably would have given it up ages ago and though

260

you know I can’t be bothered with that whereas actually the fact that I’ve been hopeful

261

that this is kind of in a sense something what I was believing was something prophetic then

262

there’s something there for me about that gives me the motivation to keep going. It doesn’t
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mean that, and I think one of the things as well about, about hope is dependent on the
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circumstance and what’s happening and what I see and what I recognize the hope gets

265

dialed up or dialed down do you know what I mean and that what I was saying earlier on

266

about that sense of is there a measure for hope, like when the thoughts are in my mind and

267

my husband and I are dreaming about running you know a safe place, a retreat place or

268

something like that and it’s a dream but there’s a whole level of hope that sort of says that

269

would be lovely if that ever happens, you know and wouldn’t it be great if we could provide

270

a sanctuary for people and that kind of thing so yeah that’s totally cool but then as the

271

things have gone forward as each trustee agreed to become a trustee as a friend of mine

272

Chris stepped up and said ‘ I’ve done this legal paperwork before, I’ll do that for you’ ‘thank

273

you God’ it’s like oh my word these people are coming and we are going to get this done

274

then the hope is dialing up even more you know it’s that sense of as circumstances and

275

p[ provision come you know that hope is its generated so rather than, it’s a bit like you

276

know for 8 years this was a pan on the back burner, you know it was just simmering away

277

going one of these days maybe, perhaps and if we don’t boil dry before then that will be

278

cool you know. Then it’s like when the charity started taking form it was as if we pulled the

279

pan to a bigger burner and its cooking it’s not just warming through its cooking and there
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are times when I’ve got an assignment to do I have to put the charity on the back burner
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and the assignments go on the front boiler and when the assignments are done I can bring
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the charity back and it, comes and goes in the sense of what time I can give it and what

283

energy I can give it and all of that but I think the hope for me is the bit that instead of

284

putting the pan on the side and letting it go cold it’s still on the back burner, it’s still here
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285

bubbling away saying I’m ready when you are, you know and I think that’s what hope does

286

for me it’s that sense of it keeps me connected

287

I: right ok

288

P: it keeps me believing it keeps me pressing in, yeah, does that make sense
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I: it does it sounds like a motivator, like you said it keeps you going and you mentioned sort
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of for you when you start to get close to your goal before that’s when maybe it looks like it

291

could happen that’s when maybe you start to get a little bit fearful, you mentioned that. Do

292

you think that fear, that emotion that you feel at that point also has a purpose, do you think

293

that keeps you going as well?

294

P: yeah absolutely

295

I: as well

296

P: absolutely well there’s something that is I mean it you basic, it’s like meerkats isn’t it

297

I: right

298

P: you know when there’s meerkats, everybody’s counting them and there’s one little guy

299

stood on the top going like this

300

I: really

301

P: you know he’s like looking around and making sure, spotting the danger, making sure that

302

he alerts everybody to what’s going on and if there’s any predators about they’re all

303

underground before anything goes wrong and that I think that’s what it does, it can’t and I

304

think and again the fear and the hope are linked because I think you know on your scale you

305

were talking about hoping that things will happen

306

I: mmm

307

P: in your diagram

308

I: Mmm

309

P: you were talking about hoping that things will happen and hoping they won’t happen and

310

for me that it’s that it’s sense of as things are starting to bare through and to come to

311

fruition then it’s that sense of you are hoping that I will happen and come to fruition but

312

there’s also hope that nothing will go wrong nothing will get in the way of this thing baring

313

through so in that sense it is a fear that it will the what ifs but you could also translate that

314

as a hope that it won’t.

315

I: okay

316

P: does that make sense?
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317

I: it does so you you’ve got me thinking is lets so

318

P: I think fear, if you if you if you think about like for the sake of argument Frederickson

319

I: mmm

320

P: she categorised. I don’t categorise emotions but she categorises emotions into positive

321

and negative so in a sense the difference is a fear that it will happen might might put you

322

into fight flight freeze mode because it’s a fearful emotional where is a hope that it won’t

323

happen might enable you to just use your broader function for all the functioning and to be

324

alert and to be aware like the meerkat rather than going into the defensive position. Do you
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see what I mean?
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326

I: do you think that hope might be a good moderator to fear ?

327

P: absolutely

328

I: and to make it useable so it kind of…

329

P: absolutely

330

I: most takes the edge off it a bit to make it useable?

331

P: that’s it, its means I’ve just done a whole uh assignment Reece uh I don’t uh you might

332

know about this but this within your autonomic nervous system you’ve got your

333

sympathetic and parasypathetic systems yeah and so for me fear is attached if you will or

334

linked to your sympathetic system the fight flight freeze stuff, hope is attached to your

335

parasympathetic system, the broader functioning, the higher skills, the the fullest sense of

336

yourself and for me it’s not . Frederickson talks a bit as if it’s an either or situation and I

337

think it’s a both and situation

338

I: yeah

339

P: in the sense that you’re alert to what could go wrong but your also hoping for what what

340

so in a sense

341

I: yeah

342

P: you’re accessing all your functioning, yeah rather than it being one or the other, do you

343

see what I mean?

344

I: that makes that makes perfect sense um back back to sort of earlier, what you’ve got me

345

sort of thinking is as you get very close to a goal that you want to happen

346

P: yeah

347

I: perhaps, you perhaps the fear kicks in because you really allow yourself to finally believe

348

that it could be
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349

P: yeah

350

I: and there for what if you’re really allowing yourself to be that it could be you are then

351

facing the full fear of what if it end up not being

352

P: that’s it

353

I: So you fully embrace

354

P: there’s a loss there aint there?

355

I: yeah there’s a loss, because you’ve actually accepted it and embraced it

356

P: that’s it

357

I: whereas when you’re hopeful along the way there is always, you are hopeful because

358

there is always the doubt there is always the fear alongside you

359

P: yeah

360

I: therefor you’re almost slightly prepared for a negative as suppose when it suddenly

361

balloons oh my gosh it’s going to happen this is going to be a reality

362

P: it’s a bigger loss then, if something goes wrong then it’s a bigger loss isn’t it and so there’s

363

a sense. It’s almost like reaching you know like if you listen to um like a beautiful piece of

364

classical music or something and you get to the end of the, there’s always this kind of

365

crescendo isn’t there you know, and I think in the achievement of anything like that you get

366

this crescendo. But it’s like the hope and the fear
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I: yes
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368

P: all seem to crescendo together do you get me?

369

I: yeah yeah I do it’s interesting. I think I’m reminded of of trees um when a tree grows you

370

see there’s growth sprout above ground and the beauty but there’s always roots going

371

underground probably at the same level and the same size

372

P: absolutely, well they need to be otherwise it’s not anchored yeah

373

I: yeah that’s right so maybe that’s…

374

P: the ground is almost like mid-line, you’ve got as much tree below ground as you do

375

above, yeah absolutely

376

I: and that maybe is the growth of hope and fear as it represented that just came into my

377

head as you

378

P: yeah that makes total sense Reece

379

I: okay, well um great right now the final questions okay

380

P: duduhduh
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381

I: these are sort of split into two, it’s exactly the same question and basically it’s you

382

considering. So please consider an event in your life that had meaning where you hoped

383

that the event would happen and how you would describe that experience and feeling and

384

then once we have discussed, I am going to ask you exactly the same thing for you to think

385

of an event in your life that you hoped it wouldn’t happen and then do the same sort of

386

level of you know describing the feeling. So starts off, uh please consider an event in your

387

life that had meaning where you hoped that this event would happen.

388

P: I would have to go back to the charity I think Reece

389

I: okay

390

P: you know establishing this charity I think that’s probably in a sense my life’s work so far

391

I: okay

392

P: (Laughs) you know?

393

I: and just describe, briefly describe that feeling and describe the level of intensity of that

394

feeling.

395

P: um, well it’s back to what I was saying before about there’s been a low level of feeling.

396

When I had um, I had a sense that this was something that I was supposed to be doing and

397

the ideas started around running a retreat please really for people to come and convalesce

398

and people to come and you know take time out of the world, and Philip and I both had the

399

same thought at the same time driving along, I couldn’t believe it. It was like synchronicity

400

at its best you know that sense that I had this thought and he had this thought and we had

401

them separately and then I said to him I’ve just had this thought and told him and he went,

402

you know I’ve just had that thought as well and so we were like this is really weird. So we

403

thought you know there’s got to be something in that then for two people who aren’t even

404

in conversation with each other, we were just driving along in a car in silence having this

405

thought at the same time. So that kick-started if you will a hope, it gave me a starting point

406

for the hope and then it’s bumbled along with me wonderings and what ifs and how could

407

that happen and all of that, and all the thought processes that go along with engendering a

408

hope in me. And then I think for me there’s always been, when I’ve sat down with it and

409

prayed over it and different things there’s always been a sense of um anticipation – I think

410

that’s part of it, um a sense of possibility

411

I: mmmm

412

P: um a sense of daring to believe and I know if that sounds like a daft thing to say but when

138

413

you’ve had your hopes smashed and your trust battered like I have, daring to believe is

414

actually kind of a massive thing

415

I: okay

416

P: daring to believe that this could happen and that it could happen with me involved in it

417

and that I could be um contributory that I could be good enough to contribute to that. So
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this is been engendering a hope in me about the charity but also in me about me. You know,
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419

the sense of um developing a, as if God believes in me that I could do this. That’s been a

420

quite important aspect of this for me, it’s helped my confidence and my belief in whatever it

421

is that I’m experiencing in life is teaching me something that is enabling me to become the

422

person that I need to be to do this charity. Do you see what I mean? So it helps you to

423

manage the bad times as well because it helps you to believe that there’s purpose in your

424

experience

425

I: right okay
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427

P: so I think there’s that and so yeah and anticipation and excitement and it’s been building

428

slowly and then as the charity became formed, I’ve had my ups and downs in the sense of to

429

start off with I thought well you know what’s different really? We’ve got charitable status

430

but there’s nothing really different. Um I’m still doing what I do, I’m still seeing clients, I’m

431

just seeing them for free instead of getting paid for it because I’m seeing them for the

432

charity, they’re paying the charity you know what’s this about you know um and so in that

433

sense the hope fluctuates in the sense that I’m hoping that I’m doing the right thing but I’m

434

not really seeing it at the minute you know, but I think there’s also something there for me

435

about something deeper cause I see almost. It’s like what I was saying before about the

436

measurement of this in the sense that when I’m having those doubts my hope is a bit

437

superficial at times.

438

I: right

439

P: but underneath it all, that belief that God has got this for me and that he wants me to do

440

this and that there’s something actually. People keep saying to me this is going to be really

441

big Annie and I’m like can you just stop with that please cause it frightens me every time

442

you say it, and I’m like oh no don’t make it big I can’t cope, you know. But people believe in

443

what I’m doing which is like so cool, and so there’s something there about when I’m having

444

my doubts their hope carries me. You know, it’s like I can ride on the back of their hope until
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445

I find my own again, do you know what I mean? Which I think is important and especially I
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run a group called Overcomers and their all women who’ve survived abuse of one sort of
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447

another, and we do that for each other. I’ve written that in one of my assignments, this idea

448

that we can inner sense borrow hope from one another.
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449

I: right, that’s interesting.
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450

P: in a sense, do you see what I mean? It’s like when I haven’t got hope and I’m feeling like

451

it’s all a bit pants and it’s all going a bit wrong, they hope for me and they come in and say

452

oh I’ve had a row with my husband yesterday and I can’t seem to, that thing that I keep

453

doing that causes these arguments and I can’t put it right then we hope for them. You know

454

and it’s like it’s almost we carry each other along at some level which is beautiful actually

455

and I think that’s an important aspect of it for me. I don’t know whether that fits with your
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456

research the fact that in a sense offer encouragement to other that might help to re-
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457

establish their hope or engender hope in them you know, so I think that’s been an

458

important part for me. And the fact that these women believe in what I’m doing, they really

459

do believe in what I’m doing and they’ve experienced a safety in that group that they’ve

460

never experienced in their life before and so that really gives me a hop that what we’re

461

doing has got some real purpose and meaning to it and that’s when times like that you can

462

see it in me can’t you you know, that’s when I start to feel like this is really going to be so

463

cool. Even if it’s not big, even if it’s just us meeting around my dining table, it really doesn’t

464

matter cause this is so cool. What we’ve got here is so cool and I suppose in a sense what,

465

where my hope rises and falls is or not falls but you know the levels go up and down a little

466

bit, is that I have these injections of a good piece of client work where you see somebody

467

changing and coming through their trauma or learning to understand their trauma, living a

468

fuller life despite their trauma or you you know I see when I meet with the overcomers

469

we’ve got our first, not this Saturday, next Saturday we’ve got our first anniversary and it’s

470

like, I’m sitting there thinking we’ve been doing this for a year this is so cool. You know and

471

I’m thinking what can I take into the groups that’s going to give us that injection again

472

because that’s what happens to me when I see people growing, when I recognise that

473

people are healing Reece. Because this is my heart you know, this is the heart and the

474

passion behind the work is that that in itself gives me an injection of hope in a sense that it

475

confirms if you will that hope that I held on to all of those years was well place.

476

I: right okay.
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477

P: do you see what I mean? So there’s a sense there that it engenders itself, that it’s self-

478

perpetuating. Does that make sense?

479

I: it does it does. There’s something, a lot of what you said there is very very profound and

480

just to summarize a couple of things that have come out of that for me is that they’re really

481

are quite ground breaking and that is that you said that when you become hopeful it

482

exposes you and…

483

P: yup

484

I: and yeah when you become hopeful um you know, you also clearly become fearful at the

485

same instant and that actually you quote your words “dare to hope”. Now to me, that

486

suggests that hope needs courage. Now to over-come it, now that’s interesting because

487

that’s almost like a paradox because historically we’ve all thought that fear needed courage

488

to overcome it. The fact that you’ve said that hope needs courage to overcome it suggests

489

to me exactly what I’ve been thinking.

490

P: yeah

491

I: which is that hope and fear are…

492

P: they’re all a continuum

493

I: yeah

494

P: they’re the same world

495

I: yeah

496

P: absolutely

497

I: you know that hope, I’ve never heard anybody say before that you know, that dare to

498

hope um and so profoundly that hope needed such a degree of courage that’s powerful.

499

P: definitely and I think that you know the women at Overcomers would absolutely agree

500

with that. That in order to stay hopeful you have to sometimes it’s like, it’s a bit like you

501

know we read all these books and you know Nuber, Merskin, Frederick, Cinnabar you’ve got

502

to be positive and you’ve got to you know and part of me says you know, part of me reads

503

them sometimes and thinks you know that’s a bit unrealistic ladies and it’s not as simple as

504

that.

505

I: yeah

506

P: but the reality is that you know the daring to hope and the daring to believe that your life

507

doesn’t have to be governed by your history and that you don’t have to identify yourself

508

from what has happened to you is for a lot of these women a monumental schism in their
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509

thinking you know. So actually coming out of what you might call a victim mentality into a

510

place of daring to hope is like a huge stride for them you. And I see it month in month out.

511

I: it’s interesting isn’t it, I mean you always think of people being exposed to fear but I’m

512

starting to think in terms of being exposed to hope.

513

P: hope absolutely, absolutely.

514

I: you know being exposed to hope, for certain people it might be harder and take more

515

courage to expose themselves or to be exposed to hope than actually to be exposed to fear.

516

P: and yes yes because the women that I work with and some of the blokes as well that we

517

haven’t got a group of men yet Reece because we haven’t got enough blokes that are

518

interested in coming, but um but for me there’s something there about um in a sense fear

519

has been a way of life. So you know when you’ve been abused from an early age, and some

520

of us it’s I mean like for me its age three and four so you know and the neglect that I

521

experienced was even before that, so my whole life has been exposure to fear, what if I

522

don’t get looked after? What if I haven’t got food? What if I haven’t got this? What if I never

523

get a cuddle ever again? What if? What if? What if? You know, and so many women in the

524

group that had fairly early exposure to abuse and trauma so fear is their norm.

525

I: so I guess the only, the only…

526

P: so actually it’s more scary to hope than it is to fear.
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527

I: okay, so sometime to these people I would imagine that um one of the ways to out of fear
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528

if you like is acceptance. So basically you accept that it’s all bad, the worst is going to

529

happen.

530

P: yeah

531

I: then you’re in a state of letting it happen, so basically you become certainly become

532

hopeless in that situation, you just accept. And I think, I think the same actually applies um

533

for hope which again creates a very strong link and that is that if you just live in this state of

534

nothing goods going to happen, I’m not going to put myself out there to risk the good things

535

happening…

536

P: yeah, yeah

537

I: so you become again in this acceptance, sort of state of acceptance, um and I can see

538

again that strong link um between what are in their extremes potentially very painful

539

opposites depending on the situation to experience you know, to experience hope or to

540

experience fear for people.
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541

P: yeah, totally totally

542

I: okay, well next question…

543

P: next

544

I: in reverse, so an event in your life that had meaning where you really hoped that it would

545

not happen, I want you to describe that experience and feeling.

546

P: I think um the one that comes to mind and I tend to trust my intuition on this Reece, the

547

one that’s coming to mind is the breakdown of my marriage to the father of my children, I

548

think. Um and that was, I did everything I possibly could to stop that happening and ended

549

up broken in the process. Um, and I think for me there was having had a broken marriage

550

there was something there about not, not being able to um accept the fact that a second

551

marriage wasn’t working and in a sense accept the fact that the marriage maybe never

552

should have happened and it’s a difficult one ain’t it because I’ve got two beautiful children

553

out of that marriage so I don’t regret it, not at all and he and I are good friends which is

554

beautiful. We call each other brother and sister which is lovely um but there was a sense

555

there of recognition that my marriage wasn’t in fact a marriage, that it was more of a

556

relationship of brother and sister and so it became in a sense something unnatural if that

557

makes sense.

558

P: in a sense, something unnatural, if that makes sense, um, in the sense that you don’t

559

sleep with your brother, you know, that’s not right is it?

560

I: yeah absolutely.

561

P: so, there’s something there about when the realisation hit that actually we made a really

562

good brother and sister but we made a really rubbish husband and wife that um, trying to

563

create something falsely within a marriage to make it work and to make it happen that um,

564

the ultimately failed because it was incongruent, it was unauthentic, it was um, it not

565

allowing either of us to be fully who we are and so it had to come to an end and and I think

566

that for me, because I’d been brought up on you stay together for the children, and no

567

matter what the crisis in the family is you stay together for the children even if we’re

568

screaming at each other and throwing things at each other we stay together for the children

569

um so I I had this script in my head that said I mustn’t let this go, I mustn’t and it’s all the

570

shoulds and ought’s and you know the parental script, you know, and um, that was for me

571

devastating because I love their dad very much, he is he is he’s like the only brother I’ve

572

got, in that sense, he is he is I love him. Very definitely, I um, I experience a bond with him
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573

that I didn’t want to be broken but I knew that um, that the marriage wasn’t a marriage and

574

I think he came to that conclusion too and for me there was knowing that the children

575

would be devastated, that there would be all of this pain created, I think that was the real

576

thing for me and I suppose they um, the thing that I hoped wouldn’t happen was because of

577

the pain that it would create, you know the strain and brokenness that would result from it

578

um, and and at one level it did in the sense that, you know, the kids had to get used to living

579

with dad somewhere else and mum here and um, and and trying to reconcile themselves to

580

the fact that because dad wasn’t under the same roof, they didn’t actually see him much

581

because he didn’t choose to to be with them um and so there was a lot of pain created

582

through t hat, Reece, really and that was that was what held me in a place of um, trying to

583

stop it happening, you know, fearing so much, that the marriage would break was because

584

um, I didn’t, I really didn’t want the kids it wasn’t me. I thought, well I’ve made all these

585

mistakes if I experience pain, I experience pain, my choice, my decision, my whatever and

586

and if Alan exper ienced pain that was because he he couldn’t operate within the marriage

587

the way a husband needs to operate within a marriage so in a sense we’d made our choices

588

and that was up to us. But it was the impact on the children, it was the impact on those who

589

have no control over what’s happening so that they they just have to take whatever comes

590

and I think for me because of my history, having to take whatever comes that cau ses you

591

pain and disruption and and agonies and messes with your head was something that I was

592

so desperate not to inflict on my children.

593

I: so instilled into you was a real sense of of a certain um, morality in terms of what a

594

marriage is. And also I’d add to that you had the focus of not causing the most important

595

people in the world pain and hurt so is it right to sort of say that you um, would have felt

596

guilt, shame-

597

P: yeah, yeah

598

I: are those two the kind of, like the most

599

P: absolutely, absolutely…

600

I: yeah, definitely, and I think one of the things that was really important and I will

601

remember it ‘til the day I die was the day that Alan left. Um, I packed up a load of stuff for

602

him, sent him off as if he was leaving home um, because I cared about him and I wanted him

603

to be okay um and after he went with the door closed and car pulled off the drive and I

604

came into our living room and collapsed in a heap on a rug in front of the fire, I remember it
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605

really well and I don’t think I have ever felt so hopeless in my entire life

606

I: right

607

P: you know, I got tears, there’s something there about, uh, about the total, coming to the

608

total end of my hope and every… everything that I could possibly try to make it work, to

609

make this okay, to make this happen, to, you know, it’s like Schneider again, isn’t it? I’ve got

610

loads of will and loads of goal but actually in a sense, no way, you know because I tried, I

611

tried every way I could think of to make this work and it still wasn’t working and so I came to
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a real point of hopelessness and a sense of myself as a complete failure, completely useless,
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613

um, and I think that that for me, um, and and there in , it’s interesting to see there’s a story

614

behind that and I met God then, I met god in a very real way, Reece, he came and spoke to

615

me in a very real way and gave me a picture in my mind about acceptance and about being

616

loved and about being um being granted permission into his presence which was massive.

617

At a point when everything in me had died and collapsed and come to end of itself you

618

know and sometimes I think again we’re back to hope and fear aren’t we in the sense that

619

when I come to end of my hope, when I come to the end of everything I thought was true

620

and real and d’you know what? The only thing left was God and and that to me was and

621

even then, you know, I had this beautiful picture in my mind of of myself as a little tiny girl,

622

as about three, running into kind of God’s throne room as it were, you know, daddy!!! And

623

jumping on his lap and it was as if he gave me this picture to say that’s how I see you, even

624

though… even though you are at the lowest point of your life so far, you know, that’s how I

625

see you. You know and it was so bizarre at some level and I remember actually saying to him

626

that doesn’t make sense to me where I am beca use where I am there is no hope t here is no

627

hope, I don’t feel umm, I felt love, but I didn’t feel hope or purpose or a sense of being able

628

to put it right and make it good again, you know? And so that was, I think, that for me was

629

the most hopeless place I ever felt, I think.

630

I: what you’ve described there, for me, just to sort of like throw a conceptualize it

631

P: yeah… yeah

632

I: just to see how you feel, is if if we consider hope and fear as exactly the same thing in a

633

circle in a ball.

634

P: yeah

635

I: and then we draw a line to try and find out what the opposite is because previously

636

people think hope might be you know, opposites but I’m gonna say hope and fear are one
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637

bubble here and I’m gonna draw a line and I’m gonna suggest that at the opposite end of

638

hope is actually despair.

639

P: yeah, absolutely

640

I: and if we put a bubble that says hope and fear we’re gonna have a bubble that says

641

despair and something else and I’m gonna put despair and acceptance as the opposite end.

642

P: yeah, despair and-

643

I: acceptance

644

P: right

645

I: so, the reason I’m gonna put that, I’m gonna see how you feel about that is is that the

646

definite- If I had lost all sense of hope, um, I then um, in a sense of despair I can see no way

647

forward um and I’m in this painful state of despair. If I if I um, in a state where my fears

648

have been realized um, my own experience of that is that I normally reach a state of

649

acceptance, okay, it’s happened now, I accept it. Now I actually think you can do the same-

650

P: that’s the healthy reaction, Reece

651

I: yeah

652

P: that’s the healthy reaction-

653

I: but I think you can despair as well. I think you can also despair, so I think when fears are

654

realised you can despair. Um. And I think that when when hopes are dashed you are

655

basically, um, you know, you go the other way as well, on one hand despair and acceptance

656

work for both hope and for both fear on the opposite end, how do you feel about that?

657

P: Yeh, yeh I think your right and the sort of thing that was coming to mind there was and I

658

am trying to think of the word not really submission so much as umm you know that sense

659

when something happens and people go OK just get on with it you know it’s that kinda

660

recognition

661

I: I think its acceptance

662

P: The acceptance that’s the healthy way of processing it but the unhealthy way might be

663

the despair but it might also be a disillusionment or a a resignation to something in the
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sense that I think the disillusionment of I think is an important part because I think
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disillusionment for me has been an experience of the opposite of hope in the sense that

666

hope umm or maybe disillusionment is the opposite to faith I’m not sure because if you

667

think about hope being something as you were saying before that is, that is different to

668

faith in the sense that faith encapsulates also an enlightenment yeh, then I guess at the
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669

opposite end of maybe, maybe it’s the opposite end of faith is the disillusionment in the

670

sense of I can no longer see, I can no longer perceive, I can no longer understand, do you

671

see what I mean and I think in a sense there’s something there about that that I was

672

experiencing at that time was that sense of I can’t see this anymore I can’t see how to

673

umm move forward anymore, I can’t see where any hope might be at this time and so

674

there’s a sense there for me of that, yeh, disillusionment because to me disillusionment is

675

about the lack of a picture, the lack of being able to see something or formulate something,

676

even if it’s an illusion (laugh)
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677

I: Do you know what I think, I think that I’m not sure what the labels are yet but I, I, you
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678

know there may be better labels or labels with clarification because I think, I think despair

679

probably could encapsulate a lot of that

680

P: disillusionment as well

681

I: yeh I think acceptance also could work as long as you strip away, cause I know

682

acceptance in positive psychology and in counselling has a specific applied meaning and it’s

683

a positive kind of thing but actually I think you can accept the terrible things that are about

684

to happen in a negative way as well

685

P: yeh

686

I: but whether there is a less confusing label like, resignation like whatever it is but I think, I

687

think we may be onto something you know with that that actually, actually, you know hope

688

and fear are here together and there is an opposite to it, but they are not the opposite of

689

each other..

690

P: totally, yeh, yeh

691

I: I would say…

692

P: I think for me that acceptance and resignation I think, there’s a beautiful Disney or

693

somebody like that, it’s a cartoon and it’s called the emperor’s new groove and it’s just a

694

fab film, it’s one of these ones with a moral and it’s about llamas and stuff and its so cool

695

but there’s this one bit where there’s the king and John Goodman and they are both

696

cartoon characters and they’re stuck down a ravine back to back with their feet on the

697

sides of the ravine you know, they are trying to figure out how to walk up the ravine to get

698

out and you know, you know, what are our odds well you know we got this and the shear

699

certainty of death and the next thing and the king says ‘bring it on’ you know, now to me

700

there’s something in there about that’s a resignation. When you, when you kind of look and
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701

you go, you know what I haven’t really got a choice here, that’s the resignation. This is going

702

to happen whether I like it or not, that’s resignation and its maybe sometimes resignation is

703

a step on the way to acceptance, I think acceptance for me is a heart and a head
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mechanism, I think you can accept something in a sense, cognitively without accepting it in
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your, in your heart or your gut. You know but I think when your heart and your head or your

706

gut and your head get together and say ok.. This is what has happened for good or ill, this is

707

what has happened. Now, now I have choices, now I can stop and look at it properly I can

708

figure out a way forward or a way umm of understanding it and gain some resolution round

709

it for me that’s the point of acceptance whereas before that I think you get, you get to a

710

resignation about something, you know and I think in a sense that’s part of my despair when

711

I was on the rug in the living room was that sense of resignation, I’ve tried everything I can

712

try and none of its worked so I’m resigned to fact this marriage is over but it wasn’t until I

713

went over it and over it and over it again, I mean we had done the couples therapy, we had

714

done all the bells and whistles and we still hadn’t managed to get it to work and it wasn’t

715

until I turned over in my own mind that probably going on for 12 months of looking at him

716

and looking at me and looking at what we co-created and recognising that it wasn’t a

717

healthy environment for the children actually , that I gained an acceptance of the decision I

718

had made that this marriage wasn’t healthy and couldn’t work and that actually wasn’t

719

healthy for the children either so in a sense I was able to counter some of those old scripts

720

of ‘you got to stay together for the children’ my argument then became and my rational

721

then became umm actually that the environment that we created wasn’t health for the

722

children, for us or for the children so staying together for the children sake was not the

723

health thing to do, wasn’t the right thing to do and then I could except my decision. I had to

724

have a process of head and heart and experience and observation that all bought together

725

to say no I made the right decision, I made the right decision and I’ve never regretted it

726

Reece, and I think when you get to that point of acceptance it, you don’t have regret

727

anymore, does that make sense ?

728

I: it does, I’m just to get this out there I’m just, just while it’s in my brain it seems to me

729

that we choose hopes and we avoid sort of like fears but, but actually interestingly I think

730

that if, if the opposite end of hope is despair that’s more terrifying than the opposite end of

731

fear because if the opposite end of fear is acceptance or resignation we may be running

732

away from the fears and they may seem scary and we, we avoid them, but actually umm I
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733

think a wise man once said the only thing to turn to fear is fear itself but actually once we

734

get to that point it’s not that scary but despair is a truly terrifying place I think

735

P: absolutely

736

I: so, so that again creates quite a powerful link with hope and fear if, you know if we are

737

choosing hopes and you already said, it takes quite a lot of courage, probably because we

738

recognise if we fall from that hope we are falling to quite a dark pit, a pit of despair

739

P: absolutely

740

I: Whereas fears are often not chosen by us but given to us so we deal with them, ok

741

they’re scary they get us running away, they get us motivated, get that fight or flight so I can

742

definitely see that hope is quite scary and the other thing you said there umm which you

743

touched on, for you the fear of your, you know that you’re hoping the event that didn’t

744

happen was your marriage breakdown because of the, the shame of I’m going against what

745

I was bought up to believe and the guilt of hurting incredibly important people umm in your

746

life, so, if that’s the case, if you think back to my umm back to symposium it was agreed by

747

various experts that there are 5 fears that we all share. 1 of those fears was what we call

748

ego death and that came into shame, guilt and all of that so we have this ingrained fear of,

749

of, of being ashamed, being you know, being ashamed for and having that level of guilt, so

750

we avoid it as a fear, but actually this has come out of your hoping it wouldn’t event so

751

again to me this links umm and suggests hoping that something wouldn’t is just another way

752

of labelling the you know, the fear that it will umm side of things, you know what would you

753

say to that?

754

P: I would say that they’re probably one of the same sometimes and it’s that, its again it’s

755

about the continuum isn’t it of the hoping that it will fear or that it won’t or hoping that it

756

won’t fearing that it will. I mean they are, they are the same world aren’t they?..

757

I: I think so

758

P: and for me again it’s what we were saying earlier on about the balance its keeping the

759

balance between the hope and the fear enables us to access all, all of our functioning, it you

760

know, it’s like the, I’ve described the autonomic nervous system as being sliders, do you

761

know what I mean? Like on a sound desk

762

I: Yeh, ye

763

P: you don’t want too much fear that its gonna, its gonna freeze you on the sport, you know,

764

you want enough fear that its going to motivate you and it’s going to power you but you
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765

want enough of your parasympathetic system moving that your broader functioning doesn’t

766

shut down…

767

I: which tells you, tells you where you want to go i.e. the goal as opposed to just running

768

blindly in one direction.

769

P: that’s it, that’s it coz when you just feel, when you just run blindly you don’t know where

770

you’re going as long as it’s not here you’re alright

771

I: or freeze or go nuts….

772

P: that’s it

773

I: ok that’s really interesting umm it is 10.55 is there anything else you want to say

774

P: I don’t know I’m just sitting there thinking is there anything else I want to say, no, no I

775

don’t think so Reece, I’m, I’m just I think fo r me I’m just wondering if I’ve really answered

776

the questions cause I often do that I go off on a thought and I think did I actually answer the

777

question but umm I think for me I, I just want to wish you all the best with what you’re

778

doing because it sounds really exciting umm I hope that what I’ve contributed is, is

779

valuable, you know it’s something that you can use and work with and formulate you know

780

along with all the other ideas and other interviews and all of that into something that you

781

can give form to and your voice to umm so that gives you something that you can yes,

782

formulate into the best way into your dissertation cause I’m, I love this stuff, this stuff is so

783

good and its now important that we got pioneers out there

784

I: yes I agree

785

P: that’s really important – I’m just going to have to silence my phone a minute, so there’s

786

just I suppose for me again its hope isn’t it, hope that you know this is going to come good

787

for you and that you get what you need from this process because I get a sense of how

788

much you’ve invested in it Reece and I also got a sense that symposium are resonated with

789

you, a lot of the symposium because I wonder sometime, you seem quite a humble sort of

790

bloke anyway which I think is part of you but there is something there about believing in

791

yourself to do this and believing in yourself to get this nailed and to quantify this in a way

792

that is going to get you what you need from it and I totally resonate with that, I mean I am

793

only on year 1 doing 3500 assignments and I’m still looking at it saying has this said what I

794

want it to say, you know is this making any sense to anybody else other than me and all of

795

that and am I completely up the wall or what, you know, and I got a sense there from you

796

that you have some very clear ideas and very definitive things that your exploring and want
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797

to prove with evidence, not prove but evidence, and research but I also got a sense there of

798

maybe a more vulnerable part of Reece you know, who, who is kind of offering something

799

that is very much part of him and out there and that makes us vulnerable and I really value

800

and respect that and I think that’s part of the daring to hope Reece, it that sense of, cause,

801

in daring to hope we make ourselves vulnerable.

802

I: of course we do

803

P: don’t we, and so I think I just wanted to put blessings on everything that you are doing

804

and umm you know salam

805

I: yeh, yeh peace to you as well alaikum salam. I’m going to stop the interview there

806

11oclock two minutes to 11 and we will have a brief catch up .
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Appendix 11 - Table of Themes
This report was generated by Reece Coker on Oct 20, 2016 7:08:39 PM for the following file: Interviews HOPE.qrk

Quirks Summary
Quirk Title

Parent

CONTROL

Grandparent

Total
Codes

Description

Author

Date

Encompasses the level of control percieved and ability to
influence the outcome

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:59:03
PM

63

UNCERTAINTY

CONTROL

Where there was clear uncertainty

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:00:13
PM

37

CHOICE

CONTROL

Where a choice was made or considered

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:00:32
PM

14

CERTAINTY

CONTROL

Where there was clear uncertainty

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:00:50
PM

6

ACTION

CONTROL

Where action was taken and had an impact

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:59:35
PM

29

CHANCE

CONTROL

The concept of chance and luck

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:59:52
PM

6

Where there is a sense of movement, change or focus on
this

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:03:05
PM

25

PROGRESS,
MOVEMENT &
CHANGE

TIME - PAST,
PRESENT, FUTURE

PROGRESS,
MOVEMENT &
CHANGE

Where the concept of time is clearly discussed

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:49:24
PM

13

GOALS & VISION

PROGRESS,
MOVEMENT &
CHANGE

Where emphasis is placed on a goal or future state

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:48:42
PM

19

Where fear is experienced, observed or interpreted

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:11:31
PM

106

Where anticipation of an outcome gives rise to a feeling not

Reece

Sep 7,

11

FEAR

ANTICIPATION

FEAR
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quite crossing over into fear

Coker

2016
4:11:45
PM

DENIAL &
DELUSION

FEAR

Includes avoidance and denial resulting from the likliehood
of a fear invoking event. This category also includes
dellusion in the context of convincing oneself that it isnt
happening.

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:11:19
PM

25

ACCEPTANCE

FEAR

Where acceptance of outcome relating to fear is experienced
or discussed

Reece
Coker

Aug 30,
2016
2:59:29
PM

14

DISPAIR

FEAR

WHere dispair is experienced or discussed as a result of
experiencing fear

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:11:31
PM

13

MEANING

Describes the meaning of hope as a concept and also
intrinsically

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:03:34
PM

61

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

Links to Hope theory and explores motivation as a concept

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:07:27
PM

51

HOPE FOR SELF

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

Internal hope - focussed on self

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:17:04
PM

8

HOPE FOR OTHERS

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

Externally focussed hope. Hoping for others

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:17:19
PM

35

ENERGY

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

Where energy is discussed

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:05:14
PM

3

DIFFICULTY

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

Where the levels of difficulty are discussed

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:06:14
PM

7

OPTIMISM &
PESSIMISM

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

Where optimism or pessimism is discussed or observed

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:10:49
PM

8

PATHWAYS

AGENCY /
MOTIVATION

From Snyder's model

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:16:50
PM

17

Where emotional components, elements or processes are
discussed

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:03:20
PM

36

Mental processes and thought

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:51:59

11

EMOTIONAL

COGNITIVE

EMOTIONAL
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12:51:59
PM
RESILIENCE,
DETERMINATION &
PERSERVERENCE

EMOTIONAL

Where there is adversity and yet continuence

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:53:02
PM

18

Vulnerability

EMOTIONAL

Where vulnerability is discussed or can be related to the
discussion

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:50:58
PM

11

Courage

EMOTIONAL

Where courage is present, discussed or can be inferred as
being present

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:51:32
PM

18

Where hope and fear are discussed and linked, or where
related concepts are considered with polarity and duality

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
1:02:57
PM

32

POLARITY &
DUALITY

POSITIVE HOPE

POLARITY &
DUALITY

Hope focussed on the positive - "hoping it will".

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:15:02
PM

43

NEGATIVE HOPE

POLARITY &
DUALITY

Where the negative aspect of hope is experienced, in terms
of "hoping that it doesnt happen".

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:56:15
PM

42

LOSS AND GAIN

POLARITY &
DUALITY

Includes risk and reward

Reece
Coker

Sep 7,
2016
4:14:50
PM

32

WISHFUL THINKING

POLARITY &
DUALITY

Where wishes are made and where the emotion is not as
strong as hope

Reece
Coker

Oct 4,
2016
12:54:51
PM

16

TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES

835

TOTAL NUMBER OF QUIRKS

32
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Appendix 12: Clustering of Themes and Hierarchy
Quirk Hierarchy: CONTROL

Quirk Hierarchy: PROGRESS, MOVEMENT &
CHANGE

Quirk Hierarchy: FEAR
155

Quirk Hierarchy: FEAR

Quirk Hierarchy: AGENCY / MOTIVATION

Quirk Hierarchy: EMOTIONAL
156

Quirk Hierarchy: EMOTIONAL

Quirk Hierarchy: POLARITY & DUALITY

157

Appendix 13: Thematic Analysis with Illustrative
Quotes
TIME - PAST,
PRESENT, FUTURE

Text Sorted by Theme

”

it means it’s something about the future

Source: Source 1
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”

So I’m very much future focused, moving towards

Source: Source 1

”

I’m in the present moment

Source: Source 1

”

I think the hopeful bit is more future orientated.

Source: Source 1

”

And not in the present moment, with it, you’re thinking about something that is going to happen

Source: Source 1

”

rather than it being happening now

Source: Source 1

”

So maybe just before the actual outcome, that’s when I might now get what I want. So that’s, realising that you

know, this is the moment when ill find out one way or the other.

Source: Source 1

”

where something happens a lot quicker, then you don’t get a chance to deploy hope. That’s why its so hard.

Source: Source 2

”

You know you think about, say, somebody having a heart attack and dropping down dead, then you don’t have

a chance to hope that their end will be, you don’t get a chance to go through the process.

Source: Source 2

”

I think it can do, I think it can give you something to move towards, it can give you a goal to go towards, you

know you hope for a better future, I feel there’s a lot of people hoping for a better future coming 23 rd June.

Source: Source 3

”

I started then getting excited, looking to the future and also on that point, I started checking out of my role within

159

”

I started then getting excited, looking to the future and also on that point, I started checking out of my role within

the civil service, id already mentally started moving in to this world in my head and what I was going to do. I started
reaching and setting up my own business understanding tax forms. I ’d already started planning for that things
happening because in my mind that was what I absolutely wanted

Source: Source 3

”

I could see the future, emm and the future emerged through bullying something I was really interested in and

the future just kept getting clearer in my head as I went along, thinking it could be like this. So with that, there was an
absolute amount of fear in it.

Source: Source 4

”

There’s also another piece here where, hope is actually of a future, it’s something that you actually desire.

Source: Source 4

POSITIVE HOPE

”

it’s a good, a good thing that I want to happen.

Source: Source 1

”

I: Okay, so you’re sure that its positive, yeah?

P: For me yeah

Source: Source 1

”

I tend to hope for things to happen rather than hope for things not to happen for me

Source: Source 1

”

it’s usually that I’m hoping for something to happen. I tend not to use the frame of hoping it doesn’t happen.

Source: Source 1

”

I hope that she does well and I hopeful for her that she succeeds

Source: Source 1

160

”

P: And I much prefer the other one where I hope she does well rather than hope she doesn’t fail.

Source: Source 1

”

I might have a preferred path about where I want to go, so it ’s like well I’m hoping that I’ll go down this one

because that’s the one I like

Source: Source 1

”

P: If I’m hopeful for something and I’m moving towards it, it feels good.

Source: Source 1

”

and when I’’m hoping that something does happen its more positive.

Source: Source 1

”

wanting it to happen, wanting it before it happened

Source: Source 1

”

before I got pregnant it was hoping because you’re hoping that you will

Source: Source 1

”

because it’s something that I want to have happen

Source: Source 1

”

P: So I tend to need to think, look for something hopeful in that situation

Source: Source 1

”

P: If you’re hoping that something will or won’t happen, it’s a way of helping your brain rationalise it

Source: Source 2
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”

I think for me certainly if there is a circumstance where I’m really hoping that something will or won’t happen

that I can’t control, I will find things within my life that I can control.

Source: Source 2

”

For me hope is positive, you know I hope that things won’t happen, and so that’s an avoidance mechanism,

because I’m hoping that the event won’t happen, because I don’t want it to, so, but for me, it feels like a positive
process

Source: Source 2

”

P: Which is obviously the flip-side, but the process of taking steps to be able to put order for me is a hopeful,

is a positive thing, because it helps me feel that I’m doing something.

Source: Source 2

”

in terms of a light side to fear , yes I think that, I think fear can be galvanising as well as it can be paralysing.

Source: Source 2

”

I think there is a positive and a negative side to emotions

Source: Source 2

”

I just thought “I hope she gets better soon”

Source: Source 2

”

I was fearful that It would happen, I was fearful, part of why I was hoping so desparately that it would go away

was that I was fearful it wouldn’t.

Source: Source 2

”

because I am quite positive in my outlook on life, I usually flip something that I don’t want to happen into

thinking that the opposite will.

Source: Source 2

”

so whenever there is s omething that I don’t want to happen, I hope for the opposite, which is the positive.
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”

so whenever there is s omething that I don’t want to happen, I hope for the opposite, which is the positive.

Source: Source 2

”

I think a lot of it is sown to perspective, and perhaps the way that you see the world. And whether you are

coming from an approach or avoidance motivation.

Source: Source 2

”

my natural stance is always to want something positive to happen, understanding that the flipside is that it

wont, and then the negative thing.

Source: Source 2

”

P: Its almost if you don’t fear that the opposite will happen, are you really hoping?

Source: Source 2

”

Is it a positive goal setting model? Um, and whats the difference between that version of hope and the version

that we have been talking about which is where you don’t have influence and control over the outcome.

Source: Source 2

”

but so as an umberella there was always this sense of ok, I really want him to get this, and what can I do to

help him get it, and so it was a background emotion rather than a foreground emotion.

Source: Source 2

”

I probably wouldn’t draw it as a curve, you know plotting it on a graph, but I would describe it as foreground

and background, you know, respite is a good word in that when I was taking action, you know, the “I really hope he gets
it” wasn’t foreground in my mind, it waswhat can I do to help. So, it, the hope receeded in terms of its prominence.

Source: Source 2

”

I think you can hope for good things to happen or hope for, hope that bad things don’t happen but I assume you

mean that can you hope to the point that its not positive for you to do so.

Source: Source 3

”

You know, if you think of people in hostage situations and umm perhaps kept hostage for 5-7 years you know

163

”

You know, if you think of people in hostage situations and umm perhaps kept hostage for 5-7 years you know

like McCarthy was, and I read his book and I met the chap as I’m quite interested in it. For him he had no access to
external news, he had no access to letters from his family, very limited so all he had was the hope that one day he
would get through and that kind of kept him going.

Source: Source 3

”

I did everything I could do, sent all the information off, and hope kicked in. Hope for me at that point was I really

really hope that they come back with a figure and come back with an acceptance that I can take a severance and go.

Source: Source 3

”

I started then getting excited, looking to the future and also on that point, I started checking out of my role within

the civil service, id already mentally started moving in to this world in my head and what I was going to do. I started
reaching and setting up my own business understanding tax forms. I ’d already started planning for that things
happening because in my mind that was what I absolutely wanted

Source: Source 3

”

there is no way of hoping in my mind if its not something that matters to you and it'll make a difference and

its something you want.

Source: Source 3

”

I didn’t want to waste energy on fear and didn’t want to waste energy on the what if because I had done

everything I could, if there were things I should've done but hadn't done I might have been fearful then but when you
put everything you can in to something then what's left to do than just hope

Source: Source 3

”

There was a hope that she would get through this okay and there wont be any lasting problems. My energy

wasn’t actually put in to the hope, my energy was put in to getting through one day at a time really.

Source: Source 3

”

hope for me is that it likes a wish that something would happen or something wouldn’t happen

Source: Source 4

”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I

164

”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I

could do nothing to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be different.

Source: Source 4

”

Right up until maybe a week before she died, you do think there, going to, you know come up with a drug that’s

on trial that has, and your head is telling you that nothing is going to reverse this, but you’re still there and you’re hoping
that it will happen and then she moved in to the hospice and then you know it’s over, but hope finishes then and its
replaced with a different type of hope then.

Source: Source 4

”

So you hope that the end will be easy, you hope that she’s going somewhere else

Source: Source 4

”

the two are inextricably linked

Source: Source 5

”

I have a massive amount of hope around this charity because I cannot make this happen on my own. Do you

see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

I think the hope is in the charity the hope is in God to do what God does but there doubt maybe is in me.

Source: Source 5

HOPE FOR SELF
165

HOPE FOR SELF

”

If I applied it, that was an internal thing for me on just how I approach things

Source: Source 1

”

P: I would say it’s fairly balanced, obviously you know I’ve got things I’m hopeful for myself

Source: Source 1

”

P: Probably a bit more anxiety

Source: Source 1

”

it wasn’t fear that was the motivator.

Source: Source 1

”

She hopes she’s going to lose weight, but she does nothing to do it!

Source: Source 2

”

there is no way of hoping in my mind if its not something that matters to you and it'll make a difference and

its something you want.

Source: Source 3

”

It was motivating and a felt myself getting excited by it. Where I was, I was not feeling excited at all I was

feeling quite numb and so it brought life back to me.

Source: Source 3

”

Because in a scenario like that, if you’re very hopeful, if it doesn’t work out for you or the person then you’re i

n shock. If the fear becomes too much you’re not any good to anybody either because you’re a shivering wreck.

Source: Source 4

HOPE FOR OTHERS

”

but then I was thinking, am I the same when I think about what I want for other people. So I think sometimes if
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”

but then I was thinking, am I the same when I think about what I want for other people. So I think sometimes if

it’s another person then I’d hope that something doesn’t happen to them.

Source: Source 1

”

I: Okay, that’s interesting, so the 3rd party may change the dynamic a little bit you think.
P: Yeah it did, it did more.

Source: Source 1

”

daughters just finished her finals

Source: Source 1

”

I thought, well what’s it like if I think about it from both points of view, so obviously I hope that she does well and

I hopeful for her that she succeeds and gets the grades she wants, so that was one. And then I also hope she doesn’t
fail.

Source: Source 1

”

but obviously you know people who are around me that are important to me, I want good things to happen to

them

Source: Source 1

”

particular situation where my father in law wasn’t very well and so he was going to the hospital for a diagnosis.

Source: Source 1

”

father in law,

Source: Source 1

”

P: So, if we were going back to my father in law, there were a lot of hurdles that we as a family needed to get over

Source: Source 1

”

I hope she is at peace, I hope that she doesn’t suffer, I hope she… I hope my dad is ok
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”

I hope she is at peace, I hope that she doesn’t suffer, I hope she… I hope my dad is ok

Source: Source 2

”

I just thought “I hope she gets better soon”

Source: Source 2

”

I hope she is not in pain, I hope she doesn’t suffer.

Source: Source 2

”

In the background siort of like an umberalla was this whole sense of I really want him to get this.

Source: Source 2

”

I'm not sure I would've put so much in to hope then, not in that circumstance no. I am thinking back to another

time when my daughter was ill and I was hoping that she would get better, there was nothing I could do then at all.

Source: Source 3

”

I just had to rely on doctors so I just hoped she got better then, but that was different feeling. That was almost

a helplessness, it was more a desire than hope, it was more of a worry for her,. It wasn’t the same sort of feeling at all.

Source: Source 3

”

There was a hope that she would get through this okay and there wont be any lasting problems. My energy

wasn’t actually put in to the hope, my energy was put in to getting through one day at a time really

Source: Source 3

”

my son is living in America, when he made that decision to go to America, and he started talking about it, I

hoped he wouldn’t go.

Source: Source 4

”

I wouldn’t get involved in his decision because it’s his life, his decision. I’m his Mum I can’t dictate how he
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”

I wouldn’t get involved in his decision because it’s his life, his decision. I’m his Mum I can’t dictate how he

spends his life, so I opted out

Source: Source 4

”

I wouldn’t allow my fears of living without him to affect his decision.

Source: Source 4

”

I hoped he would come home. And I hoped that when he got married that his wife might love Ireland so much

that she might, that she might like to live her too but I wasn’t going to actually get involved in their decision.

Source: Source 4

”

I think it was understanding that its hope that I shouldn’t control or try to

Source: Source 4

”

I could have to some extent. I could have actually influenced his decision. But I just hoped not to because it

wouldn’t have been the right thing to do.

Source: Source 4

”

if I thought he was going in to danger and I thought that going to America he was going to put himself in to

danger I would’ve absolutely

Source: Source 4

”

if I was afraid of that kind of, I was afraid of him going, and you know I am definitely, its different kind of fear

though, it’s a fear of separation, or loneliness, of that kind of stuff, but if I thought he was in danger id have done
everything to stop him from going.

Source: Source 4

”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I

could do nothing to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be different.

Source: Source 4

”

I couldn’t do anything about it apart from be there with her, so for me that’s hope without any control
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”

I couldn’t do anything about it apart from be there with her, so for me that’s hope without any control

Source: Source 4

”

I definitely hoped and I prayed and I, every time they came with some little, we’re going to try this or we’re

going to try that, there ’s that hope that then again this one will work. But I could do absolutely nothing and there was
so much fear there.

Source: Source 4

”

So you hope that the end will be easy, you hope that she’s going somewhere else

Source: Source 4

”

I suppose in the very beginning you thought you had no hope and maybe the way we approached it was we

were not gonna give up, just making sure she wasn’t afraid or that kind of stuff.

Source: Source 4

”

and you’re hopeful that for her, there’s something else for her and that we will move on and you know that’s

the hope, it keeps you so far and realism turns in and then starts to be a different kind of hope.

Source: Source 4

”

Because in a scenario like that, if you’re very hopeful, if it doesn’t work out for you or the person then you’re i

n shock. If the fear becomes too much you’re not any good to anybody either because you’re a shivering wreck.

Source: Source 4

”

I have a massive amount of hope around this charity because I cannot make this happen on my own. Do you

see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

and I’m like oh no don’t make it big I can’t cope, you know. But people believe in what I’m doing which is like so

cool, and so there’s something there about when I’m having my doubts their hope carries me.

Source: Source 5

”

it’s like I can ride on the back of their hope until I find my own again
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”

it’s like I can ride on the back of their hope until I find my own again

Source: Source 5

”

I’ve written that in one of my assignments, this idea that we can inner sense borrow hope from one another.

Source: Source 5

”

we carry each other along at some level which is beautiful actually and I think that’s an important aspect of it

for me.

Source: Source 5

NEGATIVE HOPE

”

I tend not to use the frame of hoping it doesn’t happen.

Source: Source 1

”

but then I was thinking, am I the same when I think about what I want for other people. So I think sometimes if

it’s another person then I’d hope that something doesn’t happen to them.

Source: Source 1

”

And then I also hope she doesn’t fail.

Source: Source 1

”

P: And I much prefer the other one where I hope she does well rather than hope she doesn’t fail.

Source: Source 1

”

P: It makes me feel different about it.

Source: Source 1

”

When I was doing a I’m hoping it doesn’t happen, I get a different feeling then. And that us ually I’m hoping
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”

When I was doing a I’m hoping it doesn’t happen, I get a different feeling then. And that us ually I’m hoping

that something doesn’t happen and it’ll be something I don’t want and that doesn’t feel so good.

Source: Source 1

”

going to get some diagnosis of something so there was something different between hoping it wouldn’t be too

bad, hoping that it wouldn’t be something and a lot of us were thinking we hope it wouldn’t be cancer

Source: Source 1

”

you know, and we were focusing on the negative things

Source: Source 1

”

not wanting something to happen.

Source: Source 1

”

P: So that felt quite different to hoping for something that I more positive

Source: Source 1

”

so I guess when I’m hoping that something doesn’t happen it’s got more of a negative connotation for me

Source: Source 1

”

all through the pregnancy I was h opeful that everything was going to b e alright

Source: Source 1

”

through the pregnancy you’re hopeful that all the different stage that everything is, so when you go for a scan

you’re hoping

Source: Source 1

”

I: For example, umm how did you feel in the run up to having the scans, you know whilst the scan was being
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”

I: For example, umm how did you feel in the run up to having the scans, you know whilst the scan was being

done and whilst you’re waiting for them to kind of get their baring’s before they announce to you what you want to
hear. How did you feel?
P: Umm, a bit scared

Source: Source 1

”

we didn’t want him to be ill

Source: Source 1

”

So we got the diagnosis that we didn’t want

Source: Source 1

”

because it was something we were hoping wouldn’t happen

Source: Source 1

”

P: If you’re hoping that something will or won’t happen, it’s a way of helping your brain rationalise it

Source: Source 2

”

I think for me certainly if there is a circumstance where I’m really hoping that something will or won’t happen

that I can’t control, I will find things within my life that I can control.

Source: Source 2

”

because it’s that, you know, the hoping that something won’t happen is not a comfortable process, and that

bits not positive, because you are fearful that it will.

Source: Source 2

”

in terms of a light side to fear , yes I think that, I think fear can be galvanising as well as it can be paralysing.

Source: Source 2

”

I think there is a positive and a negative side to emotions
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”

I think there is a positive and a negative side to emotions

Source: Source 2

”

P: So, the one that made, the one that meant the most to me, when my mum was diagnosed with cancer. And, I really
hoped that it wasn’t going to be terminal.

Source: Source 2

”

I was fearful that It would happen, I was fearful, part of why I was hoping so desparately that it would go away

was that I was fearful it wouldn’t.

Source: Source 2

”

Brexit! I was really hoping that wasn’t going to happen, really hoping that wasn’t going to happen, and its, like

with my mum, I was really hoping that wasn’t going to happen.

Source: Source 2

”

so whenever there is s omething that I don’t want to happen, I hope for the opposite, which is the positive.

Source: Source 2

”

I think a lot of it is sown to perspective, and perhaps the way that you see the world. And whether you are

coming from an approach or avoidance motivation.

Source: Source 2

”

my natural stance is always to want something positive to happen, understanding that the flipside is that it

wont, and then the negative thing.

Source: Source 2

”

P: Its almost if you don’t fear that the opposite will happen, are you really hoping?

Source: Source 2

”

I think you can hope for good things to happen or hope for, hope that bad things don’t happen but I assume you
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”

I think you can hope for good things to happen or hope for, hope that bad things don’t happen but I assume you

mean that can you hope to the point that its not positive for you to do so.

Source: Source 3

”

and also to the extent that sometimes people feel so paralysed with fear that they just say to themselves that I

just can’t do anything and they’ll just leave it to hope as well when there might be things they could do.

Source: Source 3

”

because if you don’t have hope and you only have fear, so when things are pretty dire what is it that’s going to

motivate you to keep going.

Source: Source 3

”

hope for me is that it likes a wish that something would happen or something wouldn’t happen

Source: Source 4

”

my son is living in America, when he made that decision to go to America, and he started talking about it, I

hoped he wouldn’t go.

Source: Source 4

”

I hoped he would come home. And I hoped that when he got married that his wife might love Ireland so much

that she might, that she might like to live her too but I wasn’t going to actually get involved in their decision.

Source: Source 4

”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I

could do nothing to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be different.

Source: Source 4

”

Fear that it wouldn’t happen, you know, fear of the consequences, fear of staying as I was, you know fear of

things changing so, I couldn’t find a scenario really that was important to me that there was hope without fear, I
couldn’t find it.

Source: Source 4

”

my hope is becomes hope that I don’t get the surprise sideway impact or there is something that is going to
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”

my hope is becomes hope that I don’t get the surprise sideway impact or there is something that is going to

arrive that will upset my plans.

Source: Source 5

”

Hope then for me becomes something about hoping that nothing goes wrong rather that hoping that

everything goes right.

Source: Source 5

”

What if this goes wrong? What if that goes wrong? What if and that is where I tend to go then if it looks like this

could happen

Source: Source 5

”

it is the hoping that things don’t happen instead of hoping that they do as the thing that you are wanting to

happen is looking like its pretty sure so then I start thinking what is the thing that can get in the way of this happening.
Do you see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

the two are inextricably linked

Source: Source 5

UNCERTAINTY

”

P: Umm, I think it’s when I’m waiting for an outcome that I’m not sure whether it’ll be one thing or another

Source: Source 1

”

so maybe it could be transition points where one outcome would take me down one path and another outcome

might take me down another one.

Source: Source 1

”
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”

P: Yeah, I think umm, I think there might be some things that re further down you know that I’m hopeful for certain
things as it might be a bit further down the line so that might be a bit more blurry

Source: Source 1

”

P: I don’t think its uncertainty, it’s not how I operate out of uncertainty

Source: Source 1

”

the uncertainty bit is when I’m hoping that something doesn’t happen, where there’s not very much, that’s

when I’m uncertain. And that when it doesn’t feel very good

Source: Source 1

”

more enthusiastic about it and I’m excited and I’m wanting to make it work. So that uncertainty is not really,

that’s not what’s motivating me really.

Source: Source 1

”

P: Beforehand, because it’s going to go one way or another isn’t it, it ’s either it’s going to be fine or it’s not.

Source: Source 1

”

I guess, because you might not get the outcome that you want.

Source: Source 1

”

P: I don’t think that’s, not hope then.

Source: Source 1

”

because I guess in that time we were desperate for good news

Source: Source 1

”
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”

P: That fact that there is the possibility that it might not be the outcome

Source: Source 1

”

It’s that crunch time like, will I get what I want or not, there is still that element of uncertainty

Source: Source 1

”

P: So, if we were going back to my father in law, there were a lot of hurdles that we as a family needed to get over

Source: Source 1

”

and you might not know where that’s going to take you but you know you’ve got the toolkit as it were to be able

to make something happen

Source: Source 2

”

even if it wasn’t the originally intended goal

Source: Source 2

”

it’s a way of, of coping with the uncertainty, um and putting structure around it

Source: Source 2

”

P: I think hope comes with uncertainty, optimism, fear

Source: Source 2

”

So hope for me is, is something that happen when I exhaust all the other avenues

Source: Source 3

”

when I’ve done everything that’s in my power to do and there is still an area of uncertainty left, that’s when

hope will come in

Source: Source 3
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”

Uncertainty, ability to influence, control, those are all the things that I think.

Source: Source 3

”

I just had to rely on doctors so I just hoped she got better then, but that was different feeling. That was almost

a helplessness, it was more a desire than hope, it was more of a worry for her,. It wasn’t the same sort of feeling at all.

Source: Source 3

”

It just comes that when you’ve done everything you could and you’ve managed everything you can but there's

still that uncertainty that’s when hope sort of comes in to play for me, until then all my resources are directed at
managing the situation.

Source: Source 3

”

okay, so for me hope is where there is uncertainty, its where you really want something, you’ve done

everything you can and still there is a gap and hope kicks in so you sort of bridge that gap.

Source: Source 3

”

it will always have to be a doubt about whether it will or not

Source: Source 4

”

So it’s a doubt and then hoping that it comes down on the right side of the doubt

Source: Source 4

”

What if this goes wrong? What if that goes wrong? What if and that is where I tend to go then if it looks like this

could happen

Source: Source 5

”

it is the hoping that things don’t happen instead of hoping that they do as the thing that you are wanting to

happen is looking like its pretty sure so then I start thinking what is the thing that can get in the way of this happening.
Do you see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

it is the ‘what ifs’ that for me, are not contradictory to hope but in a sense I don’t know if they contradict the
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”

it is the ‘what ifs’ that for me, are not contradictory to hope but in a sense I don’t know if they contradict the

hope or fuel it.

Source: Source 5

”

I think the hope is in the charity the hope is in God to do what God does but there doubt maybe is in me.

Source: Source 5

”

So there is hope and doubt within a continuum that sometime they are in the same quadrant and I hope it will

happen but I actually wonder what I am going to do if it does.

Source: Source 5

”

what if this charity was just my idea and it wasn’t really Gods idea. What if, what if, what if.

Source: Source 5

”

the sense of the hope is in God the doubt is in me. Does that make sense?

Source: Source 5

”

when I am at the end of myself and I can’t see a possibility then the the leaning in me is to become hopeless

Source: Source 5

”

me umm faith is probably carries a higher degree of certainty or perceived certainty with it and trust. To me

trust and certainty come into faith

Source: Source 5

”

I’m hoping that I’m doing the right thing but I’m not really seeing it at the minute you know

Source: Source 5

”

I’m having those doubts my hope is a bit superficial at times.

Source: Source 5

”

and I’m like oh no don’t make it big I can’t cope, you know. But people believe in what I’m doing which is like so
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”

and I’m like oh no don’t make it big I can’t cope, you know. But people believe in what I’m doing which is like so

cool, and so there’s something there about when I’m having my doubts their hope carries me.

Source: Source 5

ANTICIPATION

”

so it’s just before maybe that something is about to happen and it could be one thing or it could be something

else.

Source: Source 1

”

and it’s probably not quite as strong and intense as when I’m get close up to something, it might be one thing

or another.

Source: Source 1

”

P: I get a feeling like across my chest. And it feels quite tingly and exciting and sort of a bit butterfly’

Source: Source 1

”

P: There’s a sense of something, but there’s some excitement to it, there’s some anticipation.

Source: Source 1

”

P: Umm, well if its turning out the way that I’m hoping for then yes it gets more exciting because I’m getting

the outcome that I want.

Source: Source 1

”

exciting

Source: Source 1

”

So yeah time of like excitement and anticipation

Source: Source 1

”

and you get what you’re hoping for then that’s when you get you know, a bit of excitement, joy, love all those
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”

and you get what you’re hoping for then that’s when you get you know, a bit of excitement, joy, love all those

sorts of feeling

Source: Source 1

”

So it’s a bit, there’s a bit of anticipation

Source: Source 1

”

So it ’s such a heightened anticipation,

Source: Source 1

”

anticipation and excitement and it’s been building slowly

Source: Source 5
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”

it’s a good, a good thing that I want to happen.

Source: Source 1

”

I hope that she does well and I hopeful for her that she succeeds

Source: Source 1

”

P: I guess it’s about reaching that goal but the goal might not be

Source: Source 1

”

I: So let’s say um, looking at the positive goal, you’re at point zero when you start to hope and the goal is, you know at point
2 for example.

Source: Source 1

”

you know it’s a goal that I’ve got so I think to myself well what can I do to make it happen

Source: Source 1

CHOICE

”

but you know the outcome might take me down another one that I might not have chosen.

Source: Source 1

”

Um, I mean think that it depends on how committed somebody is to the goal, and for me, certainly if somebody

didn’t, um, isn’t committed, then nothing is going to happen

Source: Source 2

”

and you can’t, you know, you can choose not to fall in love because you are afraid of getting hurt, or you can

get the benefit of falling in love and risk the hurt,

Source: Source 2

”

You can choose not to hope because it’s too painful to even hope or you can allow yourself the hope in a sense
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”

You can choose not to hope because it’s too painful to even hope or you can allow yourself the hope in a sense

in terms of the pleasure of hope.

Source: Source 2

”

where something happens a lot quicker, then you don’t get a chance to deploy hope. That’s why its so hard.

Source: Source 2

”

You know you think about, say, somebody having a heart attack and dropping down dead, then you don’t have

a chance to hope that their end will be, you don’t get a chance to go through the process.

Source: Source 2

”

it’s like you can either choose not to get involved like it somebody else’s decision

Source: Source 4

”

one's where you choose to have no control over but you’re hoping for a specific output and one's where you

have absolutely no control over.

Source: Source 4

”

I wouldn’t get involved in his decision because it’s his life, his decision. I’m his Mum I can’t dictate how he

spends his life, so I opted out

Source: Source 4

”

And the same with my sister when she was dying, and when you’re getting towards the realisation that this

isn’t going to work out then there’s like, okay how do we make this the best? And then you’re hopeful again for the
future

Source: Source 4

”

I made the decision that I wanted to leave my job and do umm , change career

Source: Source 4

”

went in to total planning mode, how am I going to make this happen? How can I let them lose the ir grip on me
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”

went in to total planning mode, how am I going to make this happen? How can I let them lose the ir grip on me

Source: Source 4

”

I went in to total planning mode, worked it out, how was I gonna do this how was I gonna set the scenes.

Source: Source 4

”

but when my head changed and my kids got bigger and my mortgage was less of a burden, and a vision of the

future, it’s as if it actually became clearer and my perception and my tolerance became less and less and less.

Source: Source 4

CONTROL

”

So I’ve got to work out how to go down that one.

Source: Source 1

”

And with that one I don’t feel as if I’ve got as much control as when I hope for something

Source: Source 1

”

P: Yeah I fell as if umm my options sort of shut down

Source: Source 1

”

P: So that was the bit that was out of our control

Source: Source 1

”

we didn’t have a lot of control

Source: Source 1

”

it was quite debilitating

Source: Source 1
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”

P: So I’m hopeful for something then I’ll be thinking well what could I do to you know make it happen

Source: Source 1

”

when I’m hoping that something doesn’t happen I think that’s when I think well I don’t really have control over that,

that’s another set. So that doesn’t you, know, feel the same.

Source: Source 1

”

because I don’t feel I’ve got very much control

Source: Source 1

”

P: Yeah I suppose there’s some of that, having a sense of control against having none or not very much.

Source: Source 1

”

what sits better with me and feels better is this idea of being able to influence something rather than control again

Source: Source 1

”

that’s not really a word, that’s not how I think, but I guess I am taking control over something

Source: Source 1

”

by doing actions to influence an outcome, I guess I am taking some control. Well again it’s not how I tend to

operate of you know what I mean it’s more that I think I can influence it so I’m going to do something about it but I guess
there ’s something about control.

Source: Source 1

”

P: Being influential and you know, again, for me it feels more hopeful

Source: Source 1

”

being controlling you know being in control feels a bit too harsh for me.
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”

being controlling you know being in control feels a bit too harsh for me.

Source: Source 1

”

just how I take control

Source: Source 1

”

Because it’s got that element, I suppose it’s that element of control

Source: Source 2

”

you don’t have control over it, you don’t have any influence over it

Source: Source 2

”

on Snyder’s version of hope , I think there is a control thing, because whilst you may not be able to control the

outcome, you can control the process, and you can control your response it.

Source: Source 2

”

And you can control the things that you want, that you try to make something work, or something better.

Source: Source 2

”

in some ways, it doesn’t matter what you do about it, its not going to ultimately change the outcome because

that’s a role of the dice thing. It either will or it won’t!

Source: Source 2

”

I think for me certainly if there is a circumstance where I’m really hoping that something will or won’t happen that I

can’t control, I will find things within my life that I can control.

Source: Source 2

”

And, so that cognitive hope process comes into play. I might not be able to control the outcome at that, but I can
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”

And, so that cognitive hope process comes into play. I might not be able to control the outcome at that, but I can

make a difference on this little bit, and there are things that I can do , I order to make myself feel better, or to give myself
this sense of feeling in control

Source: Source 2

”

Um, and I, an, For me , it’s a word that I use a lot, but I think that that’s a lack of “control”, and a lack of, um,

accountability.

Source: Source 2

”

In that, you know, yes, certain things, there are certain things that you can’t influence, but, its, for me – the hope

comes in finding, within that circumstance, the thing that you can influence. And, you can always influence the way that
you respond to something.

Source: Source 2

”

You may not be able to influence the outcome, but you can influence how you feel about it, how it affects you. You

can influence, you know – doing other things to make yourself feel better.

Source: Source 2

”

And I think if you asked me, I knew it was unlikely to end well, I think its going back to that control thing, I had

nothing else I can do other than control how I felt about it.

Source: Source 2

”

And you think that that goal isn’t achievable anymore, I have to change to a different one.

Source: Source 2

”

And people who have religious faith would probably pray. Um, and its that level of sort of emotional connection,

which is, do you really really want something to happen, but you have no imfluence or control of how it does, or if it does.

Source: Source 2

”

Is it a positive goal setting model? Um, and whats the difference between that version of hope and the version that

we have been talking about which is where you don’t have influence and control over the outcome.

Source: Source 2

”

the Snyder Model lacks the emotional component, so it works when there are circumstances that you have
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”

the Snyder Model lacks the emotional component, so it works when there are circumstances that you have

influence over, I don’t think it works when it’s a situation that you don’t have influence over.

Source: Source 2

”

The foreground emotion was action, well was not an emotion, the foreground was action oriented practical staps,

what can I do.

Source: Source 2

”

so when something goes wrong and dominates my ability, then I resort to hope, and its not something I do very

often.

Source: Source 3

”

Uncertainty, ability to influence, control, those are all the things that I think.

Source: Source 3

”

I might run for a bus and you might say I hope you get the bus but if I'm running for the bus then its pretty much

in my own hands, I should have gone earlier if I wanted to get the bus. Its not something to hope for.

Source: Source 3

”

I'm not sure I would've put so much in to hope then, not in that circumstance no. I am thinking back to another time

when my daughter was ill and I was hoping that she would get better, there was nothing I could do then at all.

Source: Source 3

”

I just had to rely on doctors so I just hoped she got better then, but that was different feeling. That was almost a

helplessness, it was more a desire than hope, it was more of a worry for her,. It wasn’t the same sort of feeling at all.

Source: Source 3

”

when I was thinking about it there was kind of acceptance came in to it as well, you know there's only so much

that I could do. I didn’t have control over it

Source: Source 3

”

Yes I would say so. There areas I feel more fearful are the ones where there is nothing I can do. There isn't, I've
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”

Yes I would say so. There areas I feel more fearful are the ones where there is nothing I can do. There isn't, I've

got no control or I've got very little control over the outcome

Source: Source 3

”

That to me isn't hope , if you're managing a project you’ve got some control over it, you do risk management, you

do issue management if you're management you do what you can

Source: Source 3

”

I think there’s a whole load of different types of hope, umm like the biggest difference between one and the other to

me is hope where you have some control over the outcome and hope where you have none.

Source: Source 4

”

if you hope for something that you can work towards and try to make happen even if you’re not sure of the end

result, that’s a different type of hope to hoping that something will happen when you have absolutely no control over the
end result.

Source: Source 4

”

one's where you choose to have no control over but you’re hoping for a specific output and one's where you have

absolutely no control over.

Source: Source 4

”

I think it was understanding that its hope that I shouldn’t control or try to

Source: Source 4

”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I could do

nothing to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be different.

Source: Source 4

”

I couldn’t do anything about it apart from be there with her, so for me that’s hope without any control

Source: Source 4

”

The fear of the consequences and the fear of having to face this, but I could do nothing about it I just had to stand
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”

The fear of the consequences and the fear of having to face this, but I could do nothing about it I just had to stand

by and watch it happen.

Source: Source 4

”

we kept fighting and looking for solutions and you know, we tried everything that we could think of, to try and stop it

from happening, but we couldn’t, nothing.

Source: Source 4

”

It had a purpose from that point of view yeah. We didn’t just leave her in the hospital you know and just think

Source: Source 4

”

it can stick together, they can actually stick together, I don’t think they’re the same and I don’t even think that

they’re on the other ends of the spectrum, I think they can actually stick together and you can have both, and you can feel
both at the same time, in those kind of scenarios. I think when you have some control over it they might be different.

Source: Source 4

”

I had some control, not like it’s in the hands of god, I can do something about it

Source: Source 4

”

I went in to total planning mode, worked it out, how was I gonna do this how was I gonna set the scenes.

Source: Source 4

”

went in to total planning mode, how am I going to make this happen? How can I let them lose the ir grip on me

Source: Source 4

”

I was thinking how do I make this happen, there’s a lot of that working it through bit by bit and making sure I had

the right people on board, kind of yeah. Does that sound like it was a plan?

Source: Source 4

”

When I have control I have some kind of sense that, not gonna have control but when I feel that I can make
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”

When I have control I have some kind of sense that, not gonna have control but when I feel that I can make

something happen I just keep..

Source: Source 4

”

So for me hope, somebody who is hoping without that sense of I can make this happen, or I’m willing to actually

push something to make it happen, even if it’s very uncomfortable for me, then I think it just becomes like as if they’re a
passenger in their own life.

Source: Source 4

”

Everybody has a control to make stuff happen but some people don’t have that same, I don’t know what it is maybe

its self-belief maybe it’s, I don’t know fate

Source: Source 4

”

I think you if you have control over the outcome then you don’t need hope

Source: Source 5

”

If I have a goal and I have control then there is a certain amount that is given and has been accepted as we have

a plan we have the will to do it

Source: Source 5

”

It is like these pathways happen but they aren’t mine, they are totally outside my control.

Source: Source 5

”

It was like if this is going to work Lord it is going to be you that does it. Does that make sense?

Source: Source 5

”

for me my faith isn’t blind my faith is built on evidence and proof that God loves me and that he sorts em out and

he figures things out and he answers prayers that where I have no way of manging anything he sorts things out

Source: Source 5

”

there are times when in the absence of all else I have to lean on god and those times I might be blind in the sense
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”

there are times when in the absence of all else I have to lean on god and those times I might be blind in the sense

that I can’t see

Source: Source 5

PROGRESS, MOVEMENT & CHANGE

”

P: And it you know it’s a nice thing to have, you know there some motion to it; I g et a sense of movement from it

when I’m hopeful about something.

Source: Source 1

”

but when I’m hoping for something and I’m working towards it then its more enthusiasm

Source: Source 1

”

I guess it’s always before the event that you’re hopeful that things are going to be as you want them to be.

Source: Source 1

”

So just before this I’m hoping it’ll be this, I’m hoping it’ll be that and then once it is you move on to the next stage I

guess,

Source: Source 1

”

and so when I guess you get what you’re hoping for then that moves in to other things,

Source: Source 1

”

probably for a longer time, more of a build up to it

Source: Source 1

”

not how I get motivated by things. Fear is more of potential to stop me doing something.

Source: Source 1

”

P: It can keep me fixed in a place
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”

P: It can keep me fixed in a place

Source: Source 1

”

It drives them forward,

Source: Source 1

”

its sticks me in a place rather than moves me from it.

Source: Source 1

”

and that will be the thing that I look at and move towards

Source: Source 1

”

If you’re thinking about the cognitive model , then it serves as a process of being able to make progress.

Source: Source 2

”

even if it wasn’t the originally intended goal

Source: Source 2

”

P: Which is obviously the flip-side, but the process of taking steps to be able to put order for me is a hopeful, is a

positive thing, because it helps me feel that I’m doing something.

Source: Source 2

”

And then it progressed, and it got more and more serious, my, what I was hoping for changed.

Source: Source 2

”

I think acceptance of something and adjusting, you know your hope goals, you know are two different things, for

me are certainly two different things.

Source: Source 2

”

I think it can do, I think it can give you something to move towards, it can give you a goal to go towards, you know
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”

I think it can do, I think it can give you something to move towards, it can give you a goal to go towards, you know

you hope for a better future, I feel there’s a lot of people hoping for a better future coming 23 rd June.

Source: Source 3

”

So if you don’t have that you can’t deal with the fear, it would be a very dire situation if you didn’t think something

would change going forward.

Source: Source 3

”

I already started moving myself mentally in to the space. Had it not happened and they’d got back to me and said

no, I would have gone straight to despair and I probably would have been the worst civil servant on the planet because I
would have been so demotivated.

Source: Source 3

”

It was motivating and a felt myself getting excited by it. Where I was, I was not feeling excited at all I was feeling

quite numb and so it brought life back to me.

Source: Source 3

”

Fear that it wouldn’t happen, you know, fear of the consequences, fear of staying as I was, you know fear of things

changing so, I couldn’t find a scenario really that was important to me that there was hope without fear, I couldn’t find it.

Source: Source 4

”

And as you get closer to the eventually that you can stop, in the hope with no control particularly, the fear becomes

more and the hope becomes less and then again it turns back in to a new dive of hope with a different type of fear. I think
they roll along together.

Source: Source 4

”

I wanted to just move, absolutely in to the Psychology area

Source: Source 4

”

fear was driving me forward, fear that I was going to end up there, for the next, in a job that I really wasn’t enjoying,

fear that I was getting older and the chance to do something different, you know am I going to be a banker all my life living
in a world like this, earning the money, having no time to spend with my family.

Source: Source 4
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”

for 8 years this was a pan on the back burner, you know it was just simmering away going one of these days

maybe, perhaps and if we don’t boil dry before then that will be cool you know. Then it’s like when the charity started taking
form it was as if we pulled the pan to a bigger burner and its cooking it’s not just warming through its cooking

Source: Source 5

ENERGY

”

it energises me because if the outcome is something that I wanted then it gives me the impetus to put the

things in place to ensure as best I can that I get what I’m aiming for, that I’m wanting.

Source: Source 1

”

It was motivating and a felt myself getting excited by it. Where I was, I was not feeling excited at all I was

feeling quite numb and so it brought life back to me.

Source: Source 3

”

There was no point putting a lot of energy in to hoping this would happen and doing what if scenarios we just

had to deal with one day at a time and one hour at a time

Source: Source 3

CERTAINTY
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CERTAINTY

”

I think when its looking more and more likely that it will turn out the way that I was looking for then it probably

stops being hope

Source: Source 1

”

it was definitely happening, then I think it stopped being hope then because it becomes like, just before

everything is in place, well it’s going to happen now. So you don’t need to hope for it anymore.

Source: Source 1

”

But if I was absolutely certain that it was going to happen, umm then I probably wouldn’t need to be hopeful

would I because I know it’s going to happen.

Source: Source 1

”

If I have a goal and I have control then there is a certain amount that is given and has been accepted as we

have a plan we have the will to do it

Source: Source 5

”

it is the hoping that things don’t happen instead of hoping that they do as the thing that you are wanting to

happen is looking like its pretty sure so then I start thinking what is the thing that can get in the way of this happening.
Do you see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

me umm faith is probably carries a higher degree of certainty or perceived certainty with it and trust. To me

trust and certainty come into faith

Source: Source 5

FEAR

”

and a bit of anxiety

Source: Source 1

”

waiting before I actually went in and wasn’t feeling that, the hope bit had gone then it was more, I’m here now and
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”

waiting before I actually went in and wasn’t feeling that, the hope bit had gone then it was more, I’m here now and

wanting it to be what I want be I don’t know if I was feeling hope at that point.

Source: Source 1

”

P: Probably a bit more anxiety

Source: Source 1

”

I think that yeah there is some element of fear, because of the potential sense of loss isn’t it, that you’re going to

lose something that is meaningful

Source: Source 1

”

I guess there is some fear of a loss .

Source: Source 1

”

there was a lot of fear

Source: Source 1

”

so there was more fear

Source: Source 1

”

but we had some fear. That was probably motivating that need for hope that he was going to be alright.

Source: Source 1

”

not wanting it to happen and fearful that it will.

Source: Source 1

”

P: Because the fear is not nice to have running through your body, it doesn’t feel very nice does it really. So if

you’ve got something to grasp on to, then it take some of the intensity from it.

Source: Source 1

”

I: So it’s like a moderator almost
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”

I: So it’s like a moderator almost

P: Mmm yeah.

Source: Source 1

”

I: Yeah it felt like balm it felt like something to sooth, and just calm things down a little bit

Source: Source 1

”

t. I remember saying hopefully it’ll be alright

Source: Source 1

”

P: Umm… I think at the time like just before, it was a grinding me to the present

Source: Source 1

”

and if I was fearful, that for me stops me, it’s about narrowing down really

Source: Source 1

”

so it’s just beforehand when I might not be getting what I want then that’s when the fear comes up

Source: Source 1

”

like this might not be the outcome that I want so there’s a bit of anxiety

Source: Source 1

”

there’s some anxiety depending on how big it is.

Source: Source 1

”

I ’m possibly fearful that it’s going to happen.

Source: Source 1

”

I feel I don’t get a sense that I’m motivated by fear.
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”

I feel I don’t get a sense that I’m motivated by fear.

Source: Source 1

”

P: I think probably for me it’s more debilitating

Source: Source 1

”

not how I get motivated by things. Fear is more of potential to stop me doing something.

Source: Source 1

”

P: It can keep me fixed in a place

Source: Source 1

”

Fear for me is not particularly helpful,

Source: Source 1

”

I know for some people it is, it gives them a bit of a, like I’m going to make sure that doesn’t happen

Source: Source 1

”

It drives them forward,

Source: Source 1

”

its sticks me in a place rather than moves me from it.

Source: Source 1

”

P: So I tend to need to think, look for something hopeful in that situation

Source: Source 1

”

it wasn’t fear that was the motivator.
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”

it wasn’t fear that was the motivator.

Source: Source 1

”

P: I don’t know whether it serves a purpose. I guess it’s a bit grounding isn’t it, you don’t always get what you want.

Source: Source 1

”

because it’s that, you know, the hoping that something won’t happen is not a comfortable process, and that bits

not positive, because you are fearful that it will.

Source: Source 2

”

So for me, for her, agency is lacking. She doesn’t have that motivation, it’s not important enough to her, and it

hasn’t got to that stage where the fear thing has kicked in.

Source: Source 2

”

you have a health scare, or somebody says something. There’s something that makes, all of a sudden, makes

that motivation, that agency – flip from oh I’ll do something about it one day, to no, I want to do something now.

Source: Source 2

”

in terms of a light side to fear , yes I think that, I think fear can be galvanising as well as it can be paralysing.

Source: Source 2

”

So, fear, I mean, if I think about, if I’ve got to go and do a big presentation to people, um, which scares the living

daylights out of me, um, that fear gets my adrenaline going and It galvanises me to really make sure that I know my topic.

Source: Source 2

”

So its, you know, the fear of not knowing what im talking about drives me to prepare.

Source: Source 2

”

P: Verses, you now, a fear of heights, which, I, you know, if im crossing a high bridge, that would stop me in my
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”

P: Verses, you now, a fear of heights, which, I, you know, if im crossing a high bridge, that would stop me in my

tracks.

Source: Source 2

”

If you think about any emotion, whether its pride or joy, or happiness, if the volume control is too high on it, its not a

positive thing. So I think fear is the same.

Source: Source 2

”

if the reward is absolutely massive, you know, the perceived reward at the other end, then potentially, you know,

you would walk over that bridge, and certainly if there was enough fear that outweighed that bridge pushing from the other
end – you would go bolting over that bridge.

Source: Source 2

”

P: I think hope comes with uncertainty, optimism, fear

Source: Source 2

”

and you can’t, you know, you can choose not to fall in love because you are afraid of getting hurt, or you can get

the benefit of falling in love and risk the hurt,

Source: Source 2

”

your in fight or flight, your responsive, your adrenaline is flowing, your corizol is flowing, you are responding to a

certain, you know – it is pure fight or flight. That doesn’t involve emotion!

Source: Source 2

”

and a lot of anger, a lot of fear

Source: Source 2

”

At least when fear kicks in, if its what we were talking about earlier, fear that galvanises you to do something, its

action orientated.

Source: Source 2

”

As we said fear can be paralysing as well, so if the, once you are out of denial , you can either go into fear that gets
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”

As we said fear can be paralysing as well, so if the, once you are out of denial , you can either go into fear that gets

you to kmove somewhere, or hope that gets you to move somewhere. I don’t think that you can make progress whilst you
are in denial.

Source: Source 2

”

Because I think for me the flip side of hoping that something will happen is the fear that it won’t.

Source: Source 2

”

Unless there is a concern, fear that it wont happen, does that, what does that make it?

Source: Source 2

”

there was less fear in that one because if he didn’t get that one, he would get another one. It wasn’t, if this doesn’t

work then all hell breaks loose! I was, it wasn’t fear then it was more, probably worry

Source: Source 2

”

Its not a zero sum game, so for that one fear, I think its not that it wasn’t important, because it really was, but there

was less of an either or consequence, so when, if you contrast that to something in a completely extreme way, like death,
you fear that it will happen, and its so extreme to the hope that its fear, with that one it was “I really hope he will get it, but if
he doesn’t he will get another one”.

Source: Source 2

”

So if it doesn’t work there, it will work somewhere else, and it wont be quite as good, and he perhaps wont like it

quite as much, but its not the end of the world. So the consequence of him not getting it meant that the fear was a lot less.
So that was more I really hope he does!

Source: Source 2

”

because if you are hoping for something, whats the impact of it not happening and how extreme is that impact?

And depending, that’s where you could have a graph which is, if, you know, if the impact is really significant then the fear
level goes up and your hope level corresponds to that. You know, if the impact of the negative happening is less, then I
think there is less fear and less hope.

Source: Source 2

”

its not the end of the world and I will do something else. So, ill find a different pathway, so that’s more, that’s more,
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”

its not the end of the world and I will do something else. So, ill find a different pathway, so that’s more, that’s more,

pure hope if you like is for me the key thing there is if it happens, how do you feel about that, you know, if the event that
you are hoping for doesn’t happen, does happen then whats the impact and the greater the impact the higher the fear
level.

Source: Source 2

”

So, if the emotional consequence is great, um, then the fear factor is higher.

Source: Source 2

”

the hoping that it wouldn’t happen was driven by a fear of potential negative consequences that mean a lot to me.

Source: Source 2

”

it always boils down to the emotional stakes of it happening or not happening, and the grerater those emotional

stakes, or the impact, the greater likelihood that there is to be fear that it wont happen

Source: Source 2

”

if you really, really really want something to happen then the fear that you will have is that it doesn’t.

Source: Source 2

”

and also to the extent that sometimes people feel so paralysed with fear that they just say to themselves that I just

can’t do anything and they’ll just leave it to hope as well when there might be things they could do.

Source: Source 3

”

And that’s where they kind of go back to religion, so when I die I don’t know what going to happen to me, so I like

hope that I will go to a better place. Others might just say when I die I die and that’s the end of it. So you know if you have a
void that needs filling, and again that might be a fear thing as well.

Source: Source 3

”

because if you don’t have hope and you only have fear, so when things are pretty dire what is it that’s going to

motivate you to keep going.

Source: Source 3

”

So if you don’t have that you can’t deal with the fear, it would be a very dire situation if you didn’t think something
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”

So if you don’t have that you can’t deal with the fear, it would be a very dire situation if you didn’t think something

would change going forward.

Source: Source 3

”

if you are going to truly hope for something with all your heart you'd have to be courageous because it might not

happen and you'd have to be prepared to live with the outcome if it doesn’t happen when we talk about plan B but really
plan A is only what matters

Source: Source 3

”

I didn’t want to waste energy on fear and didn’t want to waste energy on the what if because I had done

everything I could, if there were things I should've done but hadn't done I might have been fearful then but when you put
everything you can in to something then what's left to do than just hope

Source: Source 3

”

I just had to rely on doctors so I just hoped she got better then, but that was different feeling. That was almost a

helplessness, it was more a desire than hope, it was more of a worry for her,. It wasn’t the same sort of feeling at all.

Source: Source 3

”

I was fearful that they would turn up and in my mind I did have scenarios of what I might do if they did turn up. But

apart from that I felt more helpless than hopeful

Source: Source 3

”

Yes I would say so. There areas I feel more fearful are the ones where there is nothing I can do. There isn't, I've

got no control or I've got very little control over the outcome

Source: Source 3

”

I wouldn’t allow my fears of living without him to affect his decision.

Source: Source 4

”

if I was afraid of that kind of, I was afraid of him going, and you know I am definitely, its different kind of fear though,

it’s a fear of separation, or loneliness, of that kind of stuff, but if I thought he was in danger id have done everything to stop
him from going.

Source: Source 4
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”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I could do

nothing to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be different.

Source: Source 4

”

I definitely hoped and I prayed and I, every time they came with some little, we’re going to try this or we’re going to

try that, there ’s that hope that then again this one will work. But I could do absolutely nothing and there was so much fear
there.

Source: Source 4

”

The fear of the consequences and the fear of having to face this, but I could do nothing about it I just had to stand

by and watch it happen.

Source: Source 4

”

I suppose in the very beginning you thought you had no hope and maybe the way we approached it was we were

not gonna give up, just making sure she wasn’t afraid or that kind of stuff.

Source: Source 4

”

I found it really difficult finding the times where I hoped for something that there wasn’t any fear

Source: Source 4

”

I thought back over the years and I couldn’t find a scenario where I really hoped or really wanted, that there wasn’t

an element of fear in it.

Source: Source 4

”

does fear drive hope, I don’t think so, I don’t think it drives hope, I think they’re two separate things but they live

together side by side because usually when there’s hope there’s a fear of it not happening or as you say the fear that it
will happen.

Source: Source 4

”

I think within every situation where I would be hopeful with fear, there’s always part of my brain that’s working in to
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”

I think within every situation where I would be hopeful with fear, there’s always part of my brain that’s working in to

if that happens what next?

Source: Source 4

”

so you’re hopeful that the baby gets bigger you know, you’re hopeful that everything will be okay but in my mind, it

was clicking in to, if this isn’t going to be okay, what are we going to do?

Source: Source 4

”

even though you’re hopeful and looking forward, there’s still, your brain clicks in to what next.

Source: Source 4

”

I think it’s a cycle, like you, the hope ties in with the fear, then the fear perhaps becomes more than the hope when

it’s not the same, but it’s not gonna work out, but the two of them are working together and it depends on who’s dominant
on the day.

Source: Source 4

”

And as you get closer to the eventually that you can stop, in the hope with no control particularly, the fear becomes

more and the hope becomes less and then again it turns back in to a new dive of hope with a different type of fear. I think
they roll along together.

Source: Source 4

”

it can stick together, they can actually stick together, I don’t think they’re the same and I don’t even think that

they’re on the other ends of the spectrum, I think they can actually stick together and you can have both, and you can feel
both at the same time, in those kind of scenarios. I think when you have some control over it they might be different.

Source: Source 4

”

But when its hope without control then I think they sit there together and some people manage to keep them in

balance and some people lose it because the fear becomes too much.

Source: Source 4

”

the hope maybe lessens the fear.

Source: Source 4

”

if you think about the fear that you feel, the hope is telling you that no matter what happens you’ll be okay and
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”

if you think about the fear that you feel, the hope is telling you that no matter what happens you’ll be okay and

you’ll get over this.

Source: Source 4

”

Because in a scenario like that, if you’re very hopeful, if it doesn’t work out for you or the person then you’re i n

shock. If the fear becomes too much you’re not any good to anybody either because you’re a shivering wreck.

Source: Source 4

”

So there definitely was fear because once id made my mind up that I wanted this, one of my key strengths is

perseverance to the point of being over persistent.

Source: Source 4

”

yes there was the fear that this wouldn’t happen but I was kind of blocking it, I would push it back

Source: Source 4

”

I’d feel the fear and then it would be like no, keep going keep trying that.

Source: Source 4

”

fear was driving me forward, fear that I was going to end up there, for the next, in a job that I really wasn’t enjoying,

fear that I was getting older and the chance to do something different, you know am I going to be a banker all my life living
in a world like this, earning the money, having no time to spend with my family.

Source: Source 4

”

I had this fear, there was a huge amount of fear there about remaining, and I had done it for so long when I needed

to do it because I had a family to raise and a mortgage to pay and I got a lot of meaning out of it from that point of view.

Source: Source 4

”

Is this going to be me for the next 13 or 14 years of my working life, and there was a dread of the thought of that

Source: Source 4

”

I could see the future, emm and the future emerged through bullying something I was really interested in and the
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”

I could see the future, emm and the future emerged through bullying something I was really interested in and the

future just kept getting clearer in my head as I went along, thinking it could be like this. So with that, there was an absolute
amount of fear in it.

Source: Source 4

”

I think for me fear then, fear and vision are the hope and the fear together, just drive me on, but there’s

determination in there, I wouldn’t fit with that dynamic of feeling afraid or seeing a future without really doing something
about it.

Source: Source 4

”

Which was more, the fear of staying as I was or the hope of becoming that other person?

Source: Source 4

”

so I think the fear gave the hope a kick in the backside.

Source: Source 4

”

I think the actual vision, if you’re calling the vision of the future, hope. I think that was there pulling me. The fear

gave me the “go do it now”.

Source: Source 4

”

the fear became so much that it did actually make me move

Source: Source 4

”

I became less tolerant so the fear became more a thing

Source: Source 4

”

So in some ways the vision of the future created fear of the present.

Source: Source 4

”

I don’t think either of them would’ve worked on their own, and I think behind every great passion, and every you
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”

I don’t think either of them would’ve worked on their own, and I think behind every great passion, and every you

know drive for something if there is a fear

Source: Source 4

”

I could not find an example of real hope that didn’t have an element of fear

Source: Source 4

”

the hope the bigger the bigger the effort the bigger the fear

Source: Source 4

”

what if this charity was just my idea and it wasn’t really Gods idea. What if, what if, what if.

Source: Source 5

”

so in a sense the difference is a fear that it will happen might might put you into fight flight freeze mode because

it’s a fearful emotional where is a hope that it won’t happen might enable you to just use your broader function for all the
functioning and to be alert and to be aware

Source: Source 5

”

if you listen to um like a beautiful piece of classical music or something and you get to the end of the, there’s

always this kind of crescendo aint there you know, and I think in the achievement of anything like that you get this
crescendo. But it’s like the hope and the fear

Source: Source 5

”

so my whole life has been exposure to fear, what if I don’t get looked after? What if I haven’t got food? What if I

haven’t got this? What if I never get a cuddle ever again? What if? What if? What if? You know, and so many women in the
group that had fairly early exposure to abuse and trauma so fear is their norm.

Source: Source 5

”

so actually it’s more scary to hope than it is to fear.

Source: Source 5

MEANING
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”

please describe and define what hope means to you?

Source: Source 1

”

it means it’s something about the future

Source: Source 1

”

that is meaningful, going to be meaningful , it’s got some meaning in your life really

Source: Source 1

”

P: umm, to umm, the words that’s come to mind it’s like a balm, you know to like calm things down a little bit.

Source: Source 1

”

if you’ve got some sense of hope in times of desperation

Source: Source 1

”

if we had some threads of some thing that we could hold on to and that was our sense of hope

Source: Source 1

”

we were probably clutching at straws

Source: Source 1

”

P: I don’t know whether it serves a purpose. I guess it’s a bit grounding isn’t it, you don’t always get what you want.

Source: Source 1

”

Fear for me is not particularly helpful,

Source: Source 1

”

as in “I hope we are going to have a nice summer”, there is something there that is more emotional
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”

as in “I hope we are going to have a nice summer”, there is something there that is more emotional

Source: Source 2

”

when you genuinely are really hoping

Source: Source 2

”

but its still something that means an awful lot to you.

Source: Source 2

”

I suppose for me, it’s a coping mechanism!

Source: Source 2

”

I think it’s a coping mechanism.

Source: Source 2

”

But certainly I think, yeah, as coping process, of helping to come to terms with I suppose.

Source: Source 2

”

I suppose hope could, weather for a wedding, that perhaps that straddles, because what that is really saying is I

hope the day goes well

Source: Source 2

”

when I talk to people about hope, some of it is related to religion

Source: Source 3

”

its related to spirituality not necessarily associated with religion and then there’s a sort of more general hope you

know, a hope I’ll get to work on time and that sort of thing.

Source: Source 3

”

I think for some people when they can’t explain something, hope might come in to that void.
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”

I think for some people when they can’t explain something, hope might come in to that void.

Source: Source 3

”

And that’s where they kind of go back to religion, so when I die I don’t know what going to happen to me, so I like

hope that I will go to a better place. Others might just say when I die I die and that’s the end of it. So you know if you have a
void that needs filling, and again that might be a fear thing as well.

Source: Source 3

”

there is no way of hoping in my mind if its not something that matters to you and it'll make a difference and its

something you want.

Source: Source 3

”

You do everything you can, and then only when you cant do anymore is it worth hoping and at that point, you know

I don’t invest hoping silly things. I don’t hope for things on a daily basis I only invest hope when there's something that
really matters and there's nothing left to do.

Source: Source 3

”

I might run for a bus and you might say I hope you get the bus but if I'm running for the bus then its pretty much

in my own hands, I should have gone earlier if I wanted to get the bus. Its not something to hope for.

Source: Source 3

”

Well its passion yeah absolutely.

Source: Source 3

”

if you are going to truly hope for something with all your heart you'd have to be courageous because it might not

happen and you'd have to be prepared to live with the outcome if it doesn’t happen when we talk about plan B but really
plan A is only what matters

Source: Source 3

”

I didn’t want to waste energy on fear and didn’t want to waste energy on the what if because I had done

everything I could, if there were things I should've done but hadn't done I might have been fearful then but when you put
everything you can in to something then what's left to do than just hope

Source: Source 3
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”

if you hope for something that you can work towards and try to make happen even if you’re not sure of the end

result, that’s a different type of hope to hoping that something will happen when you have absolutely no control over the
end result.

Source: Source 4

”

well the hope has the purpose of not giving up

Source: Source 4

”

It had a purpose from that point of view yeah. We didn’t just leave her in the hospital you know and just think

Source: Source 4

”

I hoped that the day is nice tomorrow so I can have a walk on the beach, that kind of hope there’s no fear, to me

that’s not kind of hope , that’s like just life

Source: Source 4

”

I thought back over the years and I couldn’t find a scenario where I really hoped or really wanted, that there wasn’t

an element of fear in it.

Source: Source 4

”

I think for me hope is kind of just the way I am

Source: Source 4

”

But I don’t think that fear drives hope.

Source: Source 4

”

I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that never give up until the last

minute, you know so, I think that you’re driven.

Source: Source 4

”

I think if you’re not a realist as well, hope could be negative.
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”

I think if you’re not a realist as well, hope could be negative.

Source: Source 4

”

I think it’s a cycle, like you, the hope ties in with the fear, then the fear perhaps becomes more than the hope when

it’s not the same, but it’s not gonna work out, but the two of them are working together and it depends on who’s dominant
on the day.

Source: Source 4

”

And as you get closer to the eventually that you can stop, in the hope with no control particularly, the fear becomes

more and the hope becomes less and then again it turns back in to a new dive of hope with a different type of fear. I think
they roll along together.

Source: Source 4

”

But when its hope without control then I think they sit there together and some people manage to keep them in

balance and some people lose it because the fear becomes too much.

Source: Source 4

”

So I think they, the hope keeps the fear under control and the fear keeps the hope under control.

Source: Source 4

”

Because in a scenario like that, if you’re very hopeful, if it doesn’t work out for you or the person then you’re i n

shock. If the fear becomes too much you’re not any good to anybody either because you’re a shivering wreck.

Source: Source 4

”

one will keep the other in check, and keeping that balance between the two actually, keep them in equilibrium in

some way.

Source: Source 4

”

So there was a lot of thought went in to it. A lot of planning, plotting, and a sense that this was my destiny

Source: Source 4

”

they’re not finding or getting that fulfilment or meaning out of their lives, but they’re just not having a vision of what it
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”

they’re not finding or getting that fulfilment or meaning out of their lives, but they’re just not having a vision of what it

could be like.

Source: Source 4

”

I think that some people are born hopeful I just think you have you know you can have, I think it’s like umm as you

talk about your happiness I think at that point everyone has that hope

Source: Source 4

”

some people are no matter what happens they carry hope and optimism and you know a drive forward, forward

moving and I think hope drives you forward and I think some people are just in nature like that and some people are in
nature the opposite. They see the worst, they expect the worse they kind of don’t see past that , things happen to them
rather than they make things happen and I just think some people are just born with it and some people are born the
opposite.

Source: Source 4

”

Hope is, um, is an energy and an aspiration I think for me, towards something that is yet unrealised and unseen

or intangible

Source: Source 5

”

I struggle to sometimes to define and differentiate between hope and faith

Source: Source 5

”

hope is something that is in me when whatever the goal is or the aspiration is might actually seem out of my

reach.

Source: Source 5

”

I don’t know whether hope is in a sense measurable

Source: Source 5

”

I think the hope is in the charity the hope is in God to do what God does but there doubt maybe is in me.

Source: Source 5

”

I think there is something inextricably linked for me Reece about um self-esteem about the people we are
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”

I think there is something inextricably linked for me Reece about um self-esteem about the people we are

intrinsically inside and how this relates to our levels of hope and allowing ourselves to believe in the possibility

Source: Source 5

”

the sense of the hope is in God the doubt is in me. Does that make sense?

Source: Source 5

”

my hope and my faith get intertwined

Source: Source 5

”

for me my faith isn’t blind my faith is built on evidence and proof that God loves me and that he sorts em out and

he figures things out and he answers prayers that where I have no way of manging anything he sorts things out

Source: Source 5

”

for me hope is a driver is a motivator

Source: Source 5

”

is there a measure for hope

Source: Source 5

”

I think that’s what hope does for me it’s that sense of it keeps me connected

Source: Source 5

”

it keeps me believing it keeps me pressing in, yeh,

Source: Source 5

”

it’s like I can ride on the back of their hope until I find my own again

Source: Source 5

”

I’ve written that in one of my assignments, this idea that we can inner sense borrow hope from one another.
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”

I’ve written that in one of my assignments, this idea that we can inner sense borrow hope from one another.

Source: Source 5

”

we carry each other along at some level which is beautiful actually and I think that’s an important aspect of it for

me.

Source: Source 5

LOSS AND GAIN

”

loss

Source: Source 1

”

the cognitive bit is a sort of a sense of possibility and achievement.

Source: Source 2

”

Um, I mean think that it depends on how committed somebody is to the goal, and for me, certainly if somebody

didn’t, um, isn’t committed, then nothing is going to happen

Source: Source 2

”

Um, I think, for me, one of my philosophies in life is that there is a price to pay for everything.

Source: Source 2

”

Every choice that you make there is a price! And, it depends whether the price is worth it.

Source: Source 2

”

So in my sisters case , the price of losing weight, you know, she is not obese, she is just, would like to lose a

few kilos. Um, the price of losing that is not being able to eat and drink what she likes, and controlling etc. it’s not
important enough to her

Source: Source 2

”

I: So it could be the reward that you receive by doing it could tip the balance, or it could be the price that you
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”

I: So it could be the reward that you receive by doing it could tip the balance, or it could be the price that you

pay for not doing it.

Source: Source 2

”

social and emotional trigger that actually flips that to, that is now a price worth paying for me to make the

sacrifices that I need to to make this change happen. Which goes into the agency thing of do I have strong enough
motivation to make this change, or not.

Source: Source 2

”

So its almost like if the reward is absolutely massive, you know, the perceived reward at the other end, then

potentially, you know, you would walk over that bridge, and certainly if there was enough fear that outweighed that
bridge pushing from the other end – you would go bolting over that bridge.

Source: Source 2

”

and you can’t, you know, you can choose not to fall in love because you are afraid of getting hurt, or you can

get the benefit of falling in love and risk the hurt,

Source: Source 2

”

Because, are you really emotionally invested? Do you really want it enough that actually you don’t really care

whether it does or it doesn’t, that’s not hope, because hope, and gain, I do separate out the cognitive process from
that sort of emotion from the heart, sort of heartfelt, um, ting where you doint have control, but that you are just willing
anything.

Source: Source 2

”

I hope it is a memeorable day, I hope it is as special as I want it to be. Um, but I mean its that “I hope I don’t

get stuck I traffic”, I mean, you do you do, there is no real sense of loss, unless you are trying to get to the airport, in
which case getting stuck in traffic has a whole new… So even in that example there is a cionsequence to it not
happening. And if there is not a big enough consequence…

Source: Source 2

”

I don’t want anything to get in my way for me to miss that event, and that event is so important to me, and if I

missed it, I would be devastated

Source: Source 2

”

I hope it stops raining before I go out for a run. An it doesn’t really matter!
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”

I hope it stops raining before I go out for a run. An it doesn’t really matter!

Source: Source 2

”

Its not a zero sum game, so for that one fear, I think its not that it wasn’t important, because it really was, but

there was less of an either or consequence, so when, if you contrast that to something in a completely extreme way,
like death, you fear that it will happen, and its so extreme to the hope that its fear, with that one it was “I really hope he
will get it, but if he doesn’t he will get another one”.

Source: Source 2

”

So if it doesn’t work there, it will work somewhere else, and it wont be quite as good, and he perhaps wont

like it quite as much, but its not the end of the world. So the consequence of him not getting it meant that the fear was
a lot less. So that was more I really hope he does!

Source: Source 2

”

because if you are hoping for something, whats the impact of it not happening and how extreme is that

impact? And depending, that’s where you could have a graph which is, if, you know, if the impact is really significant
then the fear level goes up and your hope level corresponds to that. You know, if the impact of the negative happening
is less, then I think there is less fear and less hope.

Source: Source 2

”

its not the end of the world and I will do something else. So, ill find a different pathway, so that’s more, that’s

more, pure hope if you like is for me the key thing there is if it happens, how do you feel about that, you know, if the
event that you are hoping for doesn’t happen, does happen then whats the impact and the greater the impact the
higher the fear level.

Source: Source 2

”

I think its emotional resonance of the thing that you are hoping for. I some ways its loss and gain, bbut in some

ways its more complex than that, its how emotionally invested am I, whats the emotional impact of the thing
happening, or not happening, and whats the emotional consequence.

Source: Source 2

”

So, if the emotional consequence is great, um, then the fear factor is higher.

Source: Source 2

”

the hoping that it wouldn’t happen was driven by a fear of potential negative consequences that mean a lot to
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”

the hoping that it wouldn’t happen was driven by a fear of potential negative consequences that mean a lot to

me.

Source: Source 2

”

it always boils down to the emotional stakes of it happening or not happening, and the grerater those

emotional stakes, or the impact, the greater likelihood that there is to be fear that it wont happen

Source: Source 2

”

so if you think about the two examples I have given, on the one hand my mum having cance, the emotional

stake of her not getting better was huge. Absoulyely massive. You know the emotional stake of my husband not
getting his ideal job was a lot less because there were others.

Source: Source 2

”

SO, its that what have you got, whats the impact of it not happening and you can think about that as a loss or

a gain, or you can think about it as an emotional impact

Source: Source 2

”

how much do I care about it and how much does it alter how I feel about things. Um, and I think it’s the

emotional resonance and the goal, is the higher the emotional resonance of the goal, the greater its loss if it doesn’t
happen.

Source: Source 2

”

if you really, really really want something to happen then the fear that you will have is that it doesn’t.

Source: Source 2

”

if you are going to truly hope for something with all your heart you'd have to be courageous because it might

not happen and you'd have to be prepared to live with the outcome if it doesn’t happen when we talk about plan B but
really plan A is only what matters

Source: Source 3

”

if I thought he was going in to danger and I thought that going to America he was going to put himself in to

danger I would’ve absolutely

Source: Source 4
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”

Fear that it wouldn’t happen, you know, fear of the consequences, fear of staying as I was, you know fear of

things changing so, I couldn’t find a scenario really that was important to me that there was hope without fear, I
couldn’t find it.

Source: Source 4

”

I had this fear, there was a huge amount of fear there about remaining, and I had done it for so long when I

needed to do it because I had a family to raise and a mortgage to pay and I got a lot of meaning out of it from that
point of view.

Source: Source 4

”

I’ve got and this is this is the advantage s and this is the way it could be.

Source: Source 4

”

it’s a bigger loss then, if something goes wrong then it’s a bigger loss isn’t it

Source: Source 5

AGENCY / MOTIVATION

”

is being hopeful for me like a motivator, umm and yes I think it is really, it does motivate me

Source: Source 1

”

so I do find it motivating.

Source: Source 1

”

P: But it’s not fear that motivates me it’s the hope

Source: Source 1

”

being hopeful that motivates me

Source: Source 1

”

I feel I don’t get a sense that I’m motivated by fear.
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”

I feel I don’t get a sense that I’m motivated by fear.

Source: Source 1

”

not how I get motivated by things. Fear is more of potential to stop me doing something.

Source: Source 1

”

I know for some people it is, it gives them a bit of a, like I’m going to make sure that doesn’t happen

Source: Source 1

”

It drives them forward,

Source: Source 1

”

its sticks me in a place rather than moves me from it.

Source: Source 1

”

it wasn’t fear that was the motivator.

Source: Source 1

”

you’ve got the motivation

Source: Source 2

”

Um, I mean think that it depends on how committed somebody is to the goal, and for me, certainly if somebody

didn’t, um, isn’t committed, then nothing is going to happen

Source: Source 2

”

and in my sisters case, I would say that she doesn’t want to, she thinks that she probably ought to but she doesn’t

want it enough, to have the agency

Source: Source 2

”

So for me, for her, agency is lacking. She doesn’t have that motivation, it’s not important enough to her, and it
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”

So for me, for her, agency is lacking. She doesn’t have that motivation, it’s not important enough to her, and it

hasn’t got to that stage where the fear thing has kicked in.

Source: Source 2

”

, I mean Prochaska talks about it in his changing for good model, I don’t know if you have come across that before

, but he talks about, you know, an event, some sort of an emotional trigger that galvanises change

Source: Source 2

”

you have a health scare, or somebody says something. There’s something that makes, all of a sudden, makes

that motivation, that agency – flip from oh I’ll do something about it one day, to no, I want to do something now.

Source: Source 2

”

So, fear, I mean, if I think about, if I’ve got to go and do a big presentation to people, um, which scares the living

daylights out of me, um, that fear gets my adrenaline going and It galvanises me to really make sure that I know my topic.

Source: Source 2

”

So its, you know, the fear of not knowing what im talking about drives me to prepare.

Source: Source 2

”

P: Verses, you now, a fear of heights, which, I, you know, if im crossing a high bridge, that would stop me in my tracks.

Source: Source 2

”

Every choice that you make there is a price! And, it depends whether the price is worth it.

Source: Source 2

”

So in my sisters case , the price of losing weight, you know, she is not obese, she is just, would like to lose a few

kilos. Um, the price of losing that is not being able to eat and drink what she likes, and controlling etc. it’s not important
enough to her

Source: Source 2

”

social and emotional trigger that actually flips that to, that is now a price worth paying for me to make the sacrifices
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”

social and emotional trigger that actually flips that to, that is now a price worth paying for me to make the sacrifices

that I need to to make this change happen. Which goes into the agency thing of do I have strong enough motivation to
make this change, or not.

Source: Source 2

”

if the reward is absolutely massive, you know, the perceived reward at the other end, then potentially, you know,

you would walk over that bridge, and certainly if there was enough fear that outweighed that bridge pushing from the other
end – you would go bolting over that bridge.

Source: Source 2

”

At least when fear kicks in, if its what we were talking about earlier, fear that galvanises you to do something, its

action orientated.

Source: Source 2

”

I think a lot of it is sown to perspective, and perhaps the way that you see the world. And whether you are coming

from an approach or avoidance motivation.

Source: Source 2

”

im an optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I assumeeverything is going

to work out, and if it doesn’t work out, I assume I will find the wherewithal to make it work.

Source: Source 2

”

Whereas for me, Snyders hope model is more action orientated, whichrequires me to have amotivation, and the

means to make things happen, that I want to happen.

Source: Source 2

”

because if you don’t have hope and you only have fear, so when things are pretty dire what is it that’s going to

motivate you to keep going.

Source: Source 3

”

You know, if you think of people in hostage situations and umm perhaps kept hostage for 5-7 years you know like
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”

You know, if you think of people in hostage situations and umm perhaps kept hostage for 5-7 years you know like

McCarthy was, and I read his book and I met the chap as I’m quite interested in it. For him he had no access to external
news, he had no access to letters from his family, very limited so all he had was the hope that one day he would get
through and that kind of kept him going.

Source: Source 3

”

I already started moving myself mentally in to the space. Had it not happened and they’d got back to me and said

no, I would have gone straight to despair and I probably would have been the worst civil servant on the planet because I
would have been so demotivated.

Source: Source 3

”

It was motivating and a felt myself getting excited by it. Where I was, I was not feeling excited at all I was feeling

quite numb and so it brought life back to me.

Source: Source 3

”

I didn’t want to waste energy on fear and didn’t want to waste energy on the what if because I had done

everything I could, if there were things I should've done but hadn't done I might have been fearful then but when you put
everything you can in to something then what's left to do than just hope

Source: Source 3

”

I was wondering if levels of intelligence comes in to it, where people feel that they have more self efficacy, more

skills, does that mean there's less of a need for hope? And where people have lower skills or lower IQ, yeah I don’t know,
maybe there's more of a need for hope because they haven't got the resources to fill the gaps.

Source: Source 3

”

I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that never give up until the last

minute, you know so, I think that you’re driven.

Source: Source 4

”

I wanted to just move, absolutely in to the Psychology area

Source: Source 4

”

I was thinking how do I make this happen, there’s a lot of that working it through bit by bit and making sure I had
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”

I was thinking how do I make this happen, there’s a lot of that working it through bit by bit and making sure I had

the right people on board, kind of yeah. Does that sound like it was a plan?

Source: Source 4

”

once I set my mind to it and I know it’s right for me, it’s like there’s no stopping me, I just keeping going.

Source: Source 4

”

it’s like nothing will happen unless I make it happen.

Source: Source 4

”

fear was driving me forward, fear that I was going to end up there, for the next, in a job that I really wasn’t enjoying,

fear that I was getting older and the chance to do something different, you know am I going to be a banker all my life living
in a world like this, earning the money, having no time to spend with my family.

Source: Source 4

”

I think for me fear then, fear and vision are the hope and the fear together, just drive me on, but there’s

determination in there, I wouldn’t fit with that dynamic of feeling afraid or seeing a future without really doing something
about it.

Source: Source 4

”

the fear became so much that it did actually make me move

Source: Source 4

”

I have a massive amount of hope around this charity because I cannot make this happen on my own. Do you see

what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

I have hope in spite of the fact that I have a will and I have a goal but I have no pathway at all.

Source: Source 5

”

You have to believe at some level that whatever this is going to be possible for you to hope for it even if you don’t
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”

You have to believe at some level that whatever this is going to be possible for you to hope for it even if you don’t

have the agency to make that happen.

Source: Source 5

”

I think for me hopelessness is almost an invitation to apathy

Source: Source 5

”

for me hope is a driver is a motivator

Source: Source 5

”

I was believing was something prophetic then there’s something there for me about that gives me the motivation

to keep going.

Source: Source 5

”

for 8 years this was a pan on the back burner, you know it was just simmering away going one of these days

maybe, perhaps and if we don’t boil dry before then that will be cool you know. Then it’s like when the charity started taking
form it was as if we pulled the pan to a bigger burner and its cooking it’s not just warming through its cooking

Source: Source 5

”

it’s like I can ride on the back of their hope until I find my own again

Source: Source 5

”

we carry each other along at some level which is beautiful actually and I think that’s an important aspect of it for

me.

Source: Source 5

”

I’ve got loads of will and loads of goal but actually in a sense, no way, you know because I tried, I tried every way I

could think of to make this work and it still wasn’t working

Source: Source 5

DIFFICULTY
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DIFFICULTY

”

P: So, if we were going back to my father in law, there were a lot of hurdles that we as a family needed to get over

Source: Source 1

”

it’s that sort of sense of even when stuff is hard, you trust that you’ve got the wherewithal to be able to find a

way through it

Source: Source 2

”

so when something goes wrong and dominates my ability, then I resort to hope, and its not something I do

very often.

Source: Source 3

”

it was linked with determination.

Source: Source 3

”

I’ve put up with a lot of stuff over the years and a lot of difficult times.

Source: Source 4

”

the hope the bigger the bigger the effort the bigger the fear

Source: Source 4

”

I have a massive amount of hope around this charity because I cannot make this happen on my own. Do you

see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

ACTION

”

If I applied it, that was an internal thing for me on just how I approach things

Source: Source 1
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”

And I was the one that was saying if we do that then well be able to do this

Source: Source 1

”

I was thinking about how were going to cross them and what we needed to do in order to jump over them

Source: Source 1

”

I was hopeful that jumping over them would give us the outcome that we wanted

Source: Source 1

”

and I can identify pathways, and when my pathways are blocked, I can identify other ones.

Source: Source 2

”

P: Which is obviously the flip-side, but the process of taking steps to be able to put order for me is a hopeful,

is a positive thing, because it helps me feel that I’m doing something.

Source: Source 2

”

the bit between people using hope as an excuse to avoid them having to take any action. Um, that’s not

something that I personally recognise , or do, but I know it does exist.

Source: Source 2

”

She hopes she’s going to lose weight, but she does nothing to do it!

Source: Source 2

”

you have to do something. But she’s hoping it will just happen.

Source: Source 2

”

So, fear, I mean, if I think about, if I’ve got to go and do a big presentation to people, um, which scares the living
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”

So, fear, I mean, if I think about, if I’ve got to go and do a big presentation to people, um, which scares the living

daylights out of me, um, that fear gets my adrenaline going and It galvanises me to really make sure that I know my
topic.

Source: Source 2

”

So its, you know, the fear of not knowing what im talking about drives me to prepare.

Source: Source 2

”

At least when fear kicks in, if its what we were talking about earlier, fear that galvanises you to do something,

its action orientated.

Source: Source 2

”

As we said fear can be paralysing as well, so if the, once you are out of denial , you can either go into fear that

gets you to kmove somewhere, or hope that gets you to move somewhere. I don’t think that you can make progress
whilst you are in denial.

Source: Source 2

”

So for me, optimism is more akin to wishful thinking, and hope, Snyders hope model is more about making

stuff happen.

Source: Source 2

”

the process of me doing practical things to help increase the likelihood of it happening, and at that point it was

more action oriented than how people would normally understand hope

Source: Source 2

”

The foreground emotion was action, well was not an emotion, the foreground was action oriented practical

staps, what can I do.

Source: Source 2

”

You do everything you can, and then only when you cant do anymore is it worth hoping and at that point, you

know I don’t invest hoping silly things. I don’t hope for things on a daily basis I only invest hope when there's
something that really matters and there's nothing left to do.

Source: Source 3
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”

I had faith that I had done everything I could and I also knew what my next step would be if it happened.

Source: Source 3

”

I'm not sure I would've put so much in to hope then, not in that circumstance no. I am thinking back to another

time when my daughter was ill and I was hoping that she would get better, there was nothing I could do then at all.

Source: Source 3

”

It just comes that when you’ve done everything you could and you’ve managed everything you can but there's

still that uncertainty that’s when hope sort of comes in to play for me, until then all my resources are directed at
managing the situation.

Source: Source 3

”

if you hope for something that you can work towards and try to make happen even if you’re not sure of the end

result, that’s a different type of hope to hoping that something will happen when you have absolutely no control over
the end result.

Source: Source 4

”

So I went in to total planning mode, how am I going to make this happen? How can I let them lose the ir grip on

me

Source: Source 4

”

I went in to total planning mode, worked it out, how was I gonna do this how was I gonna set the scenes.

Source: Source 4

”

I was thinking how do I make this happen, there’s a lot of that working it through bit by bit and making sure I

had the right people on board, kind of yeah. Does that sound like it was a plan?

Source: Source 4

”

I’d feel the fear and then it would be like no, keep going keep trying that.

Source: Source 4

”

So there was a lot of thought went in to it. A lot of planning, plotting, and a sense that this was my destiny
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”

So there was a lot of thought went in to it. A lot of planning, plotting, and a sense that this was my destiny

Source: Source 4

”

So for me hope, somebody who is hoping without that sense of I can make this happen, or I’m willing to

actually push something to make it happen, even if it’s very uncomfortable for me, then I think it just becomes like as
if they’re a passenger in their own life.

Source: Source 4

”

it’s like nothing will happen unless I make it happen.

Source: Source 4

”

the fear became so much that it did actually make me move

Source: Source 4

OPTIMISM & PESSIMISM

”

And I was the one that was saying if we do that then well be able to do this

Source: Source 1

”

I was hopeful that jumping over them would give us the outcome that we wanted

Source: Source 1

”

P: I think hope comes with uncertainty, optimism, fear

Source: Source 2

”

So I think optimism, and self efficacy come into it and they are closely aligned.

Source: Source 2

”

im an optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I assumeeverything is
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”

im an optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I assumeeverything is

going to work out, and if it doesn’t work out, I assume I will find the wherewithal to make it work.

Source: Source 2

”

And I think that I can do that with an optimistic frame of mind, which is, I go into it feeling optimistic that I will

work it out, but you know, I suppose a deeper question is, is Snyders hope model really hope, or is it a goal-setting, is
it hopeful goal-setting?

Source: Source 2

”

some people are no matter what happens they carry hope and optimism and you know a drive forward,

forward moving and I think hope drives you forward and I think some people are just in nature like that and some
people are in nature the opposite. They see the worst, they expect the worse they kind of don’t see past that , things
happen to them rather than they make things happen and I just think some people are just born with it and some
people are born the opposite.

Source: Source 4

”

and I’m like oh no don’t make it big I can’t cope, you know. But people believe in what I’m doing which is like so

cool, and so there’s something there about when I’m having my doubts their hope carries me.

Source: Source 5

COGNITIVE

”

There’s Snyder’s cognitive model of hope as a goal-setting and thinking process

Source: Source 2

”

but in some ways doesn’t really capture for me what hope is

Source: Source 2

”

So for me there’s the cognitive process

Source: Source 2

”

If you’re thinking about the cognitive model , then it serves as a process of being able to make progress.
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”

If you’re thinking about the cognitive model , then it serves as a process of being able to make progress.

Source: Source 2

”

the cognitive bit is a sort of a sense of possibility and achievement.

Source: Source 2

”

And, so that cognitive hope process comes into play. I might not be able to control the outcome at that, but I

can make a difference on this little bit, and there are things that I can do , I order to make myself feel better, or to give
myself this sense of feeling in control

Source: Source 2

”

I think that those two, rather than just sitting there and you know, wailing in the wind and waiting for something

to happen or not happen, I think that cognitive process, for me at least kicks in, and I go into the right, ok, what can I
do.

Source: Source 2

”

So I think in some ways it might be linked to the brain is in shock and it just needs to get its head around

coping with this.

Source: Source 2

”

I think its with more information you adjust, you adjust your goals

Source: Source 2

”

you’re accessing all your functioning, yeah rather than it being one or the other, do you see what I mean?

Source: Source 5

”

I think acceptance for me is a heart and a head mechanism, I think you can accept something in a sense,

cognitively

Source: Source 5

PATHWAYS

”

and I can identify pathways, and when my pathways are blocked, I can identify other ones.
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”

and I can identify pathways, and when my pathways are blocked, I can identify other ones.

Source: Source 2

”

it’s that sort of sense of even when stuff is hard, you trust that you’ve got the wherewithal to be able to find a

way through it

Source: Source 2

”

and you might not know where that’s going to take you but you know you’ve got the toolkit as it were to be able

to make something happen

Source: Source 2

”

on Snyder’s version of hope , I think there is a control thing, because whilst you may not be able to control the

outcome, you can control the process, and you can control your response it.

Source: Source 2

”

P: Which is obviously the flip-side, but the process of taking steps to be able to put order for me is a hopeful,

is a positive thing, because it helps me feel that I’m doing something.

Source: Source 2

”

im an optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I assumeeverything is

going to work out, and if it doesn’t work out, I assume I will find the wherewithal to make it work.

Source: Source 2

”

Whereas for me, Snyders hope model is more action orientated, whichrequires me to have amotivation, and

the means to make things happen, that I want to happen.

Source: Source 2

”

its not the end of the world and I will do something else. So, ill find a different pathway, so that’s more, that’s

more, pure hope if you like is for me the key thing there is if it happens, how do you feel about that, you know, if the
event that you are hoping for doesn’t happen, does happen then whats the impact and the greater the impact the
higher the fear level.

Source: Source 2

”

I will always think that there’s a way
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”

I will always think that there’s a way

Source: Source 4

”

So you know that whole pathways thing you know, how am I ever going to open this door and get out.

Source: Source 4

”

I was reading Sniders theory and if you have this sense and you have a pathway and you have a goal and the

will power that actually that doesn’t need hope

Source: Source 5

”

I have hope in spite of the fact that I have a will and I have a goal but I have no pathway at all.

Source: Source 5

”

I have no trajectory to follow that says this is the pathway that I am going to do to get this to happen.

Source: Source 5

”

It is like these pathways happen but they aren’t mine, they are totally outside my control.

Source: Source 5

”

when I am at the end of myself and I can’t see a possibility then the the leaning in me is to become hopeless

Source: Source 5

”

God becomes the way rather than the hope that he has the way as we haven’t got the way to do that, yeh,

that would make sense Reece yeh

Source: Source 5

”

I’ve got loads of will and loads of goal but actually in a sense, no way, you know because I tried, I tried every

way I could think of to make this work and it still wasn’t working

Source: Source 5

WISHFUL THINKING
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WISHFUL THINKING

”

And whilst I don’t see hope as wishful thinking

Source: Source 2

”

I mean I think that goes into what I would call “wishful thinking”. I mean, I think that you can abdicate

responsibility, and say – well, there’s nothing I can do about it so I’m just gonna “hope for the best”.

Source: Source 2

”

“oh I’ll just sit back and see what happens ” , but I think that it absolutely does exist

Source: Source 2

”

you have to do something. But she’s hoping it will just happen.

Source: Source 2

”

That whole sense of if things could just go back to the way that they were before all this stuff happened.

Source: Source 2

”

Its sort of together alongside the wishful thinking. Because for me, when I was in the denial, it was around,

“maybe it will all just go away”, maybe you know, this will get better, and that’s the wishful thinking, which is the denial,
and the not accepting that this is where we are, we need to deal with this.

Source: Source 2

”

Because, are you really emotionally invested? Do you really want it enough that actually you don’t really care

whether it does or it doesn’t, that’s not hope, because hope, and gain, I do separate out the cognitive process from
that sort of emotion from the heart, sort of heartfelt, um, ting where you doint have control, but that you are just willing
anything.

Source: Source 2

”

I suppose hope could, weather for a wedding, that perhaps that straddles, because what that is really saying is

I hope the day goes well

Source: Source 2
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”

I hope it is a memeorable day, I hope it is as special as I want it to be. Um, but I mean its that “I hope I don’t

get stuck I traffic”, I mean, you do you do, there is no real sense of loss, unless you are trying to get to the airport, in
which case getting stuck in traffic has a whole new… So even in that example there is a cionsequence to it not
happening. And if there is not a big enough consequence…

Source: Source 2

”

I hope it stops raining before I go out for a run. An it doesn’t really matter!

Source: Source 2

”

So for me, optimism is more akin to wishful thinking, and hope, Snyders hope model is more about making

stuff happen.

Source: Source 2

”

its related to spirituality not necessarily associated with religion and then there’s a sort of more general hope

you know, a hope I’ll get to work on time and that sort of thing.

Source: Source 3

”

I might run for a bus and you might say I hope you get the bus but if I'm running for the bus then its pretty

much in my own hands, I should have gone earlier if I wanted to get the bus. Its not something to hope for.

Source: Source 3

”

hope for me is that it likes a wish that something would happen or something wouldn’t happen

Source: Source 4

”

I hoped that the day is nice tomorrow so I can have a walk on the beach, that kind of hope there’s no fear, to

me that’s not kind of hope , that’s like just life

Source: Source 4

”

I think they hope without determination, it’s kind of very wishy washy, you know it’s kind of, it’s more like an

aspiration, it’s more like that hoping without actually feeling that you have anything to do wi th it.

Source: Source 4

EMOTIONAL
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EMOTIONAL

”

and then there’s the emotional process.

Source: Source 2

”

I suppose that emotional thing

Source: Source 2

”

I think that the emotional hope

Source: Source 2

”

so, um, I’d probably say the emotional bit is a coping mechanism

Source: Source 2

”

I think that emotional hope is around – there is nothing that you can do about it, you can’t influence it, you can’t

control it

Source: Source 2

”

, I mean Prochaska talks about it in his changing for good model, I don’t know if you have come across that before

, but he talks about, you know, an event, some sort of an emotional trigger that galvanises change

Source: Source 2

”

I think there is a positive and a negative side to emotions

Source: Source 2

”

If you think about any emotion, whether its pride or joy, or happiness, if the volume control is too high on it, its not a

positive thing. So I think fear is the same.

Source: Source 2

”

I don’t think it is an emotion. Um, I think it is a composite.
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”

I don’t think it is an emotion. Um, I think it is a composite.

Source: Source 2

”

um, I think that when it happens, I think it comes with a release and joy and happiness – when it’s the way you

want it. If it doesn’t happen then its sadness

Source: Source 2

”

I think it’s a complex emotion for want of a better phrase

Source: Source 2

”

it’s a complex construct – in and of itself. I think, depending on which way the dice falls – it leads to different

emotions.

Source: Source 2

”

your in fight or flight, your responsive, your adrenaline is flowing, your corizol is flowing, you are responding to a

certain, you know – it is pure fight or flight. That doesn’t involve emotion!

Source: Source 2

”

the emotion may come later –

Source: Source 2

”

I don’t think we have a language in schools and in life that enables people to deal openly with their emotions, and I

think that’s more so with men in society

Source: Source 2

”

in twerms of organisations where its actually a sign of weakness to show emotion. Therefore you get this social

conditioning of, you know – emotion equals bad, emotion equals weakness.

Source: Source 2

”

And, you know, women, when you are called “emotional”, it is not a compliment.
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”

And, you know, women, when you are called “emotional”, it is not a compliment.

Source: Source 2

”

if you control your emotion, and that controls your ability, and willingness to put yourself out there to be vulnerable

and openly be hopeful.

Source: Source 2

”

and it was almost a bit of annoyance at the disruption, and annoyance of what she could and couldn’t do, just stuff

that got in the way.

Source: Source 2

”

and a lot of anger, a lot of fear

Source: Source 2

”

mostly I would say if I think about the emotions, a huge amount of sadness

Source: Source 2

”

there was an aweful lot of anger around why her? She was an incredibly brilliant person, she was really young,

why her, why not, you know – all of these worthless people out there. I would say that the predominant thing was anger

Source: Source 2

”

Because, are you really emotionally invested? Do you really want it enough that actually you don’t really care

whether it does or it doesn’t, that’s not hope, because hope, and gain, I do separate out the cognitive process from that
sort of emotion from the heart, sort of heartfelt, um, ting where you doint have control, but that you are just willing
anything.

Source: Source 2

”

And people who have religious faith would probably pray. Um, and its that level of sort of emotional connection,

which is, do you really really want something to happen, but you have no imfluence or control of how it does, or if it does.

Source: Source 2

”

for me is missing in his model is the emotional element.
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”

for me is missing in his model is the emotional element.

Source: Source 2

”

the Snyder Model lacks the emotional component, so it works when there are circumstances that you have

influence over, I don’t think it works when it’s a situation that you don’t have influence over.

Source: Source 2

”

I probably wouldn’t draw it as a curve, you know plotting it on a graph, but I would describe it as foreground and

background, you know, respite is a good word in that when I was taking action, you know, the “I really hope he gets it”
wasn’t foreground in my mind, it waswhat can I do to help. So, it, the hope receeded in terms of its prominence.

Source: Source 2

”

I think its emotional resonance of the thing that you are hoping for. I some ways its loss and gain, bbut in some

ways its more complex than that, its how emotionally invested am I, whats the emotional impact of the thing happening,
or not happening, and whats the emotional consequence.

Source: Source 2

”

SO, its that what have you got, whats the impact of it not happening and you can think about that as a loss or a

gain, or you can think about it as an emotional impact

Source: Source 2

”

how much do I care about it and how much does it alter how I feel about things. Um, and I think it’s the emotional

resonance and the goal, is the higher the emotional resonance of the goal, the greater its loss if it doesn’t happen.

Source: Source 2

”

There was no point putting a lot of energy in to hoping this would happen and doing what if scenarios we just had

to deal with one day at a time and one hour at a time

Source: Source 3

”

if I was afraid of that kind of, I was afraid of him going, and you know I am definitely, its different kind of fear though,

it’s a fear of separation, or loneliness, of that kind of stuff, but if I thought he was in danger id have done everything to stop
him from going.

Source: Source 4
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”

Everybody has a control to make stuff happen but some people don’t have that same, I don’t know what it is maybe

its self-belief maybe it’s, I don’t know fate

Source: Source 4

”

I think there is something inextricably linked for me Reece about um self-esteem about the people we are

intrinsically inside and how this relates to our levels of hope and allowing ourselves to believe in the possibility

Source: Source 5

”

she categorised. I don’t categorise emotions but she categorises emotions into positive and negative

Source: Source 5

”

my hope rises and falls is or not falls but you know the levels go up and down a little bit

Source: Source 5

RESILIENCE, DETERMINATION & PERSERVERENCE

”

it’s that resilience

Source: Source 2

”

it’s that sort of sense of even when stuff is hard, you trust that you’ve got the wherewithal to be able to find a

way through it

Source: Source 2

”

I suppose for me, it’s a coping mechanism!

Source: Source 2

”

so, um, I’d probably say the emotional bit is a coping mechanism

Source: Source 2

”

im an optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I assumeeverything is
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”

im an optimistic person, I always think half full, I assume the best is going to happen, I assumeeverything is

going to work out, and if it doesn’t work out, I assume I will find the wherewithal to make it work.

Source: Source 2

”

it was linked with determination.

Source: Source 3

”

There was a hope that she would get through this okay and there wont be any lasting problems. My energy

wasn’t actually put in to the hope, my energy was put in to getting through one day at a time really.

Source: Source 3

”

well the hope has the purpose of not giving up

Source: Source 4

”

I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that never give up until the last

minute, you know so, I think that you’re driven.

Source: Source 4

”

So there definitely was fear because once id made my mind up that I wanted this, one of my key strengths is

perseverance to the point of being over persistent.

Source: Source 4

”

I’d feel the fear and then it would be like no, keep going keep trying that.

Source: Source 4

”

there was just this determination

Source: Source 4

”

once I set my mind to it and I know it’s right for me, it’s like there’s no stopping me, I just keeping going.

Source: Source 4
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”

When I have control I have some kind of sense that, not gonna have control but when I feel that I can make

something happen I just keep..

Source: Source 4

”

I think they hope without determination, it’s kind of very wishy washy, you know it’s kind of, it’s more like an

aspiration, it’s more like that hoping without actually feeling that you have anything to do wi th it.

Source: Source 4

”

it’s like nothing will happen unless I make it happen.

Source: Source 4

”

I think for me fear then, fear and vision are the hope and the fear together, just drive me on, but there’s

determination in there, I wouldn’t fit with that dynamic of feeling afraid or seeing a future without really doing something
about it.

Source: Source 4

”

it gives me something to strive for something where I can keep going

Source: Source 5

CHANCE
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CHANCE

”

in some ways, it doesn’t matter what you do about it, its not going to ultimately change the outcome because

that’s a role of the dice thing. It either will or it won’t!

Source: Source 2

”

And it’s that, sort of the chance, the luck and your just hoping that the dice is going to fall in your favour. Um,

and there’s nothing you can do about it!

Source: Source 2

”

I think that those two, rather than just sitting there and you know, wailing in the wind and waiting for something

to happen or not happen, I think that cognitive process, for me at least kicks in, and I go into the right, ok, what can I
do.

Source: Source 2

”

“oh I’ll just sit back and see what happens ” , but I think that it absolutely does exist

Source: Source 2

”

You know you think about, say, somebody having a heart attack and dropping down dead, then you don’t have

a chance to hope that their end will be, you don’t get a chance to go through the process.

Source: Source 2

”

the process of me doing practical things to help increase the likelihood of it happening, and at that point it was

more action oriented than how people would normally understand hope

Source: Source 2

DENIAL & DELUSION

”

For me hope is positive, you know I hope that things won’t happen, and so that’s an avoidance mechanism,

because I’m hoping that the event won’t happen, because I don’t want it to, so, but for me, it feels like a positive
process

Source: Source 2

”

the bit between people using hope as an excuse to avoid them having to take any action. Um, that’s not
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”

the bit between people using hope as an excuse to avoid them having to take any action. Um, that’s not

something that I personally recognise , or do, but I know it does exist.

Source: Source 2

”

I think, you know – denial

Source: Source 2

”

where hope is present, it because there is emotional content, because we like to keep our emotions buried.

Source: Source 2

”

I don’t think we have a language in schools and in life that enables people to deal openly with their emotions,

and I think that’s more so with men in society

Source: Source 2

”

So I was continually hoping through the process from I hope that this would just go away and not happen,

Source: Source 2

”

I was fearful that It would happen, I was fearful, part of why I was hoping so desparately that it would go away

was that I was fearful it wouldn’t.

Source: Source 2

”

I don’t think it’s a part of hope, I think its part of the process of getting to hope.

Source: Source 2

”

I think it’s a coping mechanism. And it’s a response from the brain, you know, I really don’t want to have to deal

with this, and I would rather it all just go away, and we can go back to normal . And I think that hope comes after the
denial.

Source: Source 2

”

As we said fear can be paralysing as well, so if the, once you are out of denial , you can either go into fear that
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”

As we said fear can be paralysing as well, so if the, once you are out of denial , you can either go into fear that

gets you to kmove somewhere, or hope that gets you to move somewhere. I don’t think that you can make progress
whilst you are in denial.

Source: Source 2

”

Its sort of together alongside the wishful thinking. Because for me, when I was in the denial, it was around,

“maybe it will all just go away”, maybe you know, this will get better, and that’s the wishful thinking, which is the denial,
and the not accepting that this is where we are, we need to deal with this.

Source: Source 2

”

obviously at the beginning I wanted, you know I was hoping that she would get better and as soon as I realised

that she wasn’t going to get better, you start hoping for different things.

Source: Source 2

”

my dad was I a little bit of, he was stuck in denial for a hell of a lot longer stage than I was.

Source: Source 2

”

I didn’t accept it on one level and that’s where the anger came in, but I think in those circumstances it did

absolutely help me to cope, and to adjust to, to realise that a miracle wasn’t going to happen, didn’t make me accept it,
the acceptance bit came quite a bit later.

Source: Source 2

”

I think a lot of it is sown to perspective, and perhaps the way that you see the world. And whether you are

coming from an approach or avoidance motivation.

Source: Source 2

”

Is it always positive? I think if people go in to the realms of having hope that um it is just unrealistic umm,

maybe not, maybe that’s delusion.

Source: Source 3

”

Right up until maybe a week before she died, you do think there, going to, you know come up with a drug that’s
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”

Right up until maybe a week before she died, you do think there, going to, you know come up with a drug that’s

on trial that has, and your head is telling you that nothing is going to reverse this, but you’re still there and you’re hoping
that it will happen and then she moved in to the hospice and then you know it’s over, but hope finishes then and its
replaced with a different type of hope then.

Source: Source 4

”

it kept her thinking that something that might happen to reverse it.

Source: Source 4

”

I think if you’re not a realist as well, hope could be negative.

Source: Source 4

”

if you think about the fear that you feel, the hope is telling you that no matter what happens you’ll be okay and

you’ll get over this.

Source: Source 4

”

yes there was the fear that this wouldn’t happen but I was kind of blocking it, I would push it back

Source: Source 4

”

I’m not going to get this job, which I probably won’t then what do I do next then the hope coming back in

Source: Source 4

”

maybe they will be able to overlook how badly I did in the interview and make the decision and then the other

one would go no they can’t, they won’t do that because the process is the process and then the other will go but
they know me so well that, they know I can do this job maybe they will..

Source: Source 4

”

for me my faith isn’t blind my faith is built on evidence and proof that God loves me and that he sorts em out

and he figures things out and he answers prayers that where I have no way of manging anything he sorts things out

Source: Source 5

”

disillusionment is about the lack of a picture, the lack of being able to see something or formulate something,
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”

disillusionment is about the lack of a picture, the lack of being able to see something or formulate something,

even if it’s an illusion (laugh)

Source: Source 5

Vulnerability

”

a word that came into my mind was vulnerability

Source: Source 2

”

I think that hope requires you to be vulnerable

Source: Source 2

”

If you are expressing your hope, and you are communicating it, it requires you to be vulnerable

Source: Source 2

”

if you control your emotion, and that controls your ability, and willingness to put yourself out there to be

vulnerable and openly be hopeful.

Source: Source 2

”

Well its passion yeah absolutely.

Source: Source 3

”

if you're gonna invest in hope and gonna put your heart in to something that you have no control over, then it

does take courage.

Source: Source 3

”

if you are going to truly hope for something with all your heart you'd have to be courageous because it might

not happen and you'd have to be prepared to live with the outcome if it doesn’t happen when we talk about plan B but
really plan A is only what matters

Source: Source 3

”

I suppose in the very beginning you thought you had no hope and maybe the way we approached it was we
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”

I suppose in the very beginning you thought you had no hope and maybe the way we approached it was we

were not gonna give up, just making sure she wasn’t afraid or that kind of stuff.

Source: Source 4

”

It had a purpose from that point of view yeah. We didn’t just leave her in the hospital you know and just think

Source: Source 4

”

daring to believe that this could happen and that it could happen with me involved in it and that I could be um

contributory that I could be good enough to contribute to that.

Source: Source 5

”

and I’m like oh no don’t make it big I can’t cope, you know. But people believe in what I’m doing which is like so

cool, and so there’s something there about when I’m having my doubts their hope carries me.

Source: Source 5

Courage

”

it requires you to be vulnerable, and that takes courage for me, to be prepared to be vulnerable

Source: Source 2

”

I think that if you are hoping in secret, and you are not communicating then I don’t think it takes courage

Source: Source 2

”

as much. I think it takes courage to face how you are feeling, and to allow yourself to hope. Once you are

hoping, it’s a process of allowing yourself to hope that I think requires courage.

Source: Source 2

”

It’s that, I am prepared to hope for this, I am prepared to, it’s a bit like if you decide, I am not going to fall in love

because I don’t want to get hurt

Source: Source 2

”

You can allow yourself that knowing that the price you have to pay for that is potentially disappointment, and
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”

You can allow yourself that knowing that the price you have to pay for that is potentially disappointment, and

sadness if it doesn’t happen.

Source: Source 2

”

So I think optimism, and self efficacy come into it and they are closely aligned.

Source: Source 2

”

Oh definitely, in my view yes.

Source: Source 3

”

if you are going to truly hope for something with all your heart you'd have to be courageous because it might

not happen and you'd have to be prepared to live with the outcome if it doesn’t happen when we talk about plan B but
really plan A is only what matters

Source: Source 3

”

if you're gonna invest in hope and gonna put your heart in to something that you have no control over, then it

does take courage.

Source: Source 3

”

I wouldn’t allow my fears of living without him to affect his decision.

Source: Source 4

”

we kept fighting and looking for solutions and you know, we tried everything that we could think of, to try and

stop it from happening, but we couldn’t, nothing.

Source: Source 4

”

I suppose in the very beginning you thought you had no hope and maybe the way we approached it was we

were not gonna give up, just making sure she wasn’t afraid or that kind of stuff.

Source: Source 4

”

I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that never give up until the last
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”

I think that it keeps you trying and it keeps you working and it keeps you, it’s like that never give up until the last

minute, you know so, I think that you’re driven.

Source: Source 4

”

So there definitely was fear because once id made my mind up that I wanted this, one of my key strengths is

perseverance to the point of being over persistent.

Source: Source 4

”

a sense of daring to believe and I know if that sounds like a daft thing to say but when you’ve had your hopes

smashed and your trust battered like I have, daring to believe is actually kind of a massive thing

Source: Source 5

”

daring to believe that this could happen and that it could happen with me involved in it and that I could be um

contributory that I could be good enough to contribute to that.

Source: Source 5

”

so actually it’s more scary to hope than it is to fear.

Source: Source 5

”

I’m not going to put myself out there to risk the good things happening…

Source: Source 5

ACCEPTANCE

”

You cant hope that she is going to get better, because you know that she is not

Source: Source 2

”

So you adjust those goals to deal with the realism that you have got in front of you.

Source: Source 2

”

I think you do adjust your goals as reality kicks in
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”

I think you do adjust your goals as reality kicks in

Source: Source 2

”

I think acceptance of something and adjusting, you know your hope goals, you know are two different things,

for me are certainly two different things.

Source: Source 2

”

I didn’t accept it on one level and that’s where the anger came in, but I think in those circumstances it did

absolutely help me to cope, and to adjust to, to realise that a miracle wasn’t going to happen, didn’t make me accept it,
the acceptance bit came quite a bit later.

Source: Source 2

”

when I was thinking about it there was kind of acceptance came in to it as well, you know there's only so

much that I could do. I didn’t have control over it

Source: Source 3

”

I wouldn’t allow my fears of living without him to affect his decision.

Source: Source 4

”

Right up until maybe a week before she died, you do think there, going to, you know come up with a drug that’s

on trial that has, and your head is telling you that nothing is going to reverse this, but you’re still there and you’re hoping
that it will happen and then she moved in to the hospice and then you know it’s over, but hope finishes then and its
replaced with a different type of hope then.

Source: Source 4

”

And the same with my sister when she was dying, and when you’re getting towards the realisation that this

isn’t going to work out then there’s like, okay how do we make this the best? And then you’re hopeful again for the
future

Source: Source 4

”

and you’re hopeful that for her, there’s something else for her and that we will move on and you know that’s

the hope, it keeps you so far and realism turns in and then starts to be a different kind of hope.

Source: Source 4
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”

I met god in a very real way, Reece, he came and spoke to me in a very real way and gave me a picture in my

mind about acceptance and about being loved and about being um being granted permission into his presence which
was massive.

Source: Source 5

”

The acceptance that’s the healthy way of processing it but the unhealthy way might be the despair

Source: Source 5

”

like it or not, that’s resignation and its maybe sometimes resignation is a step on the way to acceptance

Source: Source 5

”

I think acceptance for me is a heart and a head mechanism, I think you can accept something in a sense,

cognitively

Source: Source 5

GOALS & VISION

”

it’s about something I want to have happen.

Source: Source 1

”

I link Snyders model, which I like a lot as a goal setting model, for me it doesn’t encapsulate fully what I think

hope is.

Source: Source 2

”

And I think that I can do that with an optimistic frame of mind, which is, I go into it feeling optimistic that I will

work it out, but you know, I suppose a deeper question is, is Snyders hope model really hope, or is it a goal-setting, is
it hopeful goal-setting?

Source: Source 2

”

I think it can do, I think it can give you something to move towards, it can give you a goal to go towards, you
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”

I think it can do, I think it can give you something to move towards, it can give you a goal to go towards, you

know you hope for a better future, I feel there’s a lot of people hoping for a better future coming 23 rd June.

Source: Source 3

”

I started then getting excited, looking to the future and also on that point, I started checking out of my role within

the civil service, id already mentally started moving in to this world in my head and what I was going to do. I started
reaching and setting up my own business understanding tax forms. I ’d already started planning for that things
happening because in my mind that was what I absolutely wanted

Source: Source 3

”

You do everything you can, and then only when you cant do anymore is it worth hoping and at that point, you

know I don’t invest hoping silly things. I don’t hope for things on a daily basis I only invest hope when there's
something that really matters and there's nothing left to do.

Source: Source 3

”

So there was a lot of thought went in to it. A lot of planning, plotting, and a sense that this was my destiny

Source: Source 4

”

they’re not finding or getting that fulfilment or meaning out of their lives, but they’re just not having a vision of

what it could be like.

Source: Source 4

”

I think, for me the hope, the vision of the way it could be was a bit stronger.

Source: Source 4

”

I think the actual vision, if you’re calling the vision of the future, hope. I think that was there pulling me. The fear

gave me the “go do it now”.

Source: Source 4

”

so I think by creating the vision of what it could be I actually became less tolerant to what I had.

Source: Source 4

”

but when my head changed and my kids got bigger and my mortgage was less of a burden, and a vision of the
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”

but when my head changed and my kids got bigger and my mortgage was less of a burden, and a vision of the

future, it’s as if it actually became clearer and my perception and my tolerance became less and less and less.

Source: Source 4

”

So in some ways the vision of the future created fear of the present.

Source: Source 4

”

I was reading Sniders theory and if you have this sense and you have a pathway and you have a goal and the

will power that actually that doesn’t need hope

Source: Source 5

”

hope is something that is in me when whatever the goal is or the aspiration is might actually seem out of my

reach.

Source: Source 5

”

I was believing was something prophetic then there’s something there for me about that gives me the

motivation to keep going.

Source: Source 5

”

for 8 years this was a pan on the back burner, you know it was just simmering away going one of these days

maybe, perhaps and if we don’t boil dry before then that will be cool you know. Then it’s like when the charity started
taking form it was as if we pulled the pan to a bigger burner and its cooking it’s not just warming through its cooking

Source: Source 5

”

it keeps me believing it keeps me pressing in, yeh,

Source: Source 5

”

I’ve got loads of will and loads of goal but actually in a sense, no way, you know because I tried, I tried every

way I could think of to make this work and it still wasn’t working

Source: Source 5

POLARITY & DUALITY
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”

my sister got really ill and I was her main person, she couldn’t speak or anything for a period of time and I could do

nothing to stop it from happening and I hoped, right up until to the end that something would be different.

Source: Source 4

”

I definitely hoped and I prayed and I, every time they came with some little, we’re going to try this or we’re going to

try that, there ’s that hope that then again this one will work. But I could do absolutely nothing and there was so much fear
there.

Source: Source 4

”

does fear drive hope, I don’t think so, I don’t think it drives hope, I think they’re two separate things but they live

together side by side because usually when there’s hope there’s a fear of it not happening or as you say the fear that it
will happen.

Source: Source 4

”

I think within every situation where I would be hopeful with fear, there’s always part of my brain that’s working in to

if that happens what next?

Source: Source 4

”

so you’re hopeful that the baby gets bigger you know, you’re hopeful that everything will be okay but in my mind, it

was clicking in to, if this isn’t going to be okay, what are we going to do?

Source: Source 4

”

even though you’re hopeful and looking forward, there’s still, your brain clicks in to what next.

Source: Source 4

”

I think it’s a cycle, like you, the hope ties in with the fear, then the fear perhaps becomes more than the hope when

it’s not the same, but it’s not gonna work out, but the two of them are working together and it depends on who’s dominant
on the day.

Source: Source 4

”

And as you get closer to the eventually that you can stop, in the hope with no control particularly, the fear becomes
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”

And as you get closer to the eventually that you can stop, in the hope with no control particularly, the fear becomes

more and the hope becomes less and then again it turns back in to a new dive of hope with a different type of fear. I think
they roll along together.

Source: Source 4

”

it can stick together, they can actually stick together, I don’t think they’re the same and I don’t even think that

they’re on the other ends of the spectrum, I think they can actually stick together and you can have both, and you can feel
both at the same time, in those kind of scenarios. I think when you have some control over it they might be different.

Source: Source 4

”

But when its hope without control then I think they sit there together and some people manage to keep them in

balance and some people lose it because the fear becomes too much.

Source: Source 4

”

the hope maybe lessens the fear.

Source: Source 4

”

if you think about the fear that you feel, the hope is telling you that no matter what happens you’ll be okay and

you’ll get over this.

Source: Source 4

”

So I think they, the hope keeps the fear under control and the fear keeps the hope under control.

Source: Source 4

”

they keep you in balance by sort of being both there at the same time.

Source: Source 4

”

one will keep the other in check, and keeping that balance between the two actually, keep them in equilibrium in

some way.

Source: Source 4

”

Which was more, the fear of staying as I was or the hope of becoming that other person?
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”

Which was more, the fear of staying as I was or the hope of becoming that other person?

Source: Source 4

”

so I think the fear gave the hope a kick in the backside.

Source: Source 4

”

I think the actual vision, if you’re calling the vision of the future, hope. I think that was there pulling me. The fear

gave me the “go do it now”.

Source: Source 4

”

I don’t think either of them would’ve worked on their own, and I think behind every great passion, and every you

know drive for something if there is a fear

Source: Source 4

”

I could not find an example of real hope that didn’t have an element of fear

Source: Source 4

”

the hope the bigger the bigger the effort the bigger the fear

Source: Source 4

”

I’m not going to get this job, which I probably won’t then what do I do next then the hope coming back in

Source: Source 4

”

maybe they will be able to overlook how badly I did in the interview and make the decision and then the other one

would go no they can’t, they won’t do that because the process is the process and then the other will go but they know
me so well that, they know I can do this job maybe they will..

Source: Source 4

”

my hope tends to be that things don’t go wrong. Rather than that they will actually go right and the goal; will be
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”

my hope tends to be that things don’t go wrong. Rather than that they will actually go right and the goal; will be

realised.

Source: Source 5

”

it is the ‘what ifs’ that for me, are not contradictory to hope but in a sense I don’t know if they contradict the hope

or fuel it.

Source: Source 5

”

So there is hope and doubt within a continuum that sometime they are in the same quadrant and I hope it will

happen but I actually wonder what I am going to do if it does.

Source: Source 5

”

I think there is something inextricably linked for me Reece about um self-esteem about the people we are

intrinsically inside and how this relates to our levels of hope and allowing ourselves to believe in the possibility

Source: Source 5

”

my hope and my faith get intertwined

Source: Source 5

”

I think that’s what it does, it can’t and I think and again the fear and the hope are linked

Source: Source 5

”

you were talking about hoping that things will happen and hoping they won’t happen and for me that it’s that it’s

sense of as things are starting to bare through and to come to fruition then it’s that sense of you are hoping that I will
happen and come to fruition but there’s also hope that nothing will go wrong nothing will get in the way of this thing baring
through so in that sense it is a fear that it will the what ifs but you could also translate that as a hope that it won’t.

Source: Source 5

”

so in a sense the difference is a fear that it will happen might might put you into fight flight freeze mode because

it’s a fearful emotional where is a hope that it won’t happen might enable you to just use your broader function for all the
functioning and to be alert and to be aware

Source: Source 5

”

if you listen to um like a beautiful piece of classical music or something and you get to the end of the, there’s
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”

if you listen to um like a beautiful piece of classical music or something and you get to the end of the, there’s

always this kind of crescendo aint there you know, and I think in the achievement of anything like that you get this
crescendo. But it’s like the hope and the fear

Source: Source 5

DISPAIR

”

the word despair comes to mind

Source: Source 3

”

Yeah and the other is nothingness,

Source: Source 3

”

An emptiness, a void.

Source: Source 3

”

I already started moving myself mentally in to the space. Had it not happened and they’d got back to me and

said no, I would have gone straight to despair and I probably would have been the worst civil servant on the planet
because I would have been so demotivated.

Source: Source 3

”

I was fearful that they would turn up and in my mind I did have scenarios of what I might do if they did turn up.

But apart from that I felt more helpless than hopeful

Source: Source 3

”

The fear of the consequences and the fear of having to face this, but I could do nothing about it I just had to

stand by and watch it happen.

Source: Source 4

”

when I am at the end of myself and I can’t see a possibility then the the leaning in me is to become hopeless

Source: Source 5

”

I think for me hopelessness is almost an invitation to apathy
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”

I think for me hopelessness is almost an invitation to apathy

Source: Source 5

”

I have ever felt so hopeless in my entire life

Source: Source 5

”

The acceptance that’s the healthy way of processing it but the unhealthy way might be the despair

Source: Source 5

”

I think disillusionment for me has been an experience of the opposite of hope in the sense that hope umm or

maybe disillusionment is the opposite to faith

Source: Source 5

”

disillusionment is about the lack of a picture, the lack of being able to see something or formulate something,

even if it’s an illusion (laugh)

Source: Source 5

”

like it or not, that’s resignation and its maybe sometimes resignation is a step on the way to acceptance

Source: Source 5
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